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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
A.T RICHMOND. 
Record No. 1884 
NORFOLK TIDEWATER TERMINALS, INCORPO-
RATED, A CORPORATION, Plaintiff in Error, 
versus 
NORFOLK & PORTSMOUTH BELT LINE R.A.ILRO.AD 
COMPANY, A CORPORATION, Defendant in Error. 
PETITION FOR WRIT OF ERROR. 
To the Honorable J'u.stices of the Supreme Court of Appeals 
of Vir.Qinia: 
The parties hold the same position on appeal as in the 
lo·wer court and will be referred to ·as plaintiff and defendant. 
Action was brought in general ass111mpsit on an implied 
contract to recover compensation for the use of plaintiff's 
railroad tracks which the defendant used and derived large 
revenues and benefits therefrom. Defendant pleaded the 
general issue and filed a plea under the statutes of set-off, al-
leging that compensation heretofore paid by it for the use of 
these tracks was without consideration, and was illegal be-
cause it was in violation of its published tariffs. The jury 
found for the plaintiff in the sum of $10,929.50, which the 
Court set aside .and entered judgment for ~he defendant in the 
sum of $256.25 under its plea of set-off. 
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Exceptions were taken to the action of the Court in set-
ting aside the verdict of the jury and entering judgment for 
the defendant, and to ·its action in excluding a contract of-
fered in evidence by the plaintiff. 
Both parties are Virginia corporations, with their prin-
cipal offices in the City of Norfolk, and the cause of action 
arose there. 
FACT·S. 
Plaintiff.'s Property and Tracks. 
Plaintiff has operated continuously since September 1, 
1925, a waterfront terminal and warehouses in Norfolk City 
known as the ''Army Base'' ; this property consists of a 
large tract of land fronting on the Harbor of Hampton Roads, 
with two covered concrete piers extending west into the har-
bor to the U. S. Bulkhead Line; the waters at the sides and 
end of each pier are dredg·ed and vessels dock there, taking 
on and discharging cargo ; to the rear and east of these piers 
are a number of large storage warehouses ; railroad tracks 
thread the Army Base and connect these piers and ware-
houses with the right of way and tracks of the defendant 
company at a ·point known as the "Chain Gate", the north-
ern boundary line of the property; there are about twenty 
miles of tracks at the Army Base, maintained and paid for 
by the plaintiff, and defendant transports or switches cars 
over these tracks to and fro between the piers and ware-
houses to defendant's right of way and tracks at the Chain 
Gate. A plat of the Army Base is made a part of the record 
as "Exhibit J". 
Defendant's Property and Tracks. 
Defendant operates a belt line railroad. It owns, main-
tains and operates over its own right of way and tracks from 
the Chain Gate to Boush Junction where it connects with the 
Virginian Railway Co., a distance of about two miles; from 
this point it operates for about ten miles over the Virginian 
tracks to Carolina Junction; from this point it owns, main-
tains and operates over its own right of way and tracks for 
about six miles to its terminus at Port Norfolk. A map of de-
fendant's tracks and adjacent territory is made a part of the 
record as ''Exhibit I''. 
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Switching Movements Defi'l'ted. 
This case deals entirely with the switching of loaded cars. 
It appears there were no charges made for switching empty 
cars. 
Defendant makes a number of distinct switching move-
ments. It switches cars to and fro between the various line 
haul carriers; between these carriers and the various termi-
nals and plant located in the switching district; a~d between 
these various plants and terminals. This is an inter-carrier 
or inter-plant switching movement, for which defendant re-
ceived a uniform switching charge, precisely the same for each 
car movement, which charge is ·duly published in its tariffs. 
The switching charge is paid by the line haul carrier when 
there is a line haul carry and by the owner or shipper of the 
goods, when there is no line haul carry .. 
In some instances it renders an intra-plant· service. It 
mov-es some cars to the weighing scales; it moves certain com-
modities between warehouses and shipside or piers; it moves 
certain cars for export, for which movements it receives a 
, uniform switching charge duly published in its tariffs. Refer-
ence to the switching tariffs will show these various move-
ments but the above are recited here to illustrate the nature 
of intra-plant movements. 
The defendant's entire operations take place within the 
territory bound by its tracks as shown on the plat marked 
"Exhibit I,. and referred to in the evidence as the "Norfolk 
Switching District". · 
Line llauJ-Garriers. 
Eight line haul rail carriers have their termini at the Port 
Seven of them have track termini at Norfolk and the C. & 0. 
Ry. at Newport News. Each owns and operates its own 
terminals located at different parts of the Harbor. Each 
has track connection between its terminal and its main ·line 
tracks. None of them operate over the tracks or into the 
terminals of the other. They have no track connections with 
the Army Base terminals. Cars transferred between these 
carriers and the plaintiff are transported or switched by de-
fendant alone. 
Defmulant amd Line Haul Carriers Distinguished. 
Defendant and each of the line haul carriers are distinct 
legal entities, each operates under its own charter, publishes 
its own tariffs and makes its own contracts. Defendant is 
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a ~reight ''switching'' carrier as distinguished from the eight 
"line' haul" carriers and derives its entire operating reve-
nues from a transportation or ''switching'' charge. Its 
tracks a~q those leased by it from the Virginian tap or con-
nect with the tracks of seven of these carriers and with the 
C. & 0. by barge line from Newport News. Defendant does 
not own or operate any terminal. It has track connections 
with the line haul Cf:trriers but does not operate over their 
tracks or into their terminals and they do not operate over 
defendant's tracks. Apart from the raih;oad terminals, de-
fendant has no track connections with any waterfront termi-
nals ·except those of the plaintiff and the Southgate Terminal 
Corporation, located on the Southern Branch of the Elizabeth 
River so·uth of Portsmouth City. There are a number of 
manufacturing or ''industrial plants'', each with its private 
siding, located along the line or tracks of defendant and the 
line haul carriers. Defendant switches cars between these 
plants and plaintiff's terminals, but these plants and the line 
haul carriers have no track connection with and do not 
operate over plaintiff's tracks. 
Defendant is the only railroad or person who has operated 
over the Army Bas~ tracks, except that plaintiff at times 
operated a small eight ton locomotive to facilitate intra-
plant operations. Plaintiff sometimes used this eng~ne to 
move certain cars to weighing scales and in such instances 
the owner or shipP.er of the goods paid plaintiff for this serv-
ice. ·F'or all other intra-plant car service plaintiff was paid 
no compensation and iis engine was operated at its expense 
merely as a plant facility to speed up operations and avoid 
delay in the movement of freight. The burden on the tracks 
was the same and the service was the same regardless of 
whether its engine or one of defendant's moved such cars. 
Since such · movements· would · affect only the quantum of 
damages it will be discussed in connection with that ques-
tion. 
Defendant's Tariffs. 
The published tariffs of defendant are made a part of 
the record as "Exhibits 23 to 27". Similar tariffs have been 
in effect since terminal operations began at the .Army Base. 
Defendant's counsel so stated in response to an inquiry from 
the trial court. These tariffs fix a uniform rate or charge 
for all cars switched by defendant in each transfer movement. 
Every· shipper or consignee pays precisely the same switch-
ing rate or charge. Every line haul carrier pays precisely 
the same switching rate or charge. No tariff rate has been 
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'increased, diminished, altered or affected by the payment or 
nonpayment by defendant for the use of plaintiff's tracks, 
or by the payment or nonpayment by it for the use of the 
tracks of any other terminal or industrial plant. The tariff 
rates have remained uniform throughout the entire opera-
tions. The interpretation of certain provisions of the tariffs 
'vill be referred to and discussed later in this petition. 
Facts and Circun~stances Evidencing an Z,mplied Oon.tract. 
This action was brought to recover payment for the use 
of the Army Base tracks from May 1, 1933, to January 31, 
1936, the date the suit was instituted. Plaintiff proved by 
original time sheets, pay-roll slips and receipted vouchers the 
actual amount expended by it for labor and materials neces-
sary to render the service of maintaining the tracks during 
the period for which the action was brought. These costs 
amounted to $16,828.38, and are itemized and made a part of 
the record as ''Exhibit F' '. This amount did not include any 
profit, prorated overl1ead, or any rental or return on the 
value of the land, roadbed_ and tracks but represented solely 
the cost of track maintenance. Defendant admitted it had con-
tinuously operated over these tracks and had received a 
switching charge for each loaded car it transported over 
them,' and that. 43,718 cars had been so transported by it dur-
ing the period for wl1ich suit was brought. An examination 
of the tariffs where the switching charges are published will 
reveal the larg-e revenues and benefits defendant derived from 
the use of the tracks. 
Further evidence of tl1e understanding by both parties of 
their respective rights and oblig·ations with regard to the 
maintenance of and use of the tracks, is the unchallenged 
fact that during seven years and eight months prior to the 
period for which suit was brought, defendant had paid plain-
tiff monthly a total of $37,601.75 for the same use of the 
same tracks. The number of cars and basis of payment dur-
jng that period is shown in an itemized statement made a part 
of the record as "Exhibit D". 
Using the same basis of compensation which the parties 
-themselves adopted for the first seven years and eight months 
of operation and applying· that basis to the 43,718 cars trans-
ported by defendant over the tracks during the two years and 
eight months for which the suit was brought, amounts to 
$10,929.50, wl1ich is the exact amount the jury found the plain-
tiff was entitled to recover. 
Additional light is thrown on the case by a brief summary 
of operations at the Army Base from their incipiency. The 
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United States Government acquired and equipped the Army 
Base as a deep \Vater terminal and concentration freight 
depot during the World War; having no further neec;l for the 
. property thereafter, it leased it in 1920 to the City of Nor-
folk which operated it for about :five years as a waterfront 
terminal and warehousing enterprise; later on the City en-
tered into negotiations with :Harvey C. Miller, a large termi-
nal operator at Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Buffalo, 
and as a result the plaintiff company was incorporated in 
Virginia; the lease between the Government and the City 
was cancelled by mutual agreement and the City ceased opera-
tions September 1, 1925, since which titne plaintiff has con-
tinuously operated the property under an original and re-
newal lease. Upon taking over the terminals the City en-
tered into a written contract with the defendant, under the 
terms of which the City agreed to furnish and pay for the 
maintenance of the tracks on the property, in consideration 
of which defendant agreed to pay compensation to the City 
on the basis of 25c for each loaded car it transported over 
these tracks. The terms of this contract were fully performed 
by both parties during the five years of City operations. The 
record does not show how the parties arrived at the probabl~ 
cost of track maintenance by the City and the benefit and 
value to defendant from their use, but it shows the mutual 
considerations and advantages derived by both. . 
When plaintiff took over the terminals, defendant pre-
pared and tendered it a written contract, made a part of the 
record as "Exhibit B". Paragraphs 1 and 11 of this con-
tract are as follows: 
"1. The terminal agrees to maintain, subject to the ap-
pl'Qval of the proper officer of the Belt Company, any and. 
all tracks over which the Belt Company may operate with 
it~ engines and cars in making deliveries of freight to, or 
taking deliveries of freight from the Terminal.'' 
·''11. That the Belt Company ,will pay to th~ Terminal 
twenty-five (25c) cerits pe·r loaded car for use and main-
tenance of tracks through the. Army Supply Base owned by 
the United .States Government on all traffic handled for the 
ac~ount of the Terminal over the tracks in the Army Supply · 
Base.'' · · 
This written contract was never executed for the reason 
that defendant insisted uP<>n a provision, not in the contract 
between defendant and the City, to the effect that plaintiff 
was to indemnify and save harmless the defendant from all 
claims for losses caused by fire originating from engines of 
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defendant while operating at the Army Base ("E·xhibit B", 
par. 3). Plaintiff refused to assume liability for losses which 
1night run into €normous sums caused by defective e~gines 
or by the negligent operation of engines owned and con-
trolled by defendant and ov-er which plaintiff had no control. 
Despite the absence of a written contract, plaintiff mailed to 
defendant monthly bills showing the exact number of loaded 
cars transported over its tracks on the basis of 25c per car, 
which were paid by d€fendant without question or demur 
for seven years and eight months. In April, 1933, defendant 
notified the plaintiff that after that month it would no longer 
pay any compensation for the use of the tracks, and has paid 
none since ; plaintiff always insisted upon its right to recover 
con1pensation both in conferences and correspondence, the 
latter being made a part of the record as "Exhibit 1 to 18". 
Plaintiff continued to furnish and pay for th€ maintenance 
of the tracks since 1'\fay 1, 1933, precisely as it had done prior 
111ereto, and defendant continued to use the tracks exactly 
as it had. always done. 
Both parties proceeded in the lower court on the theory 
that 1heir respective rights and obligations were the same 
during the entire p€riod beginning September 1, 1925, to the 
inf:titution of this suit on January 31, 1936. It was undis-
puted that during this entire time plaintiff continuously 
furnished and maintained the tracks and defendant unin-
terruptedly used them. During the first seven years and 
eight 1nonths of operations defendant paid compensation and 
during the last two years and eight months if paid none. The 
legal status of the parties was not disturbed and their duties 
:and obligations r-emained the same throughout the entire 
period. If there was an implied contract ·during the first 
period_ there was an implied contract during the last. Con-
ver~ely, if there was no implied contract in the form€r case 
there was none in the latter. This theory applied to the 
pleadings as well as the facts. By its plea of the general 
issue, defendant denied liability to pay for the use of the 
tracks for the last two years and eight months, and by its 
plea of set-off it asserted a right to recover judgment for 
payment made by it during the first seven years and eight 
months. It would seem that the case must stand or fall here. 
upon th€ same theory. 
Issues Submitted to the Jury. 
Whether there was or was not an implied contract and the 
damages, if any, were questions of fact submitted to the jury. 
All the facts and circumstances and the acts and conduct of 
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the.parties were laid before it. The verdict was for the plain-
tiff. and against the defendant. No objection was urged that 
the v-erdict ·was excessive nor any exception taken on that 
ground. · 
Rulings and Judgment of the Trial Court. 
On motion of the defendant, the Court set aside the verdict 
for the plaintiff and entered judgment for the defendant un-
der its plea of set-off. This plea alleged that payment for use 
of the tracks was without consideration and that it was il-
legal. The C.ourt did not state orally or in a written opinion 
whether its judgment was based upon the ground that pay-
ment was without consideration, or on the ground that such 
payment was illegal, therefore we are compelled to meet both 
questions. 
FIDST .A.SSIGNlvlENT OF ERROR. 
The first assignment of error is to the action of the Court 
in setting aside the verdict for the plaintiff and entering 
judgment for the defendant under its plea of set-off. 
ARGUMENT. 
Plaintiff based Its right to recover on the well-settled doc-
trine that when one party furnishes goods or property, ex-
pends money, or renders a service which another knowingly 
accepts, uses and enjoys the benefits of, the law implies a 
contract and creates an oblig·ation on the party reooiving 
the benefits to pay a just consideration or compensation 
therefor. 
The legal obligations arising under an implied contract 
ar-e as binding as those which arise from an express contract. 
In an express contrf,l,ct, the obligation arises from the mutual 
agreement of the parties and is evidenced by their words, 
oral or written; here the meeting of minds and intention is 
the prime factor. In implied contracts, the obligation is 
created by law and is evidenced by the acts and conduct of 
the parties and all the facts and circumstances of the case ; 
here· the meeting of minds and intention is not a real factor. 
''In this class of cases the notion of a contract is purely 
fictitious. There are none of the elements of a contract that 
are necessarily present. The intention of the ·parties in such 
case is entirely disregarded 0 * •.'' 2 R. C., sec. 8. 
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''Sucl1 an obligation may be implied in law not only with-
out the existence of an intention to create it, but even against 
a contrary intention, if equity and good conscience demand 
it • * •." Grice v. Todd, 120 Va. p. 481-486. 
General. assu1npsit brought on an implied contract is an 
equitable action. The courts apply to such cases principles 
of natural equity and justice. To permit one party to a 
transaction to accept its benefits and deny its burdens is both 
unjust and inequitable. Grice v. Todd, S1tpra; Rinehart v. 
Pirkey, 126 Va. 346-351; Burks Pl. & Pr. 2nd Ed. Sec. 70 
t!t seq. 
Let us now apply these principles to the case at bar. The 
written contract, shown as ''Exhibit B '', was never executed. 
It was prepared by defendant, dated and effective as of the 
first day plaintiff took over and began operating the terminals. 
Although unexecuted it is of great probative value and sig-
nificance. It shows that the position now taken by defendant 
is directly opposite to that taken by it in the original trans-
action; it directly challenges and denies that defendant was 
to have free use of the tracks and that payment for their us-e 
was without consideration; it is a recognition and acknowl-
-ed~:,rment by defendant of its obligation to pay compensation; 
it shows the parties were in agreement on the point that 
p1aintiff was to furnish and pay for track maintenance and 
thP defendant was to pay compensation for their use. Pre-
paring and tendering a ·written instrument, coupled with the 
further fact that for years thereafter plaintiff rendered 
n~onthly bills based on the precise compensation set forth 
in that instrument and defendant paid those bills without 
qut~stion or demur, points 'vith unerring finger to their con-
ception of their respective duties and obligations. The old 
1naxim, "Acts speak louder than words", applies 'vith full 
force here. Had the parties executed this instrument c)e-
fendant would have been bound by the words of an express 
contract. Defendant is equally bound by the legal obligations 
arising out of an implied contract based on acts and conduct. 
We do riot claim that this instrument prepared and tendered 
hy defendant ·evidences an express contract, but we do say 
tl1at, taken in connection with all the other facts and circum-
stances in the case, it is proof of an implied contract. 
Courts recognize that business would be paralyzed unless 
implied contracts were liberally construed. Transactions on 
the stock exchange are frequently evidenced by a nod of the 
head. It would seem that paying bills monthly for about eight 
years ought to be as significant a gesture implying legal as-
sent as is the nod. of a head. How many of us ever had an 
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express contract with a merchant, yet if we have used his 
p:oods, ·(enjoyed is the legal term), we do not have to go to 
a justice of the peace with his ready "~iayo 's Guide" in or-
der to grasp the legal significance of the bill which comes in 
on the first of the n1onth, neither do we have to inquire of 
Lord Coke 'vhat is implied by that laconic "Please remit." 
If a lumber company had furnished ties which defendant 
used, or a steel company rails 'vhich the defendant used, or 
another person had expended money in laying tracks or 
maintaining tracks which the defendant had used and en-
joyed the benefits therefrom, would defendant deny their 
right to recover? Plaintiff did all three of these things. 
Why should its right to recover be denied Y 
Defendant suggested in the lower Court that it ought not 
to pay for the use of the tracks because plaintiff derived 
great benefit from defendant's operations over them. That 
is true but so did the defendant for it received a switching 
charge for every car transported over the tracks as high as 
$6.75 per car on 'some movements. Under such circumstances 
is payment to the plaintiff of 25c per car without considera-. 
tion, or inequitable, or unjust Y What has become of the 
doctrine that a ''grain of barley corn" may constitute a law-
ful consideration? If there 'vas no lawful consideration 
moving between these parties, some innocent law students 
have been gTievously misled by that barley corn story. 
Defendant paid for the maintenance of the eight miles of 
tracks it owned and operated over. It paid the Virginian 
R.ailway for the use of ten miles of its tracks over which it 
operated. Is there any reason why it should not pay plain-
tiff for the use of twenty miles of its tracks over which it 
operated? 
Upon the facts set forth in the record and narrated her-e, 
the jury found there was an implied contract and an obliga-
tion on the defendant to pay. We can recall no conflict in the 
testimony upon any material question of fact. Most of the 
facts were unchallenged and if there was a conflict the ver-
dict of the jury is decisive. We submit with the utmost 
courtesy that it is idle to contend that the verdict of the jury 
was contrary to the evidence or 'vithout evidence to support 
it. 
The Court is now asked to not only overturn the findings 
and verdict of the jury, but it is also asked to place an inter-
pretation on the transaction directly opposite to that adopted 
by the parties themselves. On this point, we submit the fol-
lowing rule of construction is applicable if not controlling: 
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· ''PRACTICAL CONSTRUCTION OR CONSTRUCTION 
BY p:.ARTIEH. Where the parties to a contract have given 
it a practical ·construction by their conduct, as by acts in 
partial performance, such construction is entitled to ·great 
if not controlling weight in determining its proper interpre-
tation, particularly where such interpretation is agreed on 
before any -controversy has arisen." (13 C. J. 546). 
''CONSTRUCTION BY PARTIES. Where a contract is 
capable of being construed either as legal or illegal, the. fact 
that either party, and especially the party upon whom the 
main obligation rests, has uniformly placed that construction 
upon the contract which would render it legal, may be properly · 
-considered in determining the validity of the contr~ct.'' ( 6 
R. C. L. Sec. 241 ; 852) . 
Summing up the case, it seems to us the following con~lu­
Rions are inescapable: (a) that under our system the jury 
is the trier of facts; (b) that the motion of defendant to ex-
clude the evidence as insufficient to support a verdict, having 
been overruled by the trial court, that question was submitted 
to the jury; (c) that after weig·hing all the Jacts and circum-
stances and the acts and conduct of the .parties the jury 
found for the plaintiff and against the defendant; (d) that 
the interpretation placed on the transaction by the jury was 
precisely the same the· parties themselves had adopted over 
a long period of years; (e) that applying here the rule ap-
plicable to interpretation by the parties, plus the controlling 
'veight given to the findings of a jury, its verdict should.not 
11ow be disturbed. 
Defenses. 
Defendant's first contention was that there was no con-
sirl(lration for payment for the use of the tracks. . 
~rhe above question was to some extent necessarily dealt 
with in presenting plaintiff's case .. If payment by plaintiff 
of nearly seventeen thousand dollars for track maintenance 
alone will not support the payment of less than eleven thou-
sand dollars by the defendant who used and enjoyed the 
. benefits thereof, we have studied in vain the law relating to 
contractual obligations, express or implied. We have proven 
the benefits defendant derived and it is now squarely :UP to 
opposing· counsel to show· why his client should escape the 
burden. 
Opposing counsel should also explain why his client paid 
all these years if it owed nothing. We asked the president 
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of defendant company to tell us and he replied, "I am un-
.able to say." (R., p. 196.) The answer may not be taught 
·.at law universities but is learned in the primitive school of 
human experience. ·Counsel for plaintiff believes that de-
fendant paid for the same reason people usually pay-be-
cause they owed it. At times it is hard to pay what we do 
owe and to pay regularly 'vhat we do not owe is going too 
far. No client of mine ever had a similar obsession. And 
the jury did not seem to take much stock in this idea of a 
railroad Santa Claus, not limiting its benevolences to an-
nual visits, but every month for thirteen years did softly slip 
a fat check in the attenuated stocking of a terminal operator. 
Defendant's second contention 'vas that its published 
tariffs contained no provision for payment by it for the use 
of these tracks and in the absence of such provision such 
payment would be illegal. 
ThP. answer is that the cost incurred by a carrier in ren-
dering a service is never found in and has no place in a tariff. 
We can find in a tariff what it costs to ship a commodity from 
one point to another, but we cannot find there what it cost 
the carrier to transport that commodity. We can find in the 
tariffs what is paid to defendant for transporting or switch-
ing a car but we cannot find there the items of cost incurred 
by the defendant in rendering· that switching service. Num-
erous items of costs were incurred by defendant in rendering 
its switching service. None of them appear in the tariffs. 
Why single out this item and expect to find it there 7 
Defendant's third contention was that the line haul car-
riers paid plaintiff for the use of the tracks, hence there was 
no lawful consideration for its payment by defendant. More 
specifically stated, the contention was that ,payment by the 
line haul carriers to plaintiff of a "wharfage" and "hand-
ling'' charge warrants the inference that such payment in-
cluded the free use of the tracks by defendant, and its coun-
sel argued that Item 5, page 7, of "Exhibit 24" sustains the 
interpretation. (Soo appendix.) 
Again we are confronted with the fact that with a similar 
provision in the tariff during the entire period of operations 
at the Army Base, a directly opposite interpretation was 
placed upon it by all the parties. The rule of construction 
by parties has been cited in this petition and the discussion 
of it need not be repeated. 
The provision in question must be construed of course in 
connection with the other provisions of the tariff and entire 
record. Dealing directly with this contention, the facts are 
as follows : When the City of Norfolk began operations at 
the Army Base, it entered into a written contract with the 
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line haul carriers and the defendant, shown in the record as 
"Exhibit A". This contract expressly provided that each 
line haul carrier would pay the City a ''wharfage" and 
''handling" charge on each ton of goods delivered to or re-
ceiv-ed from the Army Base· where such carrier received the 
freight charges for the line haul carry. In other words, the 
freight rates paid by the shipper or consignee to the line 
haul carri-er included "wharfage" and "handling" eharges 
and such carrier absorbed these charges and paid them to 
th(? City for the use of the wharfs and the handling of the 
goods. The contract further provided that def-endant (not 
th(? line haul carriers) should pay the City compensation for 
the use of the Army Base tracks on basis of 25c for each 
loaded car defendant transported O}" switched over these 
tracks. During the entire period or operations by the City, 
the defendant paid the City the agTeed compensation for the 
use of the tracks. 
Plaintiff was the immediate successor to the City and has 
operated the same terminals ever since. Written contracts 
were at once executed by the line haul carriers and plaintiff 
set forth in the record as ''Exhibits 19-20-21". These con-
tracts likewise provided that each line haul carrier would 
pay the plaintiff a "wharfage" and "handling" charge on 
each ton of goods carriP.d over its lin-e and delivered to or re-
ceived from the Army Base. These contracts have remained 
in full f~rce and effect and the wha.rfag·e and handling charges 
'vere regularly paid by the line haul carriers to plaintiff. 
There is no escape from these facts: (a) That the line 
hnul carriers contracted to pay: and did pay "wharfage" and 
"handling·" charges to the C1ty during the entire period of 
its operations and to the plaintiff during the entire period 
of its operations; (b) That defendant paid compensation to 
the City for the use of the tracks during the entire period 
of its operations and paid to plaintiff the same compensa-
tion for the use of the same tracks for nearly eight years of 
its operations; (c) That the same tracks have always been 
maintained by both of these terminal operators in precisely 
the same_ way and used by the defendant in exactly the same 
manner; (d) That no line haul carrier has ever operated over 
the Army Base tracks but defendant has done so uninter:.. 
rupterlly and continuously. 
Payment of money is a fact not an inference. It is a fact 
easily susceptible of proof. Why was it not proven instead 
of being left to inference or conjecture Y No instrument or 
tran~nction can be construed to mean that which every fact 
in the record utterly denies. A legal inference or presump;.. 
tion is founded upon facts legally established. · In substance 
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and effect, the Court is asked to hold that a legal obligation 
rested on the line haul carriers to pay for the use of tracks 
they never used and that no legal obligation rested upon de-
fendant to pay for the use of tracks it did use. The Court 
is asked to hold that the line haul carriers paid that which in 
fact they never paid and neither they nor the plaintiff ever 
thought they owed. The ·Court is finally asked to adopt an in-
terpretation directly opposite to the interpretation adopted 
by all the parties. 
Defendant placed in evidence an order issued by the Direc-
tor General of Railroads in 19'18, shown in the record as 
"Exhibit 21", a conference ruling of the I. C. C. shown in 
the record as ''Exhibit 28' ', and cited a number of decisions. 
These decisions, rulings and order deal with ''industrial 
plants'' and so state. We recall only one case cited by op-
posing counsel which dealt with a warehouseman, in which 
the facts were entirely different from those in the case at 
bar . 
.An industrial plant is the "owner" and "shipper" of its 
own goods and pays the charges incident to their transporta-
tion. When it furnishes a facility to a carrier in connection 
with their transportation, it may affect those charg·es. Plain-
tiff is not an industrial plant. It is not the "o,vner" or 
"shipper" of any goods, it pays no transportation charges 
whatever, and a facility furnished by it is not reflected in the 
transportation rate or charges. The record is perfectJy clear 
that no transportation rate or charge in any tariff is in-
creased, diminished or affected by payment or nonpayment 
to the plaintiff for the use of its tracks. The Interstate Com-
merce Act (R. S. Cb. 49, Sec. 15, Par. 13) specifically deals 
with a ''shipper'' or ''owner'' of goods who renders any 
service or furnishes any instrumentality or facility connected 
'vith that transportation. The Act also contains a number 
of provisions dealing· with the relationship between the owner 
or shipper and the carrier. We are aware of no such pro-
vision in the Act dealing with a private corporation who, 
as warehouseman or mere bailee for hire, is not the owner 
or shipper of any goods and pays no freight or transporta-
tion charges. 
The distinction between an "owner" of goods and a "cus-
todian'' of them is obvious. Different principles apply to 
cases dealing with the relations between a carrier and an 
owner and shipper and those between a carrier and a cus-
todian. The case at bar deals with a custodian who renders 
a service to the carrier and not 'vith services rendered by a 
carrier to the shipping· public. It was not the purpose of 
the Act to interfere with honest transactions and deny re-
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eo very to one rendering a service to a carrier~ The A.ct im-
posed new duties and obligations on a carrier and gave new 
Tights and remedies to those who dealt with them. It was 
not its purpose to destroy existing rights and remedies where. 
no transportation rate was affected. Section 22 of the A.ct 
specifically provides, '' «c o;f * nothing in this chapter contained 
shall in any way abridge or alter the remedies now existing 
at common law or by statute, but the provisions of this chap-
ter are in addition to such remedies.'' 
This case arises under the common law of the State and 
plaintiff's rights and remedies are not abridged or altered 
by the Act. · 
Opposing counsel will admit that if his contention of il-
leg·ality be sustained, his client and every person participating 
in the transaction is guilty of a violation of the criminal pro-
visions of the A.ct. The record shows that the facts in con-
troversy have been discussed with the Interstate Commerce 
Commission. It is strange that the tribunal charged with en-
forcement of the A.ct never considered these payments to be 
a violation of the tariffs or the Act. The U. S. Department 
of Commerce and Shipping Board were fully conversant with 
the entire transaction. They did not consider it a violation 
of the Act, but to the contrary have regularly accepted the 
Government's share of these payments and have expressly 
stipulated that the Government is to receive 18% of any re-
<~overy in this action. It is strange that the Government 
would knowingly participate in criminal violations of its own 
laws and insist upon sharing in the fruits of the crime. Coun-
"Rel for the plaintiff has indicated his skepticism of a railroad 
wl1ich regularly paid money it did not owe. When we reflect 
this passion for paying was ,so great as to become a criminal 
obsession, skepticism in nowise abates. 
We trust the Court will not think us abrupt in. closing the 
]JCtition without reference to the specific cases cited by op-
posing counsel in the Court below. We do not know which 
he expects to rely upon. They announce no new doctrine and 
in our opinion are not applicable or controlling here. It 
seems to us they tend to confuse rather than clarify the real 
issue. This case like most others turns on questions of fact 
and the legal inferences fairly to be drawn from them, and 
the record speaks for itself. · . 
Quantum of n.ama.f}es. 
We do not understand there is any controversy betw:een 
counsel on this point. No exception was taken to the verdict 
on the ground it was excessive. It was based on the exact 
number of cars transported over the tracks during the· pe-
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riod for which suit was brought on a 25c per car basis. The 
verdict \Vas for less than two-thirds of the actual cost of labor 
and. materials used in track maintenance. In this respect 
it was a harsh verdict against plaintiff, but was fairly sub-
mitted and we do not believe it should now be disturbed, 
especially since the jury had a right to take into consideration 
that plaintiff at times operated a small engine over these 
tracks. 
SECOND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR. 
The second assignment of error is to the action of the 
Court in excluding from the evidence a \Vritten contract duly 
excepted to and made a part of the record as "Exhibit A". 
(R., pp. 41-42.) The court excluded it on the ground it was 
too remote in point of time. · 
This was a written contract to which the City of Norfolk, 
the then operator of the terminals, the defendant and the line 
haul carriers were parties. It remained in full effect up to 
the moment plaintiff began operating the same terminals. 
We do not claim its exclusion was prejudicial to the plaintiff 
before the jury. The facts relating to the maintenance of the 
tracks by the City and the payment of compensation for their 
use by defendant had been testified to by several witnesses 
without objection, and defendant itself had introduced letters 
in evidence reciting these facts. We think the error lies in 
the refusal of the learned Judge of the lower court to give 
consideration to this contract, for it throws great light on 
the entire transaction, especially in view of the defenses now 
urged by defendant. We trust this Court will give considera-
tion to it for the following reasons: It shows that all the _par-
ties recognized that payment for the use of the tracks was for a 
lawful consideration and was a valid transaction; it shows 
that the line haul carriers, parties to the same instrument 
with the defendant, recognized it was the duty of defendant to 
pay for the use of the tracks and that it was not an obligation 
of theirs; it sho,vs that defendant recognized it as its own 
obligation and not the obligation of the line haul carriers; 
it shows the basis of an implied contract between defendant 
and plaintiff; it explains why, in the absence of an express 
contract, plaintiff mailed 1nonthly bills thereafter for the 
use of the tracks and defendant paid them regularly with-
out question. We should bear in mind that Mr. 1\[oore, Man-
ager of the terminals during the time of plaintiff's operations, 
had been employed by the City during its operations of the 
same terminals and was entirely familiar with the transac-
tion. 
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PRAYER. 
For the reasons assigned hereinabove your petitioner prays 
that it may be granted a writ of error and supersedeas to 
the order and judgment herein complained of ; that said order 
and judgment may be reviewed, reversed and annulled, and 
:final judgment entered for your petitioner. 
CONCLUSION. 
1. The petitioner adopts this petition as its brief in this 
c.ase. 
2. The petitioner has on the date of :filing this petition and 
record with Justice John W. Eggleston, at Norfolk, Virginia, 
to-wit, on the 23rd day of April, 1937, delivered to Willcox, 
Cooke & Willcox, ·Counsel of record for defendant, a copy 
of this petition; and the petitioner requests the opportunity 
of making an oral presentation hereof. 
3. Counsel has transmitted to the Clerk of the Supreme 
Court of .Appeals at Richmond $1.40, the :filing fee in this 
case. 
NORFOLK TIDEWATER TERMINALS, 
INCORPORATED, 
By Counsel. 
J. S. BARRON, 
Counsel for petitioner. 
I, J. -8. Barron, an attorney practicing in the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia, do hereby certify that in my 
· opinion the order and judgment complained of in the fore-
going p_etition should be reviewed, reversed and annulled. 
Given under my hand this .23rd day of April, 1937. 
J. S. BARRON. 
Received April 23, 1937. 
J.W.E. 
May 20, 1937. 
Writ of error and supersedeas a'varded. Bond $500.00. 
JNO. W. EGGLESTON. 
Received May 21, 1937. 
M. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
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APPENDIX. 
''ITEM 105. Allowa;nces to the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals. 
''For the use of wharves, warehouses, slips, channels, tracks 
and approaches and other facilities at the Norfolk Tidewater 
Termin-als, Norfolk, Virginia, and for other services ren-
dered by the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals, as Ag·ent for the 
Norfolk and Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Company, the 
Norfolk and Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Company makes 
an allowance, equal in the amount of charges provided in 
this Tariff, or as amended, to the Norfolk Tidewater Termi-
nals, except on Import and Inbound Coastwise Lumber, 
Wooden Poles, Wooden Piling and Wooden Ties, carloads, 
to points in Group "B" (see page 10 of Tariff, or as 
amended), the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals will receive an 
allowance of llj2 cents per hundred pounds, and on Import 
and Inbound Coastwise Logs, carloads, to points in Group 
"'B" (see page 10 of Tariff, or as amended), the Norfolk 
Tidewater Terminals 'vill receive an allowance of 1 cent per 
· hundred pounds, the remainder of the wharfage and handling· 
charge to accrue to the road haul carrier, and except storage 
when held in cars which accrues to Norfolk and Portsmouth 
Belt Line Railroad Company.'' 
RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Court of Law and Chancery of the City · 
of Norfolk, at the Courthouse of said City, on 1\t[ol!day the 
14th day of December, 1936. 
BE IT REMEMBERED, That heretofore, to-wit: At rules 
held in the Clerk's Office of said Court on the First Monday 
in February, 1936, came Norfolk Tidewater Terminals, Inc., 
plaintiff, by its Attorney, and filed its declaration against 
Norfolk and Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Company, de-
fendant, in the words and figures following: 
DECLARATION. 
Norfolk Tidewater Terminals, Incorporated, a corporation 
created by and existing under the laws of the State of Vir-
ginia, with its principal office in the City of Norfolk, com-
plains of Norfolk and Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Com-
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pany, a corporation created by and existing under the laws of 
the State of Virginia, with its principal office in the City of 
Norfolk, of a plea of trespass on the case in assumpsit; for 
this, to-wit: that heretofore, to-wit, on the 31st day of Janu- -
ary, 1936, the said defendant was indebted to the said plain-
tiff in the sum of Twenty-one Thousand ($21,000.00) Dollars 
for the price and value of goods before that time sold and de-
livered by the plaintiff to the defendant at it~ special instance 
and request; · 
And also in the sum of Twenty-one Thousand ($21,000.00) 
Dollars for the· price and value of work before that time done 
by the plaintiff for the defendant at its special in-
page 2 ~ stance and request; 
And also in the sum of $21,000.00 for money be-
fore that time lent by the plaintiff to the defendant at its 
special instance and request; 
And also in the sum of $21,000.00 for money before that time 
paid by the plaintiff for the use of the defendant at its spe-
cial instance and request; 
And also in the sum of $21,000.00 for money before that 
time had and received by the defendant to the use of the said 
plaintiff. 
And being so indebted, the said defendant, "in considera-
tion thereof, afterwards, to-wit, on the day, month and year 
aforesaid, undertook and faithfully promised the said plain-
tiff to pay it the said several sums of money in the above 
count mentioned, when the said defendant should be there-
u~to afterwards requested. . 
And for this also, that heretofore, to-wit, on the day, month 
a•nd year last aforesaid, the said defendant accounted with the 
said plaintiff of and concerning divers other sums of money 
before that time due and owing to the said plaintiff, aild then 
in arrears and unpaid; and upon such accounting, the said de-
fendant was found in arrear, and indebted to the said plain-
tiff in the further sum of $21,000.00, and being so found in· 
·arrear and indebted, it, the said defendant, in consideration 
thereof, undertook and then faithfully promised the said plain-· 
tiff to pay to it the said sum of money in this count last men-
tioned, when it, the said defendant, should be thereunto after-
. wards requested. · · 
page 3 ~ Yet the said defendant, not regarding its said sev-
eral promises and .undertakings, hath not ·as yet 
paid to the said plaintiff the said several sums of money, or 
any or either of them, or any part thereof, although often 
requested so to do; but to pay the same hath hitherto wholly 
neglected and refused, and still doth neglect and· refuse, to 
the damage of the said plaintiff of $21,000.00. 
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.And therefore it institutes this action of trespass on the 
case in ass~empsit. . 
J. S. BARRON, p. q. 
ACCOUNT STATED. 
Statement of account of money paid out and expended by 
plaintiff in the maintenance of railroad tracks on property 
known as the Army Supply Base, City of Nqrfolk, Virginia, 
showing the amounts paid each month from May 1, 1933, to 
January 31, 1936,. for necessary materials used, work and 
labor done, prorated and adjusted workman's compensation 
and public liability insurance, and the total cost of services 
rendered by the plaintiff for the use and benefit ·of the defend-
ant. 
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1935 
January 1184 75.00 489.25 ~64.25 
February 2168 75.00 424.00 183.50 682.50 
March 1390 58.33 506.50 004.83 
April 1396 58.33 350.50 7.50 416.33 
May 1397 58.33 333.75 102.51 494.59 
June 961 58.33 445.20 29.35 ~32.88 
July 1248 58.33 391.75 202.40 652.48 
August 1130 58.33 422.75 481.08 
September 1644 58.33 495.00 180.00 733.33 
October 1638 58.33 365.75 424.08 
November 1741 58.33 328.00 386.33 
December 1334 58.33 441.38 171.07 670.78 
1936 
January 1940 58.33 569.00 147.00 18.48 792.81 
Total 43754 $2,291.63 $13,891.83 $3,043.95 $494.49 $19,721.90 
Interest is claimed on the above items from the end of each 
month. 
page 5 ~ Whereupon the defendant, being duly summoned 
and failing to appear, a conditional judgment was 
entered against it. 
And afterwards: At rules held in said Clerk's .Offiee on 
the Second ~Ionday in February, 1936, came the parties, by 
their attorneys, and thereupon the defendant pleaded non-as-
sumpsit to which the plaintiff replied generally. 
And afterwards: In the Court of Law and Chancery of 
the City of Norfolk, on the 17th day of February, 1936. 
·On motion of the plaintiff the defendant is ordered to file 
herein its grounds of defense. 
And afterwards : In said Court on the 4th day of March, 
1936. 
On motion of the defendant leave is granted it to file herein 
its grounds of defense which are according filed. 
The following are the grounds of defense referred to in the 
fore going order: 
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GROUNDS OF DEFENSE . 
. 1. The defendant denies each and every allegation of the 
declaration. 
2. The defendant denies that it is liable to the plaintiff for. 
the sum of money claimed in the declaration, or any part 
thereof. 
3. The defendant denies that the items set forth· 
page 6 ~ in the account filed with the declaration are true and 
correct. · 
.NORFOLI{ AND PORTSl\f.OUTH BELT 
LINE RAILROAD COMPANY, 
By T. I-I. WILLCOX, Counsel. 
And afterwards : In said Court, on the 28th day of April, 
1936. 
This day came the parties, by their attorneys, and there-
upon the defendant filed herein its account of set-off and the 
plaintiff filed herein its amended account A., and B. anq the 
defendant excepted to the action of the court in allowing the 
amended account B to be filed. 
· Then eame a jury, to-wit: W. I-I. Magin, Leo. J. Roberts, 
Thos. Leddie, Chas. E. Purdy, A. H~ Riddick, A. 1\L Hirsch 
and E. T Penzold, who bei•ng sworn the truth to speak upon 
the issue joined and having heard a part of the evidence, at one 
thirty o~clock P. M. are adjourned until ten o'clock tomorrow 
morning. 
The following is the account of set-off referred to in the 
foregoing order: · 
ACCOUNT OF SET-OFF. 
ACCOUNT. 
Norfolk Tidewater Terminals, Incorporated. 
v. 
Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Company, Debtor. 
1933 
May:i. To payment made illegally and without con-
sideration on account of 1,027 cars handled 
page 7 ~ in and out of Terminals during April, 1933, 
@ 25c per car $256.25 
With interest from May 1, 1933, until paid. 
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The defendant files the foregoing account in accordance 
with Section 6144 of the Code of Virginia. 
WILLCOX, COOKE & WILLCOX, p. d. 
The following are the amended accounts "A'' and "B" 
referred to in the foregoing order: 
ACCOUiNT "A". 
Statement showing the number of hours and wages paid to 
day laborers in the work of maintenance of the railroad tracks 
at the Army Supply Base, stated monthly; salary of fore-
man in charge of the Maintenance Department, including rail-
road tracks, prorated monthly; cost of materials used in the 
maintenance. of. said railroad track.s, stated monthly; all of 
the above said items covering the period from May 1, 1933, 
to January· 31, 1936, inclusive. 
No. of 
day labor Amt. of Cost of 
hrs. of wages Salary of materials 
Date workmen paid foreman used in Total 
in track track pro-rated track 
maintenance workmen (~) maintenance 
1933 
May 938 $ 243.80 $ 75.00 32.35 351.15 
June 884 228.95 75.00 303.95 
July 1054 274.05 75.00 89.68 438.73 
August 847 220.70 75.00 295.70 
September 1085 283.05 75.00 386.35 744.40 
October 1136 292.65 75.00 175.20 542.85 
November 1234 317.15 75.00 25.72 417.87 
December 1139 293.55 75.00 368.55 
pageS~ 
1934 
January 1915 490.75 75.00 803.38 1,369.13· 
February 1694 434.50 75.00 509.50 
March 1584 405.55 75.00 480.55~ 
April 1854 475.15 75.00 550.15 
May 1167 297.40 75.00 372.40 
June 1177 303.95 75.00 378.95 
July 1613 415.30 75.00 490.30 
August 1622 418.70 75.00 493.70 
September 1805 463.00 75.00 184.95 722.95 
October 1446 370.70 75.00 445.70 
November 1527 403.50 75.00 476.30' 954.80 
December 1809 464:os 75.00 17.76 556.81 
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January 1534 394.55 75.00 469.55 
February 1400 359.90 75.00 183.50 618.40 
March 1614 414.35 58.33 472.68 
Aprll 1223 314.75 58.33 7.50 380.58 
May 1192 308.00 58.33 2.51 368.84 
June 1534 394.90· 58.33 29.35 482.58 
July 1346 . 346.90 58.33 202.40 607.63 
August 766 198.75 58.33 257.08 
September 833 217.00 58.33 180.00 455.33 
October 1386 366.40 58.33 424.73 
November 1079 279.35 58.33 337.68 
December 1477 378.70 58.33 437.03 
1936. 
January 2031 522.80 58.33 147.00 728.13 
. Grand Total 44945 $11,592.80 $ 2,291.63 $ 2,943.95 $16,828.38 
Interest is claimed on the foregoing amounts computed 
from the end of each month until paid ·except as to the item 
and amount of 18%. 
· NORFOLK TIDEWATER TERMINALS, INC. 
By J. S. B!ARRON, · · 
CHARLES S. GRANT, 
Its Counsel. 
page 9 ~ AC'COUNT STATED. 
ACCOUNT "B". 
Statement showing the number of loaded cars transported 
by defendant over the railroad tracks of plaintiff at Army 
Supply Base frqm May 1, 1933, to January 31, 1936, inclusive, 











No. of loaded cars Amount due at 25c 











































































































Interest is claimed on the foregoing amounts computed from 
the end of each month until paid. 
NORFOLK TIDEWATER TERMINALS, INC. 
By J. S. BARRON, 
Its Counsel. 
And afterwards: ·In said Court on the 29th day of April, 
1936. 
This day came again the parties, by their attorneys, and· 
also came the jurv pursuant to their adjournment, and having 
heard a further part of the evide'Ilce, at five o'clock p. m. are 
adjourned until ten o'clock tomorrow morning. 
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And afterwards : In said Court on the 30th day of April, 
1936. 
This day came again the parties, by their attorneys, and 
also came the jury pursuant to their adjournment, and having 
fully heard the evidence returned a verdict in these words, 
''We the Jury find for the plaintiff in the sum of $10,929.50, 
with interest on $328.75 from July 1, 1933. 
with interest on 243.00 from Aug. 1, 1933. 
with interest on 316.00 from Sept. 1, 1933. 
with interest on 315.00 from Oct. 1, 1933. 
page 11 ~ with interest on 265.00 from Nov. 1, 1933. 
with interest on 347.75 from Dec. 1, 1933. 
with interest on 315.25 from Jan. 1, 1934. 
with interest on 332.50 from Feb. 1, 1934. 
with interest on 298.00 from J\IIch. 1, 1934. 
with interest on 376.00 from Apr. 1, 1934. 
with interest on 340.75 from May 1, 1934. 
with interest on 368.50 fron1 June 1, 1934. 
with interest on 296.00 from July 1, 1934. 
with interest on 288.25 from Aug. 1, 1934. 
with interest on 271.75 from Sept. 1, 1934 . 
. with interest on 359.25 from Oct. 1, 1934. 
with interest on 268.75 from Nov. 1, 1934. 
with interest on 223.50 from Dec. 1, 1934. 
with interest on 365.50 from Jan. 1, 1935. 
with interest on 217.00 fro~ Feb. 1, 1935 .. 
with interest on 296.00 from Mch. 1, 1935. 
with interest on 542.00 from Apr. 1, 1935. 
with interest on 347.50 from }.fay 1, 1935. 
with interest on 349.00 from J nne 1, 1935. 
with interest on 349.25 from July 1, 1935. 
with interest on 240.25 from Aug. 1, 1935. 
with interest on 312.00 from Sept. 1, 1935. 
with interest on 282.50 from Oct. 1, 1935. 
with interest on 411.00 from Nov. 1, 1935. 
with interest on 409.50 ·from Dec. 1, 1935. 
with interest on 435.25 from Jan. 1, 1936. . 
page 12 ~ with interest on 333.50 from Feb. 1, 1936. 
with interest on 485.00 from Mch. 1, 1936.'' 
Whereupon the defendant moved the Court to set aside the 
verdict of the jury and enter final judgment for the defendant 
on the ground that the verdict of the jury is contrary to the 
law and the evidepce and without evidence to support· the 
verdict, the further hearing of which motion is continued. 
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And afterwards : In said Court, on the 13th day of No-
vember, 1936. 
This day came again the parties, by their attorneys, and 
the defendant's motion to set aside the verdict of the. jury 
rendered herein on .April 30, 1936, and enter final judgment 
for the defenda:nt against the plaintiff, being fully heard by 
the Court, and the Court being of the opinion that the said 
verdict of the Jury is contrary to the law and the evidence 
and without evidence to support it, and it appearing to the 
Court that there is sufficient evidence before the Court to 
enable the Court to decide the ease upon its merits, and it 
doth seem rig-ht and proper to the Court that the said verdict 
be set aside and that final judgment be entered for the defend-
ant on the plaintiff's claim, and that the defendant recover 
of the plaintiff the sum of $256.25, with interest thereon from 
May 1, 1933, until paid on its plea pf set-off. 
Therefore it. is ordered by the Court that the said verdict 
be and it is set aside and that the plaintiff take nothing by 
its declaration and that the defendant go thereof 
page 13 } without day and recover of the pla~ti:ff its costs 
by it in this behalf expel}.ded. 
It is further ordered by the Court that the defendant do 
recover of the plaintiff on its plea of set-off the sum of $256.25, 
'vith interest from May 1, 1933, until paid and its costs by it 
in this behalf expended. 
To all of which rulings and judgments of the Court the 
plaintiff duly accepted. 
At the instance of the plaintiff who desires to present to 
the Supreme Court of Appeals a petition for a writ of error 
and supersedeas to this judgment, it is ordered that when the 
plaintiff, or someone for it, shall give bond with surety, before 
t_he Clerk of this Court, in the penalty of $500.00, conditioned 
according· to law, execution of this judgment shall be sus-
pended from that date for a period of sixty days from the 
expiration of this term of Court, and thereafter until such 
petition is acted on by the Supreme Court of Appeals if such 
petition is actually filed within the specifi·ed time. · 
And now, In said Court on the 14th day of December, 1936. 
This day came again the parties, by their Attorneys, and it 
appearing to the Court that the defendant has had reasonable 
notice in writing, on motion of the plaintiff the Court doth 
sign the stenographic report of the testimony and other in-
cid~nts of thP. trial and doth authenticate the exhibits, and 
which is done within sixty .days from the entry of final judg-
ment herein. 
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_page 14 ~ In the Court of Law and Chancery of the City of 
Norfolk, Va. 
--
:Norfolk Tidewater ,Terminals, Inc:, 
'V. 
··Not~~lk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Company. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL. 
To Messrs. Willcox, Cooke & Willcox, Attorneys for Norfolk 
& Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad: 
PLEASE TAKE .N·OTICE that on the 14th day of Decem-
ber, 1936, at 10 :00 o'clock A. M., or as soon thereafter as we 
may be heard, at the court room of the Court of Law and 
Chancery of the City ~f Norfolk, Virginia, the undersigned 
will present to Hon. Richard Mcllwaine, Judge of the said 
Court, who presided over the trial of the above mentioned 
case in the Court of Law and Chancery of the City of Nor-
folk, Virginia, April 28, 29, and 30, 1936, tl1e stenographic re-
port of the testimony and other incidents of the trial in the 
above case to be authenticated and verified by him. 
And also that the undersigned will, at the same time and 
place, request the Clerk of the said Court to make up and 
deliver to counsel a transcript of the record in the above en-
titled cause for the purpose of presenting the same with a 
petition to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia for a 
writ of error and supersedeas therein. 
NORFOLI{ TIDEW ATE·R TERMINALS, INC. 
By J. S. BARRON, 
Its Attorney. 
Service accepted this 14th day of December, 1936. 
WILLCOX, COOKE & WILLCOX, 
Att?rneys for .Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad. 
page 15 } (Index-Omitted.) 
page 16} In the Court of I.Jaw and Chancery of the City of 
· Norfolk, Va. 
Norfolk Tide,vater ,Terminals, Inc. 
'lJ. 0 
Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Company. 
I 
Norfolk Tidewater Ter~nals v. N. & P. Belt Line R. R. 29. 
RECORD. 
Stenographic report of all the testimony, together with all 
the motions, objections and exceptions on the part of the re-
~pective parties, the action of the court in respect thereto, 
!111 the instructions offered, amended, granted and refused, 
and the objections and exceptions thereto, and all other in-
cidents of the trial of the case of Norfolk Tidewater Ter-
minals, Inc., against Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Rail-
road Company, tried in the Court of Law and Chancery of 
the City of Norfolk, Virginia, April 28, 29, and 30, 1936, be-
fore Hon. Richard Mcllwaine (Judge of the said Court) and 
jury, in the Court of Law and Chancery of the City of Nor-
folk, Virginia. 
Present: Mr. James S. Barron and Mr. Charles S. Grant 
for the plaintiff. Messrs. Willcox, Cooke & Willcox (Mr. 
Thos. H. Willcox) for' the defendant. 
page 17 }- Mr. Barron: Plaintiff offers Accounts A and 
B, joint account, setting forth the different dam-
ages that might arise under two phases in the case, and also 
as a substitute for the account filed with the declaration, the 
substituted accounts stated being less and are correct, and 
the first account with the declaratian containing several errors 
and also embracing items that counsel pelieve are not properly 
admissible in the case · and would only tend to confuse the 
issue. 
Mr. Willcox: The defendant objects to the entire amended 
account designated as Account B for the reason that it is at 
variance with the declaration and represents items on 'which 
the plaintiff bases his claim not covered in the original . 
declaration, and entirely inconsistent with the theory on which 
the declaration is framed. I am not objecting to Account A. 
The Court : The Rmended account is filed. 
Mr. Willcox: Your Honor having permitted that amend-
ment and, as we contend, embracing two additional causes of 
action, we ask that plaintiff elect which he will sue on, the 
25 cents, or the actual cost. 
The Court: Your motion is overruled. 
Mr. Willcox: We note an exception. 
page 18 ~ Note: Thereupon the jury was selected and 
sworn, and counsel made opening statements. 
Mr. Barron: In order to save time, Mr. Willcox, will you 
not admit that the number of cars stated in the account, 43,718 
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were loaded cars actually transported by your engines over 
our tracks from lVIay 1, 1933, down to January 31, 1936 Y 
Mr. Willcox: We admit that. 
1\1r. Barron: It is admitted without requiring proof that 
that number of loaded cars were transported over our tracks 
from lVIay 1, 1933, down to the institution of this suit, and 
that the basis was 25 cents. That is the amount stated in the 
account. Mr. Willcox, do you want me to introduce the origi-
nal sheets and everything? 
lVIr. Willcox: Yes, sir. I am disputing everything from 
now on. 
GEORGE CASON, 
a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, being first duly sworn, 
testified as follows: 
Examined bv Mr. Barron: 
Q. Pleas€ "'state your name, age, residence, and occupation f 
A. George Cason; fifty-two; .Norfolk, Virginia; 
page 19 ~ Master Mechanic at Tidewater Terminals. 
Q. When did you first begin work at the Army 
Supply Base at Norfolk 1 
A. The first day of l\1ay, 1919. 
Q. Who was operating· the terminals then 1 
A. The Army. 
Q. When did the City take over those terminals and begin 
operating theni Y 
A. Sometime in 1920. 
Q. And were you there when the Norfolk Tidewater Ter-
minals, Inc., took over and began operating there? 
A. Yes, sir, September 1, 1925. 
Q. From the time that you went there in May, 1919, up 
until the City took them over and during the time the City 
had them in charge, what was your position then with the 
Government and with the City Y 
A. The same as I have now. 
Q. And what is that position f 
A. I am outside maintenance man .in regard to buildings, 
tracks, and piers, and anything pertaining to the upkeep of 
the terminals. 
Q. In other words, yori are what is known as the man in 
charge of the maintenance Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. · And that includes maintenance of the piers, 
page 20 ~ warehouses, railroad tracks, and everything else? 
, A. Yes, sir. . . 
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Q. That was you,r duty with the United States Government 
and that was your duty with the City until we took charge? · 
A. Not with the City. 
Q. I mean while the City was operating it Y 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Since we· took charge September 1, 1925, you haye m·ain-
tained that same position with us from then until now con-
tinuously? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much of your time do you think is devoted by you 
as foreman in charge of the track maintenance? Tell the 
jury in your own language, .and _be conservative about it. 
A. I would say half of my time is spent on that. 
Q. Why is it that it requires so much of your time in super-
vising the trackage, I mean the tr!).cks as compared with the 
others~ . Explain it in your own way. 
A. On the tracks there is more of it. The track situation is 
larger than the buildings. There are only eight warehouses 
and two piers and there is much more work to be done on 
the tracks than there is on the piers so far as· maintenance 
is concerned. 
page 21 } By the Court : 
Q. What is the trackage in there? 
A. There is about twenty-two and a half miles in there. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. How much pf that track has been maintained by the 
Terminal Company since September 1, 1925, until now; about 
how much actual mileage do we have to maintain·? 
A. There has some of it been cut out since September, 
1925. 
Q. '.Vake it then from May 1, 1933, down to date. How many 
miles are actually maintained there iri use now 7 . 
A. Approximately about eighteen .miles. . 
Q. In other words, some of the old track has been aban-
doned and you have concentrated on about eighteen miles of 
track now? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You said that fully half of your time is devoted to the 
tracks? 
'A. I would say that, yes, sir. 
Q. So, if we are suing here for only a third of your time, 
are we safe in saying that you devoted at least a third of your 
time to it? 
A. Yes, indeed. 
32 
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Q. What was your salary on May 1, 1933 7 
A. $225 a month. 
Q. And that continued down to March, 1935, 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And then your salary was fixed at whatf 
A. $175, but you should not bring that up. That brings 
back old memories that do not set so good. 
Q. So, for the month of May, 1933, down to and including 
February, 1935, your salary was $225 a month? 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. And if one-third is stated in the account, that is you ren-
dered that much actual service and were paid that much ac-
tual money? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Since that date down to and including January, 193b, 
you have received $175 a month, and one-third of that is 
$58.33 and during that period you have received that amount 
of money? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you have still devoted at least half of your time to 
maintenance of tracks? · 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. That aggregate sum of $2,291.60 has been paid you over 
that period 7 . 
A. I have been prod that. They don't owe me anything. 
Q. You have gotten your full salary and that is 
page 23 ~ the amount charged here· at one-thirdf 
A. I have not figured that out.· 
Q. Now, Mr. Cason, in the maintenance that comes under 
you, the· mainte'Ilance of all of the property, is that segre-
gated, a certain number of men work on tracks and a certain 
number of men on different work? 
A. Yes, sir. We have track men; we have carpenters. 
Q. All the maintenance work comes under you 7 
A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. You have nothing to do with the operating department? 
A. No, sir, nothing whatever. 
Q. Have you a track gangY 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. By those men that I am going to now ask you about, 
I want you to state only the names of the men, the hours of 
work of the men, the pay of the men who actually worked on 
the tracks and no one else Y 
· A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Now, tell me first, what is the first thing that a man 
does, a track laborer for instance, in the morning Y 
A. He checks in. 
Q. All right. Have you got your original sheets Y 
A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. For every day from May 1, 1933, down to the institution 
of this suitY 
page 24 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Just take one, for instance7 
A. Here it is. 
Q. Come here and explain this to the jury. Did you make 
that sheet up yourself¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You put the date on there, May 1, 1933? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What time do those men report Y 
A. .A:bout ten minutes to eight. 
Q. Where do they report to? 
A. At my shop. 
Q. And whom do they report to 1 
A. Me. 
Q. And then when these men come, what do you do, put 
the name down on the book as they arrive? . 
A. Not as they arrive, but I check them all right. 
Q. You know these men personally, don't you t 
A. Oh, yes. . . 
Q. Now, we will take May 1, 1933. Those were the main-
tenance men on that day Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Only a certain number of these, however, work on 
tracks? 
A. That is right. 
Q. You check them in, as you call it? 
page 25 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And they begin work at eight7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who checks them· out Y 
A. I check them out. 
Q. In the evening, what do you do Y 
A. Put down the hours that they make. . 
Q. For instance, most of them made eight, one man made 
four, so every day you have a record showing the hour that 
each man goes to work! 
A. Not the hour he goes to work, the hour he gets in. , 
Q. You have first the name of the manY 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. You have the number of hours.he worked each day~ 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. You have the wage that is paid him, whatever his wage 
rateY 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Then you put over on the other side what? 
A. Whatever they are, that is carpenter, rough laborer, 
general laborer. , . 
Q. So, on the ~rst day of May, which of those men were 
track men? 
A. The ones underscored. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Read the names off, please. 
page 26 ~ A. W. Johnson; W. Jordan; George Thompson; 
I. Adams; and Jack Tanner. 
By lVIr. Barron: 
Q. Those were the five men that worked on tracks ~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They are not the men who operated the engines, they 
are not men that worked anywhere except on tracks Y 
A.· Yes, sir. 
Q. What w~ges each man rec·eived, you entered Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The hours made on the track gang? 
A.' Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you do that every day? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What do you do with that sheet after you make those 
original entries on it? 
A. Turn it into the office every morning. 
Q. Do you do that every day? . 
A. Yes, sir, except Sundays, and sometimes on Sundays if 
we work Sundays. · 
Mr. Barron: Mr. Willcox, do you want him to identify 
each one of them? 
Mr. Willcox: No. I don't want him to go through each 
one of them. 
page 27 ~ By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Take the month of May, 1933, are these the 
original sheets Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do they contain on there the names of every man that 
worked on the track gang? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do they contain the number of hours he worked Y 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Do they contain the amounts paid him that monthY 
A. Not the amounts paid him. That is what he gets per 
hour. 
Q. The pay-roll is made up at the office based on your re-
ports? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you a memorandum that you made up for me 
showing the total number of labor hours checked by you with 
the bookkeeper and taken from that original record Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many labor hours of workmen were there in the 
month of May, 1933 ~ 
A. 938. 
Q. That is the number of hours they worked? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was the amount of wages paid them that month Y 
A. $243.80. 
page 28 ~ Q. Then you hav:e charged in there one-third of 
your salary, $757 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who made that statement up? 
A. Miss Walsh and I. 
Q. Were you with her Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was this statement checked with the original sheets Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it also checked with the pay-roll account? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. And it is correct, is it f 
A. Yes, sir. 
. Q. Summing- up now, how many hours of day laborers were 
there in May, 1933 Y 
A. 938. 
Q. How many in JuneY 
.A. 884. 
Q. How many in July? 
A. 1,054. 
Q. How many in August! 
A. 847. 
Mr. Willcox: Those figures vary from the ·figures in the 
interrogatories. 
page 29 ~ Mr. Barron: These are less because there was 
one man that did not work on the tracks. . 
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By Mr. Barron: 
Q. How many in September! 
A. 1,085. · 
Q~; ]Jow many in October Y 
,a;·1,136. 
Q. How many in Novemberf 
A. 1,234. 
Q. How many in December Y · 
A. 1,139. 
Q. In other words, there were that many hours for those 
months in the year 1933 performed by day laborers working 
on tracks! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, coming down to the year 1934, how many hours 
were worked? 
A. January, 1,915; February, 1,694; March, 1,584; April, 
1,854; May, 1,167; June, 1,177; July, 1,613; August, 1,622; 
September, 1,805; October, 1,144; ·November, 1,527; December, 
1,809. 
Q. That is the number of day labor hours by the day la-
borers working in the maintenance of track during the year 
1934, by the month Y 
page 30 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. .All right. Take 1935 and call the months and 
number of hours. · 
A. January, 1,534; February, 1,400; March, 1,614; April, 
1,223; May, 1,192; .June, 1,534; July, 1,346; August, 766-; Sep-
tember, 833; ·October, 1,386; . November, 1,079; December, 
1,477. 
Q. So, I understand from you that that is the actual num-
ber of hours done by day laborers on the maintenance of these 
tracks for the year 19351 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ~hen, i'Il January, 1936, how many hours did they work Y. 
A. 2~031. 
Q. Turn to the amount paid for the work. · Yon state~ that 
those amounts were checked by you with the bookkeeper and 
represent the exact a,mounts paid to those men during the 
months we have just enumerated, for track labor and main-
tenance! 
A. 'Yes, sir. 
Q. I will call the month ana you call the amount in dollars 
and cents, the amount of wages to track workers- · 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Were they all paid at the rate of 25 cents an honrf 
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A. No ; there was one 30-cent man in there. 
page 31 ~ The Court: Why not lump it Y 
Mr. Willcox: I -have no objection to their giving 
the total of those payments. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. The total •number of hours of day labor from May 1, 
1933, to and including January 30, 1936, is how many hours? 
A. 44,945. 
Q. State the total amount of wages paid those track la .. 
borers from May 1, 1933, down to January 31, 19367 
A. $11,592.80. 
Q. Now, take the next column and state one.-third of the 
wages paid you from May 1, 1933, to and including January 
31, 1936, the day of the institution of this suit Y 
A. $2,291.63. 
Q. Mr. Cason, take that column headed, "Cost of materials 
used in track maintenance". It shows that the cost of lila~ 
terials used in the maintenance of those tracks in May of 
1933 was how muchf 
A. "$32.35. 
Q. In JuneY 
. A. None in June. 
Q. In Julyf 
A. July $89.68. 
Q. In August? 
.A. None. 
page 32 ~ Q. In September? 
A. $386.35. 




. . ·- l 
. 
Mr. Willcox: Just give the total, Mr. Barron, I arn not 
disputing those figures. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Turn over to the next page and state the total cost of 
rna terials used in all track maintenance 7 
A. $2,943.95. 
Q. Were those materials actually· nsed in the mai'ntenance 
of the tracks Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you checked that with the original bills f 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Do you know that those materials went into the mainte-
nance of the tracks f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did they, generally, consist off 
A. Ties, bolts, . a few spikes, switch timbers. 
Q. Was that the actual price that the Tidewater Terminals 
paid for those materials Y · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And they actually went into the maintenance of the 
tracksY 
page 33 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it necessary to use them to maintain the 
tracks in safe condition? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Let me ask you this : In the maintenance of those tracks 
over a period of years and during this period for which the 
suit was ·brought, the Terminal Company used their tracks, 
and the old tracks not in use belonged to the Government, 
didn't they Y · 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. They are not charged in there, are they Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. So, the tracks and materials that were taken from old 
tracks not in use, belonging to the ~United States ·Government, 
and put in the maintenance and use of those tracks are not 
charged in this bill? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. This is the actual amount paid for the necessary ma-
terials for the upkeep of the tracks 1 
A. Yes, sir, that we paid. 
Q. Summing this up, taking that statement you have, you 
will notice that it gives on the first column number of day 
laborers, hours for workmen in track maintenance from May 
1, 1933, to January 31, 1936, as 44,945 hours Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
. Q. And the amount of wages paid those track 
. ,page 34 r laborers over that same period totaled $11,592.80? 
·· · A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In the third column is the salary of the foreman. You 
prorated, that is one-third of your salary was charged to this 
account, totaling $2,291.63? 
A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. In the fourth column is the cost of materials used in 
track maintenance, the total cost of which was $2,943.95 Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Summed up on the end of that is the total cost of rna-
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terials and labor in the maintenance of those tracks, $16,-
82R387 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you pres~ent with Miss Walsh when those figures 
were computed, added up, and made out 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are those figures in each and every instance taken from 
the original time-sheets, showing ·each day the name of the 
man who worked on the tracks, the number of ·hours he 
worked, and the amount paid him 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that is true for each day in each month from May 
1, 1933, down to January 31, 1936 Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 35 ~ Q. And that was actually paid? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who paid those men? 
A. Miss Walsh paid them. 
Q. And were you present when they were paid 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How often are they paid T 
A. Every Friday. 
Q. At what time! 
A. Noon. 
Q. Where do those men come to be paid 7 
A. Come to the main office door. 
Q. Who is there? 
A. Miss Walsl1, the Chief of Police, and I. 
Q. Do you check the names of these men Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
: r 
!"··· 
Q. Is there an envelope with their name and the amount 
of money on it 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that is delivered to each particular man T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And those were delivered over this period and that 
money was paid to those men? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You received your salary over that period, 
page 36 ~ did you not Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If this statement shows, as it does, that from May 1, 
1933, to Jan nary 31, 1936, there were 43,718 loaded cars trans-
ported during that period over those tracks, there were cor-
respondingly, of course, that many empty cars transported, 
weren't there Y 
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~. 1res, sir. . 
· Q: In other words, if you bring in a loaded car, you have 
to bring the- empty out, and if you bring in an empty car and 
load. it, you, have to bring the loaded car out 1 · 
:A. Yes, ear. 
Q. Were all of this labor and these materials expended 
over that period necessary to the maintenance o£ that track Y 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. What railroad used those tracks and is the only rail-
toad that ha.s used them from September 1, 1925, down to 
dateY 
A. Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad is the only 
one I ever knew usecl it. 
Q. Don't you know that" no other railroad has ever operated 
an engine over those tracks Y 
.A. Not to my knowledge, no, sir. 
Q. Wouldn't you know it if they had f 
A. I would come pretty near it . 
. Q. Does any other company operate over those 
page 37 ~ tracks Y 
.A. ,Not other tha'll the Tidewater Terminals, no, 
sir. 
Q. Explain to the jury in a few concise, conimon-sense 
words, just what service the Tidewater Terminals renders 
over those tracks with its switching engines Y 
.A. It spots a few cars handled frotn the ships. 4fter the 
cars are unloaded, it spots the empties. When the Belt Line 
engine is not in we move cars from warehouse to pier and 
from pier to warehouse. 
Q. To make that a little clearer, you had better explain. · 
The. tracks of. the Terminal Company connect with the tracks 
of the Belt Line at what pointY 
.A. What W·e call the Chain Gate Siding. 
Q. That is owned by the Standard Oil CompattyY 
A. I think so. · 
:. Q. And that js the line between our property and· what is 
known as the old American Chain Company property that is 
now owned by the Standard Oil Company 7 
. .A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1'hat is where defendant's tracks ·connect with our 
tracksT 
.A. Yes, sh·. ·· · 
Q. .Wh'en the Belt Line brings cars in there to go down to 
the p\er. or to g?. to t~e Terminals ~te~ loading ~r -unloading,_ 
e~pla1n to the JUry JUSt how they br1ng them 1n. Do they 
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bring them in, in a train load, or do they bring them in car 
by carY 
A. Yes, sir, they bring the whole train in. 
page 38} Q. When the engine brings in a train of cars, to 
go to the pier at the terminals, where do they bring 
those cars? 
A. Sometimes they will push them to what we call right 
around the Chain Gate Siding. Sometimes they pull them 
up in the yard and wait for the switch engine to bring them 
up and spot them around. 
Q~ The Belt Line engine will bring in a train and leave 
them on the side track 7 · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then that engine goes out 7 
A. No. That engine may stay in; it may work inside that 
day. 
Q. If it brings in a car that has to go to the Norfolk & 
Western, and another to a ship, and another to a warehouse, 
how is that operation carried on? 
A. The train is broken up and those cars are switched out. 
Q. Who does that switching! 
A. The Belt Line. · 
Q. When the Belt Line brings in cars and delivers them 
to the point tha.t we designate, beside the pier or vessel or 
warehouse or anywhere on those tracks that we indicate, that 
is what you call spotting a car, isn't it7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That ends the Belt Line's connection with that particu: 
lar car for the time being 1 
page 39 } A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is done with that empty car then to get 
it out of the way so another loaded car can get there? 
A. That car is naturally taken away to make room for an-
other car. 
Q. That is pulled out or pulled on another track T . • 
A. Possibly; or maybe it is taken out and put in another 
train. · 
Q. I must get this record in. Does not son1ething happen 
to every loaded car that is spotted and unloaded Y '¥hat hap-
pens to the empty car when it is emptied; where is it put? 
A.. The car is taken away from where it is and set up· in 
the yard. 
Q. Who does that f 
A.. The Belt. Line. 
Q. The empty car is taken and put out in the yard Y 
A. Yes, sir .. 
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. Q. Is it always done by the Belt Line T 
A. Not all the time, no, sir. 
Q. Then, that empty is put on the yard a·nd when the train 
is made up, the Belt Line takes thern out to deliver them to 
the rail carriers f 
· A. I don't know where they deliver them; they take them 
out. 
Q. You have described the Belt Line operation. 
page 40 ~ Now describe what the engine of. ours does and 
over the tracks you use it, and how much use of 
those tracks is devoted-how much time and how much serv-
ice over those tracks is done by us as compared with the 
Belt Line? What service do we perform over the tracks? 
A. That is hard to determine. You have got the wrong 
n1an up here for that. I do not keep account of car movements 
and such as that. You ought to have a train crew up here.: 
·. Q. You are the maintenance man 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Barron: I beg your pardon. ~Ir. Reporter you can 
strike out just what he don't know about the movement of the 
engines or cars. 
Mr. Willcox: Let us get it straight. How much are you 
striking out? 
Mr. Barron: Strike out all of his testimony from the time 
he describes bow a car is brought into the Base 
Mr. Willcox: Strike out all his testimony about the ter-
minals? 
Mr. Barron : No. Strike out all of his testimony relating 
to the spotting and the Belt Line and terminal line 
page 41 ~ operation over the tracks. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Mr. Cason, do you know Ed Jones, Dock Jones, and 
Dan Hooper? 
A. Yes, sir. 
,. . Q. ;They are part of your track gang? 
A. No, sir. Ed Jones is leading man; the other two are 
not. 
Q. What are Dock Jones and Dan Hooper? 
A. Jones is locomotive fireman and Dan Hooper is truck 
driver. 
Q. Ed Jones has been your leading manY 
A. Ever since I have been on the Base .. 
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Q. And those men you named, W. Johnson and W. Jordan 
and so forth are they still there Y 
A. W. Johnson is. Will you call the names? 
Q. W. tTordanY 
A. No, he is not there. 
Q. Jordan Thompson 7 
A. He is there. 
Q. I. Adamsf 
A. No, sir, he is not there. 
Q. What are your duties at the Base? 
A. Master Mechanic. 
Q. What does that imply? What do you have to doY 
A. I am in charge of all maintenance of piers, 
page 42 ~ buildings, tracks, electric lines, sewer systems, 
everything pertaining to the upkeep of the Base. 
Q. Do you keep a record of your own time Y 
A. Only monthly. 
Q. I mean the time you devote to any particular work? 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. So, your estimate that you spend half of your time on 
maintenance of tracks is just a guess? 
· A. No, I spend all of my time on maintenance. 
Q. On maintenance of tracks 1 
A. No, it is not a guess because I can tell what I do every 
day. 
Q. You can tell every day, but can you tell for three years? 
A. You have a certain routine. 
Q. You are speaking as a matter of routine and not from 
definite kno"rledge? · · 
A. No, I have definite knowledge. 
Q. How much of your time did you spend on the tracks in 
1933? 
A. About half of my time. 
Q. How do you arrive at that? 
A. By what I do every day. 
Q. You are assuming that because you do that most days, 
vou do that all the time Y 
·· A. Yes, sir. 
page 43 } Q. You have no record? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What do those so-called laoorers do Y 
A. They work on the tracks. 
Q. Don't they clean up the premises outside of the tracks Y 
A. No, sir. · , 
Q. Don't they cut the grass and the weeds? 
A. Yes, on the right-of-way. 
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Q. They cut the weeds 1 
A. On the. right-of-way. 
· Q. Do you mean to tell the jury that those men don't do a 
bit of work except on the track itself Y 
A. Oh, sometimes they jack up a car, but it is all pertaining 
to railroad work. 
Q. ·That is what I want to know : How much of their time 
is spent on actual maintenance of tracks and how much on 
other things Y 
A. Well, practically all is spent on maintenance. 
Q. Practically all does not mean anything. 
A. Of course I would say all of it. Of course it is impossible 
for one man to work all the time on one thing. Q. I am speaking about the hours of labor. You say no 
one of them put the full ~ight hours on the track 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How do you explain that with the statement 
page 44 ~ that sometimes they jack up a carY 
· A. Suppose they hav.e a derailment. Mr. Jones, 
who is a Belt Line employe, comes up and says, ''George can · 
I have two or three of your men to jack up this car, or do what 
is to be done about itT'' 
Q. They do it then? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that is included in that eight hours T 
A. Y~s, sir. 
Q. Aren't there some other little jobs they do 7 
A. Very few. 
Q. Yon said very few; that indicates there were some Y 
A. I could not know a thing they did. 
Q. Why did you say very few! 
· A. It is absolutely impossible for you to keep a man right 
at one thing all the time. 
Q. Well, if it' is impossible to do it, you do not contend 
they did it, of course Y 
. A. If I pay a man who worked on the track for eight hours, 
I don't stay with him all day to see that he does that. 
Q. Let's eliminate the non-essentials. I am not trying to 
raise the point that maybe a man was paid for eight hours 
and left in three minutes. What I am trying to find out is 
if those men or some of them during a part of the 
page 45 ~ time for which they 'vere paid did some work other 
than maintaining the track its~lfY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You are positive of thatf 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. I want to give you no.tice that I expect to contradict 
you7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say every time a loaded car comes in, an empty car 
goes outT 
Mr. Barron: We have agreed to strike that out. 
Bv Mr. Willcox: 
.. Q. As a matter of fact, when. a car comes in loaded it is 
sometimes reloaded and goes out lQaded, doesn't itY 
·A. Yes, sir. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Mr. Cason, you say that in case the Belt Line engine 
man would ask you to lend him several men to g€t up a car 
that has been derailed, you would let him use those men for 
that purpose? 
A. Pardon me a nwment. I misunderstood the question. 
We have to take care of, as nearly as possible, all the derail-
ments they would have or anybody would have in 
page 46 ~ there, and if that car is off center, without they 
get it on the track, and they cannot get it out, we 
do that. 
Q. You say the Belt Line official w~uld come to you and say; 
''George, lend me a few men to help put a car on the track f '' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you lend them to them 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You don't charge the Belt Line for that? 
A. No, sir. 
'Q. You do know that these men work the number of hours 
and we pay them for that number? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it costs us that much? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And they are track maintenance men f 
A. Yes, sir. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
·Q. You say you have to take care of track \derailments? 
A. We do those that we, know about. There are some we 
don't know about. 
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Q. D'o you take care of the derailments with these same 
track laborers? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 47 ~ Q. Do you ever have any derailments when Tide-
water Terminals are moving· cars? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you have those frequently? 
A. I can tell you in about a year and a half we have had 
three cars: 
Q. How many have you had since 1\IIay 1, 1933 Y 
A. Three, to my recollection. 
Mr. Barron: Mr. Willcox, do you want me to identify each 
one of these sheets Y · 
1\{r. Willcox : No, sir. 
Mr. Barron: They can be considered in evidence, if neces-
sary; I don't have to identify them? 
Mr. Willcox: That is right. 
Mr. Barron: There is no use introducing these because it 
is stipulated by counsel that I won't hav:e to introduce these, 
that the number of hours and the amounts are as stated in 
the general summary. 
The Court: He may take his records back with him. 
RE-RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Mr. Cason, in order to get this clear so that there can 
be no misunderstanding, the defendant has named here three 
laborers, Ed Jones, Dock Jones, and Dan Hooper. 
page 48 ~ Which one of those men worked on the track gang? 
A. Ed Jones. 
Q. And he is one of the laborers that g·oes to make up that 
labor item? 
A. He is a 30-cent man that I carried on that track work. 
Q. Dock Jones does what Y 
A. Locomotive fireman. 
Q. And Dan Hooper does whatf 
A. Truck driver. 
Q. Have you charged in the pay-roll account anything on 
nccount of the labor of Dock Jones or Dan Hooper? 
A. Only one week when the locomotive was not running. 
Q. Which one was that Y 
A. Dock. 
Q. So, Ed Jones is the only man named in here as defend-
ant's witness that worked on the tracks and is the only man 
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except one week when the locomotive was laid up Dock Jones 
was charged Y 
A. Only one portion of the week when the locomotive was 
laid up. 
RE·-RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. You could not tell us what tracks or what portions of 
the tracks those materials were used on 7 
page 49 ~ A. No, sir. · 
Q. You say some of the tracks were taken up? 
A. None that we have ever done any r€pairing on. 
Q. Yon had originally fifty some miles and now have 
eighteen and a half? 
A. There are twenty-two miles in ther€ at present but 
eighteen and a half that we use. 
Q. The additional trackage has been taken up Y 
A. Some of it. There is some that is still there that was 
repaired. 
Q. Did those same track laborers work in taking up that 
track? 
A. No, sir. The Shipping Board did that; we had nothing 
to do with that. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. There· is n'ot charged in this labor account anything 
except the actual labor and maintenance of the track in use 
now? 
A. ~o, sir. 
page 50 } MISS THERESA WALSH, 
a witness on b€half of the plaintiff, being first 
duly sworn, testified as follows: · 
Examined by Mr. Barron: 
Q. Will you state your name, your occupation, and where 
you reside? 
A. Theresa Walsh; 108 26th Street; bookkeeper for Nor-
folk Tidewater Terminals. 
Q. :a ow long· have you been bookkeeper there Y 
A. Nine years .. 
Q. You take this carbon copy of the account filed with 
the declaration and I will take the original. You are fa-
miliar with how these accounts are handled? 
A. I am. . 
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_ Q. Have you .checked over each and every one of these ac-
counts with Mr. Cason Y 
.. A· I did. . 
Q. Were they taken from the original records showing the 
names of the track gang, the number of hours they worked, 
and the wages paid them Y · 
A. They were. 
Q. And were they computed and added together for each 
month Y 
A. They were. 
Q. Turn to the first column, ''Number of days labor hours 
of workmen in track maintenance''. It has, be-
page 51 } ginning with May, 1933 and going through that 
year and· down to January 31, 1936,. 44,945 labor 
hours. That was taken from the original records! 
A. That was taken from the original records. 
Q. .And checked by you Y 
A. Checked by me. · 
Q. And is correct 7 
A. And is correct. 
Q. The next column is the amount of wages paid those 
track laborers beginning May 1, 1933 down to January 31, 
1936, inclusive, $11,5-72.80. Was that checked and were those 
:figures taken from the original work sheets and the wages 
paid those men? 
A. They were. 
· Q. You checked them yourself with Mr. Cason f 
A. I checked them with Mr. Cason. 
Q. Are they correct Y 
A. They are. 
Q. Take the salary of the foreman, one-third of which is 
prorated. Do you know, ·as the bookkeeper, that from May 
1, 1933 ·down ·to and including February, 1935 his salary was 
$225 a month Y · 
· A. I do, because I paid him. 
Q. And since that time it has beP.n reduced to $175Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you con1puted that onP--third of his 
page 52 ~ salary when he was paid this ·$225 from May 1, 
down to February, 1935, and then the balance at 
$1757 
A. That is right. 
, -Q. That shows on the other column and totals $2,291.63. 
Is that correct! 
... ~. It is. 
Q. That is taken from your books of original entry! 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Now, we will take the cost of materials used in track 
maintenance. Did you check those with Mr. Cason f 
A. I did. Here are the original bills, O.K'd and the can-
celled checks showing the payments of them. 
Q. You have taken out of that, I notice, one of L. N. Block f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It itemizes what it is for! 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. And you have taken the iten1s that were used in track 
maintenance, checked with Mr. Cason, and they are repre-
sented in there f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Those goods were actually delivered by those parties 
and were paid for by us Y 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. That is shown in the fourth column and the 
page 53 } total amount is $2,943.95. Is that correct T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is taken from the ori~?;inal invoices T . 
A. Yes, sir, and I have the original bills approved by Mr. 
Moore, and the cancelled checks showing pa)ments. 
Q. And the total of those four columns added ~p, did yo~ 
compute that also 7 
A. I did. 
Q. And that amounts to $16,828.387 
A. That is right. 
1\fr. Willcox: No questions. 
Note: Thereupon an adjournment was taken until to-
morrow morning at 10 o'clock. 
page_ 54} SECOND DAY. 
Norfolk, Virginia, April 29, 1936. 
Met at 10:00 A. 1\L, pursuant to adjournment from the pre-
ceding day, with the same appearances as _heretofore noted. 
Mr. Barron: Your Honor, I think that the jury should be 
excluded for a n1oment. 
The Court: Step o"&t, gentlemen (the jury retired). 
Mr. Barron: It is stipulated by counsel that the contraet 
between the City of Norfolk and the Belt Line sought to be 
introduced, is a correct· copy of the original and no objec-
tion is made to it as a copy; that is correct isn't it, 1\fr. Will-
cox? 
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1\tir. vVillcox: I suppose you had it compared. Y oh copied 
itt 
l\1:r. Barron: Yes. I desire to offer that in evidence, and 
think it is relevant for this purpose : That it shows that 
under that contract the City of Norfolk, who then operated 
the terminals, that is to say, from 1920 to September 1, 1925, 
maintained the same railroad tracks, and the Belt Line, under 
the terms of the express contract, paid to the city 
page 55 ~ twenty-five cents for each car it transported over 
these tracks. I understand the Court thinks that 
is going too far back and that it is a contract between dif-
ferent parties and is not admissible, but, in order to keep 
the record clear, I want to tender that and note an exception 
to its exclusion. 
The Court: You object to it~ 
Mr. Willcox : Yes, sir. 
(The document offered in evidence 'vas marked "Exhibl.t 
A.") 
Mr. Barron: It is further stipulated by counsel that a 
c.opy of an unexecuted agreement dated September 1, 1925, 
between the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals, Incorporated, and. 
the Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad is a true and 
correct copy of the original contract tendered. 
Mr. Willcox: That is correct. 
Mr. Barron: No objection is made to it as a copy. 
Mr. Willcox: Mr. Barron, I have not compared the copy~· 
and I do not believe you have. I think it is correct, and if 
it is admitted and there appear to be any discrepancies, we 
can correct it later. 
Mr. Barron: That is right, with the under-
page 56 ~ standing that if, upon comparison with the original, 
there should be any errors, they can be corrected. 
Now, if your Honor please, 've concede that that proposed 
contract was never executed by the parties. . 
The Court: And you object to the introduction of itt 
Mr. Willcox: Yes. I think it should be stated further 
that the plaintiff .refused to execute it. ' 
. Mr. Barron: That the plaintiff refused to execute this 
contract because of a condition in that contract relating to 
indemnifying and saving the Belt Lil\e harmless on account 
of damag·es to the goods on the .Army Base property from 
engines over which the plaintiff had nq control and which 
were under control of the Belt Line exclusively. That is 
tendered and objected to and exception taken. 
The Court: All right. 
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(The document tendered in evidence was marked "Exhibit 
J3.") . 
(The jury returned to the box.) 
Mr. Barron: If your Honor please, I desire to introduce 
in evidence and have the Reporter mark Exhibit C (read-
ing the paper). 
page 57} Mr. Willcox: Mr. Barron, may we also stipu-
late at this time that the Belt Line does not own 
said tracks, or any part thereof, or any interest in them? 
~1:r. Barron: That the Belt Line does not own or main-
tuin these tracks Y 
l\£r. Willcox: Does not own the tracks nor has any in-
terest in them. 
1\-fr. Barron: I don't know whether it has any interest in 
them or not. 
· 1vlr. Willcox: All right, strike that out. 
Mr. Barron: Now, your Honor, I also desire to introduce 
in evidence a typewritten statement to be filed and marked 
"Exhibit D" in this case. At the top of this statement is 
typed, ''Statement showing the number of loaded cars trans-
ported by the Belt Line over Army Base tracks monthly from 
Septen1ber 1, 1925, to .April 30, 1933, inclusive, also amount 
of trackage billed at twenty-five cents per car." That shows 
that over that period of seven years and eight months there 
"rere a total of 150,407 loaded cars transported over these 
tracks by the defendant and that the total paid, at twenty-
five cents per car, over that period by the Belt Line to the 
terminals company was $37,601.75. 
page 58 } The Court : All of which has been paid Y 
~Ir. Barron: All of which has been paid. 
JAMES A. MOORE, 
a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, being duly sworn, was 
examined and testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Baron: 
Q. State your name, age, residence, and occupation Y 
A. James A. Moore ; 39 years old; residence, Norfolk, Vir-
ginia; occupation, General Manager Norfolk Tidewater Termi-
nals. 
Q. When you refer to the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals 
of which you are General Manager, you refer to the terminals 
in the City of Norfolk known as the Army Supply Base, do 
you notY 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What are your duties as General Manager of the Army 
Supply B~se operated by the terminals company! State 
that briefly to the jury. 
A. I have direct charge and am responsible for every phase 
of the operation of the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals-Army 
Base. 
Q. Does that include the operations at the Army Base, 
· maintenance, and all of the incidental operations 
page 59 ~ of the business f 
A. It includes everything-operation, mainte-
nance, electrical system, and everything pertaining to the 
Army Base. 
Q. How long have you been with the Norfolk Tidewater 
Terminals! 
A. I have been with them since September 1, 1925, through 
to date. 
Q. Yon have been with them continuously since the time 
they took over the terminals, September 1, 1925, to date Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you been General Manager of that com-
pany! 
· · A. I have been General Manager of the company since the 
first of· March, 1926. I assumed more or less charge of the 
Army Base-Norfolk Tidewater Terminals september 1, 
1925. Mr. King was there but was not officially connected 
with the Tidewater Terminals when the present company 
took over the lease. 
Q. As I understand it, :rvir. Arthur King had been the man-
ager of the terminals while the City operated them ·and he 
stayed there for some n10nths with you so that you could 
familiarize yourself with all the properties and the busi-
ness? 
A. He was Port Commissioner of the City when 
pJl;ge 60 ~ Norfolk Tidewater Terminals assumed the lease, 
September 1. Mr.· l{ing had no direct connection 
with the terminals; he had not completed his connections. 
Q. In other 'vords, the City operated it through the Port 
Commission Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And Mr. King continued on in that capacity while you 
familiarized yourself with all the details of the business Y 
A. No. The Port Commission relinquished its operation 
September 1, 1925. Mr. l(ing went over with the Norfolk 
Tidewater Terminals as of that date, but he never completed 
his negotiations with the company. 
I . 
il 
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· Q. So, you have been employed with the Norfolk Tide-
water Terminals since September 1, 1925, down to date? 
A. So to speak, yes, sir. 
Q. Do the other officers of the company live in Norfolk or 
Philadelphia Y 
A. Philadelphia. 
Q. They don't stay here, but come here, and how often 
in a year, would you say? 
A. Oh, proabably half a dozen times a year. 
Q. So, you are in complete control of that property and 
have boon since March, 1926, and were really in control un-
der Mr. Arthur King for the preceding six months? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 61 }- Q. Mr. Moore, you were also connected with the 
City of Norfolk in the operation of these terminals 
from 1920 to 1925, were you not Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you have to do· with the operation of the 
terminals then! 
Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, merely in the interest 
of saving· time, I object to all these q11estions. We are deal-
ing with the period from May 1, 1933. Mr. Moore was Gen-
eral Manager all of that time, and it seems to me we might 
come down to that date and omit this· historical phase which 
is entirely irrelevant. 
Mr. Barron: I will connect it up. I just want to show 
Mr. Moore's familiarity with these terminals from 1920 down 
to date. · 
The Court: There is no doubt about that, Mr. Barron. 
Mr. Barron: If there is no doubt about that, then, it will. 
be accepted . 
.By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Mr. Moore, since September 1, 1925, to this date, who 
has been continuously maintaining the railroad ·tracks in 
question at the the Army Supply Base? 
A. Norfolk Tidewater Terminals. 
Q. Has it paid for that maintenance and cost? 
page 62} A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Has the defendant, the Belt Lin~ Company, 
operated its engines and cars over those tracks continuously 
from September 1, 1925, down to date? · 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Has the service. rendered by the terminals company in 
the maintenance of those tracks been precisely the same, or 
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not, since ~lay 1, 1933, until now, as it was prior to May 1, 
1933? . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has the use of those· tracks by the Belt Line since May 
1. 1933, until now, been the same as prior to May 1, 1933Y 
A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. So, the terminals company has rendered the same serv-
ice and the Belt Line has used those tracks precisely the 
same since May 1, 1933, as prior thereto Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the terminals company has paid for the mainte-
nance of those tracks over that entire period? 
A. ·Yes, sir. 
Q. Beginning Septem her 1, 1925, and down to May 1, 1933, 
were bills sent by the tenninals company to the Belt Line 
Company for the use and maintenance of those tracks Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 63 ~ Q. On 'vhat basis were those bills compiled and 
rendered? · 
A. On the basis of twenty-five cents for each loaded car 
en route at thP. BasP.. 
Q. That means that the terminals company sent bills to 
the Belt Line Company of twenty-five cents for each loaded 
car transported over those tracks by the engines of the Belt 
Line Company Y 
A. ·Yes, sir. 
Q. How were those bills sent, monthly, semi-annually, or 
what~ 
A. Monthly. 
Q. Were those bills paid by the Belt Line Railroad Com-
panyT 
A. Promptly. 
Q. So, as I understand it, from September 1, 1925, down 
to May 1, 1933, the terminals company mailed to tbe Belt 
Line, monthly, bills based on twenty-five cents for each 
loaded car which the Belt Line transported over its tracks,. 
and the Belt Line paid those bills promptly monthly Y 
A. ·Yes, sir. 
Q. So, for a period of seven years and eight months the 
terminals company made a charge and the Belt Line Com-
pany paid that charge¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 64 ~ By the Court : 
Q. How did yon arrive at the figure of twenty-
five cents f 
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Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, that goes into the 
evidence that you excluded. 
The Court : No, we do not want to go into it in an extended 
way, but I thought-
Mr. Willcox: All right, sir, I make no objection to it. 
The Court: I thought it was proper for me to see whether 
it was based on some contract made prior to that. 
The Witness : Yes, sir. 
The Court: And you just continued that contract? 
The Witness : Based o~ a contract the City had with the 
Belt Line. 
By Mr. Barron: . 
Q. Your answer to the Court's question is that, the termi-
nals company sent that bill of twenty-five cents for each 
loaded car because the City had sent it and settled with the 
Belt Line on that basis? 
A. Continued on the same basis the City operated it. 
Q. As I understand it, the City billed the Belt Line Com-
pany on the same basis and the Belt Line paid the 
page 65 } City on the same basis from 1920 to 1925 Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you continued to bill them just as the City had 
clone? 
A. Yes, sir. 
By the Court : 
Q. But under no written contract T 
A. Under no written contract, no, sir. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. As I understand it, there is no written contract that 
was ever executed between the terminals company and the 
Belt Line with reference to the maintenance of these tracks 
by the terminals and the payment for their use by the Belt 
Line? 
A. No, sir, there was never any contract. 
Q. There was a written contract tendered but it was never 
executed? 
A. Co:Frect. 
Q. "Since May 1, 1933, the Plaintiff has paid for the main-
tenance of the tracks and the Belt Line has used those tracks ; 
has it paid anything to the terminals company for the use of 
those tracks since May 1, 1933, until nowT 
A. No, sir. 
page 66} Q. Have you, as the manager, or any of the of-
ficials of your company, to your knowledge, ever 
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waived any right against the Belt Line to collect for the 
maintenance of those tracks? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Has the question of payment for the use of those tracks 
been taken up by you and the officials of the two companies 
with respect to their payment? 
. A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. In conferences and in conversations, as well as in writ-
ing? . 
A. Correspondence and conferences, yes, sir, on many oc-
casions. 
Q. Do you know whether it has been the subj~ct of con-
ference between the counsel of this company and the presi-
dent of the Belt Line Company with regard to payment for the 
use of these tracks Y 
A. It has been the subject of conference with the presi-
dent of the company; I don't know about the counsel. 
By the Court: 
Q. The long and short of it, you have always claimed that 
this money was due and owing, and they have claimed they 
do not owe it; is that about it Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 67 ~ Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, that ap-
pears to be a question of the letters. The letters 
themselves which were written are requests for payment, 
but the letters do nowhere assert a right to it. 
The Court: What difference does that make Y 
Mr. Willcox: There is a whole lot of difference-for a 
period of three years. That is why I call for the letters. 
Mr. Barron: The letters contained the contract. 
· The Court : You asked for payment and they refused, 
·isn't that the situation Y 
Mr. Willcox: No, sir. His statement that they have de-
manded payment and asserted a. right is a conclusion, and 
the best evidence is what was said and written, and I object 
to his statement, or conclusion, and n1ove the Court to strike 
it out. 
The Court: Do you claim that they have waived-
Yr. Willcox: I do not claim that they have waived it. I 
claim that they have never asserted a right until the suit was 
brought. 
The Court: Ask him about it. 
Mr. Willcox: I have no objection to your proving what 
Mr. Moore said to the Belt Line and what they said to him, 
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but I have objection to his conclusions from that. 
pag-e 68 } The Witness: Well, I was in the conference. 
Bv Mr. Barron: 
~ Q. I am not asking you to state the condusions, I am ask~ 
ing you to state the facts. Have there been confer~nces be-
tween you and the officers of the Belt Line in which yo:u as-
serted your right to collect this amount and the Belt Line 
denied owing for itf 
Mr. Willcox: I object to the question, sir. I say the proper 
evidence on this subject is to state what was said at those 
-conferences. 
ThP. Court : Let him say it. 
1\fr. Barron: You object to the written agreement-
Yr. Willcox: I call for the written agreement. 
Mr. Barron : I offered the original writing and you ob-
jected to it. Now, when I offer in evidence the oral confer-
~nces, you say "I don't 'vant that." Now, choose what you 
do want. 
The Court: No, I think you are mistaken, Mr. Barron. 
He says he wants the witness to narrate what was said at 
those conferences, rather than his conclusion. That is all 
he says. 
By Mr. Barron: 
0. All right, state the conferences, l\fr. Moore. 
page 69 } A. One of the conferences I had with Mr. 
Loyall, President of the Belt Line, along with M~. 
Miller, President of the Tidewater Terminals. Mr. Loyall's 
statement was that it would have to be left to the Board of 
Directors as to the payment of the charge. The truth is that 
after we received notice, May 1, 1933, from the Belt Line 
th.at they would discontinue the charge, we continued billing 
them for three or four months thereafter and never collected. 
Q. "'Why did you stop billing them at the end of three or 
four months thereafter? 
A. They paid no attention to the bills. There wasn't any 
11se sending them to them. 
Q. Did they ever state they were not . going to pay them f 
A. Yes, sir, they said the bills were not going to be paid. 
Q. So, they denied their liability to pay it 7 
A. They just said in the letter that they were not going to 
pay it after May 1, .1933. 
The Court: Doesn't that come back to what I said, that 
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you claim that they owe it and they claim that they do not 
owe it? 
Mr. Barron : Yes, sir. 
The Court : You took a long time to get to it. 
page 70 ~ ~ir. Barron: I was not going into it, but Mr. 
Willcox wanted it. 
The Court : Let us go on, then. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. :Nir. Moore, has the terminals company ever said any-
thing or done any act indicating· that it did not expect pay-
ment from the Belt Line for the use of those tracks Y 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, I object to the ques-
tion and move that the answer be stricken out, on the ground 
that it is not up to this witness to say what the various cor-
respondence indicated. That is a conclusion to be drawn by 
the jury. 
The Court: The witness can state so far as he knows. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Has the terminals company, to your knowledge, ever 
said anything or done any act indicating that it did not ex-
pect payment from the Belt Line for the use of those tracks Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q·. Mr. Moore, I hand you here ''Account stated'' filed in 
this case yesterday to go with the declaration (Exhibit B). 
At the top of the statement under the caption is 
page 71 ~ ''Statement showing the number of loaded cars 
transported by defendant over the railroad tracks 
of plaintiff at Army Supply Base from May 1, 1933, to Janu-
ary 31, 1936, inclusive, at twenty-five cents for each loaded 
car so transported, stated monthly.'' Note that on the left-
hand line under ''Date'' it has the years 1933, 1934 and 1935; 
from May to December, 1933, January to December, 1934, 
January to December, 1935, and January, 1936. Those are 
the months that the defendant has operated over there but 
has not paid, is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
· Q. The number of loaded cars actually transported during 
that period is 43,718, is that correctY 
A. Correct, yes, sir. 
Q. The amount due at twenty-five cents per loaded car is 
sho·wn opposite each month and is a total of $10,929.50f 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. That is on the basis of twenty-five cents per loaded 
car? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You heard the testimony of lVIr. Cason and Miss Walsh 
yesterday; that was taken from the books of the company 
and is correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. There has already been introduced in evidence as Ex-
hibit D a statement showing the number of loaded 
page 72 J cars transported by the Be1t Line over the Army 
Base tracks monthly from September 1, 1925, to 
April 30, 1933, inclusive, also amount of trackage billed at 
twenty-five cents per car, and that shows over that period a 
total of 150,407 cars, does it not f That is from September 
1, 1925, to ~Iay 1, 1933. 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. And the total amount paid by the ·Belt Line to the 
terminals company over that period September 1, 1925, to 
1\'Iay l, 1933, was $37,601.75 Y · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Moore, I hand you a second Account Stated filed 
yesterday with the pleadings in this case. Take that paper 
and I will ask you these questions: "Statement showing the 
number of hours and 'vages paid to day laborers in the work 
of maintenance of railroad tracks at the .Army Supply Base, 
stated monthly·; salary of foreman in charge of the Main-
tenance Department, including railroad tracks, prorated 
tnonthly; cost of materials used in the maintenance of said 
railroad tracks, stated monthly; all of the above said items 
covering the period from May 1, 1933, to .January 31, 1936, 
inclusive;'' thaf was testified to and introduced in evidence 
yr.sterday, but I 'vant to ask you if you will bring out these 
facts : On the first line it shows the year and month and tl1e 
day? · 
page 73 ~ · .A.. Correct. 
Q. The second .line is ''No. of day labor hrs. of 
·workmen in track maintenance." Carrv that over on- the 
next page, the total number of hours of day laborers was 
-44~945, is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. The total wages paid them over that period is $11,592.80 7 
A. Correct. 
Q. Under the third item, ''Salary of foreman prorated 
(1/3)," Mr. Cason testified that his salary for part of .that 
time was $225 per month and then it was reduced _to $175, and 
one-third was charged? · 
A. Correct. 
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Q. The total amou~t paid under that item was $2,291.63, 
is that correct! 
A. That is correct, sir. 
Q. The fourth item is '' Cost of materials used in track 
maintenance," monthly, and that aggregates $2,943.95, does 
it not¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The total of those three items, that is, the amount paid 
from May 1, 1933, down to and including January 31, 1936, 
aggregates $16,828.38, does it not 1 
A. Correct. 
page 74 ~ Mr. Barron: I desire to introduce that in evi-
dence. I will concede, your Honor, that I am going 
over the same ground, but I think it is necessary because it 
will shorten, really, the trial of the case in the questions I 
now desire to ask. 
{The account offered in evidence was marked "Exhibit 
F.") 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. ·Mr. Moore, from September 1, 1925, down to April, 
1933, was the period over which you rendered the bills and , 
the Relt Line paid them Y 
A. Yes, sir, that is right . 
. Q. Did the Belt Line object or demur to the payment of 
those bills during that entire period until you got the notice 
in April that they would not pay it Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. They were rendered by you and paid by them without 
objection or exception f 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Did the Belt Line or any of its officials ever make any 
claim that that payment to you was illegal or that it was with-
out consideration? 
A. No, sir. 
~. When did you first hear that they were going to con-
tinue to use the tracks but were not going to pay 
page 75 ~ anything for them? 
A. Their letter dated-! think it was the letter 
they wrote me sixty days prior to May 1, 1933; I think that 
was the first intimation. It was a letter they wrote me, when-
ever it was, but it was prior to May 1, 1933. 
·Q. That was the first notice that you had of it? 
A. ·Yes, sir. 
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Q. The defendant company has filed here a set-off, under 
the State Statutes, claiming that we owe them $256.75 for 
the amount they paid us in May for the use of the tracks in 
April, 1933. Did you ever hear of that until yesterday! 
A. No, sir. · 
Q. Did they ever make a demand on you for repayment 
of the amount for the use of the tracks for that month f 
A. Not until you showed me that memorandum yesterday. 
. Q. Have they at anv time claimed or made any demand 
on you for the return "'of that $37,601.25 that they paid you 
for the use of those tracks f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And yesterday was the first time you ever heard that 
they claimed that we owed them for the check they sent us 
for the month of April, 1933 Y 
A. That is right, yes, sir. 
page 76 ~ By l\1:r. Willcox: 
Q. That is the amount you were paid in May 
for that accountf 
A. ·Yes, sir. 
Q. $256.757 
A. I am not checking that, but I assume it is 0. K. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Now, Mr. Moore, you testified a few minutes ago with 
reference to the account for which the terminals company 
is suing the Belt Line for the number of hours of labor~ the 
foreman's salary, and the cost of materials, aggregating , 
some sixteen thousand dollars. Is there included in that 
amount, or are we suing here in this case for any amount for 
the overhead of the company! 
A. No, sir. 
· Q. Is there included any profit on the labor and the ma-· 
terials for the operations t 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. Is there included any rental or return on the value of 
the use of the land or roadbed and tracks which the defendant 
usesf 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Is there included anything for the cost of insurance or 
public liability or workmen's compensation? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. In suing here, we have only included the ac-
page 77 ~ tual cost or amoll'nt that we paid the day laborers 
who did the work on the tracks, Mr. Cason for the 
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work that he spent on the tracks, a1,1d the actual cost of ma-
terial? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And all the balance of the cost attributable to this is 
payme·nt by the terminals company and is not being sued for 
here, that is correct, isn't it 1 
A. Correct, yes, sir. 
The Court: While you are on this, lVIr. Barron, let me de-
velop something that might be of help to the jury, because 
this was somewhat difficult for me at first. I suppose you 
gentlemen know your case, but we are sitting on the sidelines, 
and not having the benefit of having studied it for two or 
three weeks, or two or three months, or two or three years, 
might not catch it as easily as you do. Now, let me have your 
original declaration and your accounts A and B. 
(The papers were handed to the Court by counsel.) 
The Court : In this declaration, as I understand it now, 
and you gentlemen will set me right if I am not right, the 
amount claimed, I believe, is $21,000~ 
Mr. Barron: Yes, sir. 1\tlay I state to the Court 
page 78 ~ that we have sued and stated the amount at $21,-
000; that would include interest and the entire 
cost. 
The Court: I understand, but that is the limit of your 
clainl Y · · 
Mr. Barron: That is the limit that we claim. 
The Court: Now, you have filed here an account marked 
''Account A''; this is where you put in the number of cars 
that were transported over these tracks at twenty-five cents, 
and the total of that is $10,929.50. Then you put in this other 
statement showing maintenance, amount of wages paid track 
workers, salary of foreman, and so on, and the total of that 
would seem to be $16,828.00. Now, as I understand it, you 
do not claim that yon would be entitled to both of theseY 
Mr. Barron: No, sir. 
The Court: It is only for the consideration of the jury,. 
if they should come to that question of recov·ery, as to which 
of these amounts would be determined, not both of them. If 
you said that they were entitled to twenty-five ce~ts, if that 
were the measure of the damage, then you 'v.ould total it up 
and it would be something like eight or nine thousand dollars. 
If you said that was not the way to to~al it, that was not 
. the measure of damage, but that it should be in this way, then 
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you take these figures in this paper, "B" and the 
page 79 } total, as they put. it, would be $16,828 Y 
Mr. Barron: Yes, sir. 
The Court: All of that is for the consideration of.the jury, 
but not to combine them, not to add them together Y 
. J\tir. Barron: That is right. 
The Court: Then, on the other hand, Mr. Willcox, no doubt, 
will say that neither one of these is . correct, that the Belt 
Line doesn't owe anything. 
J\tir. Willcox: I concur in that, your Honor. 
The Court : On the· other hand, .he will say that they do 
not owe them anything but that the plaintiff owes the de-
fendant something· over two hundred dollars. I think we will 
finally get this thing worked out. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Mr. ~Ioore, all of these bills that were rendered, were. 
rendered at twenty-five cents per loaded car, were they notY 
· A. Yes, sir. · · · · 
Q. And prior to the institution of this suit, whenever there 
were demands or requests made of the Belt Line for pay-
. · ment, they have all :been based on twenty-five cents 
page 80 ~ per car, haven't they? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. .And Mr. Harvey C. Miller is the president of your com-
pany? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. An~ has been during all this· period Y 
A. That is right. · 
·Q. The Virginian Railway formerly had a physical con-
nection with the tracks in the Army Base, didn't it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And s01ne years ago that connection was taken out? 
A. Correct-you know why. 
Q. I know why. 
A.· Because ·they stopped-
Q. The Virginian is the only one that ever had connection 
with it? 
A. Yes, sir, that is true.· 
Q. So that no railroad oth'er than the Belt Line connects 
with yo:ur tracks Y · · · · · · 
A. Well, the· tracks· are still out there leading to the Vir-
ginian tracks, or they could be very easily put back in. 
Q. Well, it does not exist today?· · 
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A. No.~ 
·Q. Attd without the Belt Line, no deliveries couid be made 
to shipside from the other railroads·, could there? 
p~ge 81. } A. Well, they could not today; they might in 
the space of a few hours. 
Q. Well, they could connect by-
A. They could not right now, no. 
Q. ~d that would necessitate all the other railroads get-
ting trackage rights from the Virginian to get there t 
Mr. Barron: I object. 
The Court : Overruled. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Then, if the physical connection between the Virginian 
and your tracks were restored, the other railroads, exclusive 
of the Virginian, could not get to your terminals except by 
making arrangements with the Virginian for connection with 
your tracks t 
A. Sure, that is correct. 
Q. The Belt Line does not own the tracks for the mainte-
nance of which you are suing Y 
. A. Correct. 
Q. They are owned by the Government and are under lease 
to youf 
A. Correct. 
Q. Mr. Moore, the Belt Line transports cars into the ter-
minals which have come from out of the State, does 
page 82 ~ it notf 
A. Not always, no. . 
Q. I don't mean always, but in its operations there it brings 
cars which come from out of the State, and from points within 
the State,. toot 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q, :And takes cars out of there bound for points within the 
State, and cars bound for points without the State1 
. A. Yes, sir, both in and out. 
Q. In other words, it handles interstate traffic in and out 
of the terminal f 
A. That is right. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Mr. Moore, let me see if I get this clearly: Formerly, 
the tracks at the Army Base had a direct connection with the· 
Virginian at what pointY 
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.A. Quartermaster's Junction, that was the point. 
Q. And that has been taken out, as I understand it Y 
A. Yes, sir., 
Q. Now the cars passing- to and from our terminals to the 
outside world go over our tracks to a point at what we call 
the Old Chain Company, which is owned now by the Standard 
Oil Company Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who owns those tracks 1 
page 83 ~ A. The Belt Line. 
Q. Does the Belt Line, or the Virginian Rail-
road! 
A .. The Belt Line. 
· Mr. Willcox: Now, your Honor, if I may reserve the right 
to· further cross examine if my motion is overruled, I would 
like to make the motion now, sir. 
The Court: All right. The jury may retire (the jury, 
retired from the court room). 
Mr. Barron: Can it be understood that these maps are ad-
mitted in evidence Y 
Mr. Willcox: Yes, sir. 
(The maps offered were marked ''Exhibits G, H, I, and 
J.") 
Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, I move to strike out 
the plaintiff's evidence. · 
This evidence shows that these tracks for the maintenance 
of which the plaintiff is suing are not owned by the Belt Line. 
It also shows that the Belt Line is an interstate carrier, and 
shows the complete absence of any express contract. 
My motion is based on the ground, first, that it would be 
illegal for the Belt Line to undertake to maintain these tracks 
· or to maintain them unless there were a provision 
page 84 ~ in the tariffs authorizing it. In addition to that, 
there· is no consideration for the payment, because 
this evidenee shows that they have to have our operations 
for their own benefit. And, in the third place, in the absence 
of any express contract, or any ruling by an authorized ad-
ministrative body, there is no obligation, express or implied, 
on the railroad to maintain tracks not owned by it, although 
it operates over said tracks. · 
Note: The Court heard further argument of counsel on 
the motion, and citation of authorities, and at 1 :20 P. M. an 
adjournment was taken until 2 :30 P. M. 
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page 85 ~ AFTERNOON SESSlON-SECOND DAY. 
Met at 2:30 P. M., pursuant to adjournment. 
The Court: The decision as to this question is reserved for 
another time. The motion at present is overruled and coun-
sel excepts. 
JAMES A. ~IOORE, 
a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, resumed the stand for. 
further cross examination : 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Mr. Moore, the Belt Line's use of these tracks is in 
delivering cars to the terminal and removing cars therefrom, 
is it not! 
A. Not altogether. 
Q. Well, what else does it do 1 
A. They perform an intra-plant terminal service in switch-
ing from warehouse to. piers. · 
· Q. But that is your business~ 
A. No, that is not our business. 
Q. I mean, these cars that are in there for your account. 
They do not take cars from any other shippers, or deliver 
cars to any other consig·nces, in your yards, do they? 
A. Yes, they do. 
Q. To whom1 . 
page 86 ~ A. Thomas E. Coale Lumber Company, for one. 
Q. That is one of your tenants f 
A. Well, I am answering your question-and the cotton 
warehouse. 
Q. You make deliveries to the warehouse company and to 
the Thomas 1~. Coale Lumber Company; they secure from you 
the privilege of storing their lumber there and pay for it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. With the exception of people who have arrangements 
there of that kind and the Tidewater Terminals, during the 
perioQd from May 1, 1933, to January, 1936, the Belt Line did 
not make any deliveries to or take cars from anybody else? 
Mr. Barron: What do you mean by that, Mr. Willcox 7 
·Mr. Willcox: That question, I think, is perfectly plain, 
Mr. Barron. 
A. I don't know. While in some instances, the freight is 
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Tidewater Terminals, the freight does not belong to the Tide-
water Terminals. · Some cars come down consigned to the ship 
company in care of the terminals. 
By lVIr. Willcox: 
Q. I still come back to my original question: They deliver 
cars consigned to ships in care of the terminals; 
page 87 ~ they deliver cars consigned to the terminals; they 
have delivered cars to the .Thomas E. Coale Lum-
ber Company, and they have delivered cars to the Norfolk 
Warehouse Corporation T 
.A. That is correct, among others. ·. 
Q. They have received cars from them! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. .And, regardless of the contents, they have not made 
any other deliveries in there or taken anything else from 
there, have they f 
A. That is· true. 
Q. Now, the terminals also make the facilities of those 
tracks, or some of them, available to other people, does it 
not? 
A. Well, I don't know just what you mean by "to other 
people", unless you me~n to the Warehouse Corporation or 
the Thomas E. Coale Lumber Company. 
Q. I am talking· about some circus people that have been 
'vintering down there. 
A. And by the same token you spotted some Standard Oil 
Company tank cars doWn there. 
Q. Well, if you will answer me. 
A. The answer to the question is, yes, we spot some ·cars 
out for the circus and we spot some for the Standard Oil 
Company, from the Belt Line. 
page 88 ·~ Q. You get compensation for that service from 
the use of those facilities, don't you? 
A. Yes, sir, but we don't get compensation out of the tank 
cars spotted there by the Belt Line for the Standard Oil 
people-! want that to go in, too. 
lVfr. Willcox: If your Honor please, I 'vould like for the 
witness to be instructed to answer the questions. And then 
any explanation he may want to make that is relevant, I have 
no objection to . 
. . The Witness : · Judge, they are so closely tied in. 
Bv Mr. Willcox: 
.. Q. What is the connection .between the Standard Oil Com-
pany and the West Circus people? 
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. _A. None, but the West people pay a rental in there, and 
the Standard Oil Company park their cars in there. 
Q. But. they do that with your permission t 
A. Yes . 
. Q. Without the Belt Line's service there, you could not 
Qperate your terminals, could you! 
A. We could operate the terminals without the Belt Line 
service. 
Q. How would you get your cars to a:nd from the rail-
roads! 
A. l~eopen the conn~ction to and from the Vir-
page 89 ~ ginian. 
Q. Without that you could not get them there, 
could you1 
·A. Without the Virginian connection, we could not. 
, Q . .And you said this morning that would necessitate an 
agreement between you and the other carriers Y 
.A. I don't think it would necessitate that. It would neces-
sitate negotiations and agreement with the Virginian to do 
that. 
Q. You have no agreement on that1 
A. No, sir. 
· Q. During that period, under the physical conditions there 
and in the light of all existing agreements, the only way you 
could have gotten your cars to and from the terminals was 
by the Belt Line, wasn't itY 
A. That is true. 
Q. And that was an advantage to your company, wasn't 
itt 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the railroad service was absolutely essential to 
the operat~on of your company, wasn't itt 
.A. The connection was essential to the profitable operation, 
yes. 
Q~ In addition to operating a terminal business, you op-
erate a warehouse business, do you not Y 
A. Yes. · 
p~ge 9.0 ~ Q. Store materials for compensation Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You maintain a locomotive of your own down there, 
don't youY · 
A. Yes, si~ .. 
Q. And you use it for moving cars about on those same 
tracks, do. you not Y 
.A. We use it for transporting· cars over those tracks, yes, 
sir, to help the Belt Line, .~ostly. 
\ 
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. ' 
Q. Well, let us s* about that. If you did not use your 
own engine, the B It Line would have to do that for you, 
wouldn't itT 
A. Yes, sir. ' . 
Q. And it would et compensation for that, wouldn't it Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. So, you help e Belt Line by moving them yourselves? 
A. We use our ocomotive primarily to afford the same 
service that woul be afforded by the railroad company with 
their own locomoliives. Further than that, we have attempted, 
on several occrfSions, to take our locomotive out, on account 
of expense aid repairs, but the Belt Line would not agree to 
db all ·of the service in there, and I have letters 
. page 91 ~,to substantiate that. 
1 Q. If you did not do that service and you called 
on the Belt Line to perform it, it would get compensation for 
thatY 
A. We have called on them to do it and they would not do 
it. 
Q. But they would be paid for it! 
A. Yes, sir.- We do lots of service now for the Belt Line 
that we don't get paid for. 
Q. Are you an eleemosynary institution 7 
A. No, sir; we do it. We have tried ·to get you to do all 
of the service in there but you refused to do it because of 
economy reasons. I can read you letters from your superin-
tendent bearing on the same subject. 
Q. We will get to the letters in a minute. .Now, you have 
certain correspondence between the Belt Line and the ter-
minals with reference to the discontinuance of this payment 
of twenty-five cents per car, haven't you 7 
A. I think, one letter. 
Q. You have got several letters, haven't you? 
A. I don't know of but the one letter. 
Q. All right, will you examine your file and see if you 
haven't got several letters there in which you dealt with that 
subject7 
·A. I. haven't got the file on it at all, as a matter 
page 92} of fact. Maybe th,e Judge has. 
Q. Mr. Barron and I agreed we could introduce 
the copies. 
A. 0. K. I haven't got the letters. 
Q. The p~ssession of your counsel is not your possession, 
is it? · 
A. Well, I haven't the letters. 
) 
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Mr. Barron: If your Honor please; I want to call the at-
tention of counsel to the fact that he is putting this in evi-
dence and is examining the witness as new matter, and as 
to that he is bound ~by the witness' answ 
By the Court : 
Q. While they are looking into that, r. Moore, suppose 
you tell the jury just exactly what the T1 ewater .Terminals 
Company does Y 
A. The Tidewater Terminals is principa a marine ter-
minal. They are public warehousemen; they · ct as an inter-
change between the ship and the rail carriers. l other words,. 
the trucks and railroad cars come in and de · ver freight 
to the piers for export, and on the reverse movement inbound 
freight is delivered to the piers and we deliver the height to 
trucks or railroads, or it goes to the warehouse. We are 
primarily eng·aged as marine terminals operators 
page 93 ~ and public warehousemen. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Now, Mr. Moore, your lease with the Government, which 
was in effect in May, 1933, fixes your rental on a pe~centage 
of your gross receipts, with a guaranteed minintum, doesn't 
itf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And after the Belt Line discontinued paying this twen-
ty-five cents, when you made your settlement with the Gov-
ernment they questioned the amount of your remittances on 
account of the fact that this Belt Line payment was not in-
cluded, didn't .they? 
A. Well, we never remitted to the Shipping Board the 
eighteen per cent, as I remember it, because it was held in 
abeyance. 
Q. That is true, but they questioned it? 
A. They wanted us to pay it, because they thought 've could 
collect. 
Q. And after they took that position, you renewed your re-
quests to the Belt Line, didn't you, for the payment of this 
fund? 
A. I don't think I did personally, no. 
Q. Well, vour company? 
A. They inay have, bu~ I didn't. 
page 94 ~ Mr. Willcox: Mr. Barron, I believe we have 
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Mr. Barron: Y¢s, sir, it is admitted that those are copies 
of the letters and .may be introduced as originals .. 
By Mr. Willcox: .. 
Q. In the discusaions, you have suggested that if the Belt 
Line did not pay these charges you would incorporate a com-
mon carrier of your own to perform this service, haven't 
you! . 
A. In what discussions Y 
Q. In the various discussions had between the representa-
tives of your ·company and the Belt Line with reference to 
the assumption by the Belt Line of the payment of these 
charges. 
A. I don't recall of that ever haying been discussed in 
any of the conference I was in. 
Q. "Jou do not? 
A., I do not, no, sir. 
Q. Have you read the correspondence? 
A. No, I have not read that correspondence. 
Q. Well, that has been considered by your officials, hasn't. 
it! 
A. I don't know that it has been considered re-
page 95 ~ cently, no. It has •been talked on occasions about 
an industrial railroad, but ·not in any conferences 
that I attended that the industrial phase of it came up for 
discussion. 
Q. Well, since April 7, 1933, it has been the subject of dis-
cussion at least once by the officials of your company, hasn't 
it? 
A. Since April 7, 1933? 
Q. Since we stopped making the payments f 
A. It was not at any time I was present, not in any con-
ference. · 
Mr. Barron: I can clear that up: At these conferences 
between counsel for the company and the Belt Line, we· did 
discuss that among the other members, but Mr. Moore was 
not present. 
By Mr. Willcox: .· 
Q. I am not referring to discussi<ms with the Belt Line now. 
I am asking you if your own officials-you .and Mr. Miller, 
or any of you-did not among yourselves discuss that as a 
way out of this problem? · 
A. Never discussed it as a way out of this. 
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A. We never discussed it in c~nnection with this 
page 96 ~ matter. · . 
Q. When did you discuss it V 
A. Years· ago, when we first went into ~his matter, in 1925. 
Q. Haven't you discussed it since May;\ 1933! 
A. No. : 
Q. You deny that Y \ 
A. I deny that. . 
Q. Mr. Moore, I ask you and your counsel'to produce your 
carbon copy of a letter dated July 2, 1934, ~ritten by the 
treasure of your company to Mr. W. H. Brown, Assistant to 
the General Comptroller of the United States Shipping Board. 
Mr. Barron: Don't answer that question. If your Honor 
please, it was stipulated between the parties to this suit that 
copies of that correspondence could be admitted in evidence 
as the originals. On Friday of last week, Mr. Willcox 
brought me the copy of a letter signed ''Secretary'', ad-
dressed to, I think, the auditor, or some officials of the United 
States Shipping Board, and asked if I would admit that in 
evidence. I told him, no, I could not consent to admit that 
in testimony, that I had no way of communicating with or 
getting from Dr. McKinney, who was the secretary 
page 97 ~ of the company, what that letter meant or any ex-
planation of it, and that it came too late, therefore 
I objected to any copy of that being introduced. Mr. Moore 
never read it or never saw it, and I never heard of it until 
Friday, and if counsel wants to introduce that in the testi-
mony, then, I submit the proper thing for him to have done 
would have been to have Dr. McKinney summoned or take 
his deposition, so we would have an opportunity to see whether 
he wrote that letter and his explanation of that letter. He 
has copies of correspondence, ·as I understand it, between the 
Shipping Board and Dr. McKinney, the Secretary of this 
company, who happens to •be an eye, ear, nose and throat 
specialist and practises his profession. I can't permit Mr. 
Willcox to introduce a copy of a letter-one letter out of a 
dozen-without any explanation from Dr. McKinney and with-
out ever seeing the relevancy of it. Dr. McKinney is not 
here to explain what certain things in that letter meant. We 
have not been given an opportunity to identify the copy of 
the letter as an original nor to get any explanation from 
Dr. McKinnev as to what that letter meant o·r whether it is 
relevant. .. 
Mr. Willcox: Mr. ·Barron, will you admit that I gave you 
written notice to produce the letterY 
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- Mr. Barron: I will admit that it was impossible 
page 98 } for me to write to Dr. Mcl{inney. It could 'not 
have gotten to him until Monday, and it was im-
possible for me to have gotten an explanation of that in time 
for trial. 
Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, as I understand the 
rules of evidence, if you call on a party to litigation to sup-
ply certain records and he f~ils to do it, you can prove it by 
secondary evidence. I am not asking my friend to admit any-
thing or agree to anything. i I contend that the letter is ad-
missible in evidence as soon as I identify it. 
Mr. Barron: Is it signed? 
Mr. Willcox: No, sir, the copy we have is not. 
The Court: The objection is sustained. 
Mr. -Willcox: If your Honor please, I have a letter from 
Mr. ¥iller, written to ~Ir. Loyall, enclosing the copy of the 
letter, but I will have to prove that by Mr. Loyall if Mr. 
Moore doesn't know about it. 
Mr. Barron: If.e doesu 't know a·bout it. 
Mr. Willcox: You admit that you haven't got the official 
copy! · 
M:r. Barron: No, I have not. : 
Mr. Willcox: Now, if your Honor please, I offer hi evi-
dence copies of this correspondence. 
Note: The following letters were introduced in evidence and 
rna~ ked ''Exhibits 1 to 18,'' inclusive respectively: 
page 99 } Ex. No. 
Letter from Mr. Loyall, President of the Belt 
Line, to lfr. Harvey C. Miller, President of the Nor-
folk Tidewater Terminals, dated April 7, 1933, _1 
Letter dated April 25, from the President of the Nox:-
folk Tidewater Terminals to the President of the Belt 
Line, .2 
Letter from Auditor of the Belt Line to Norfolk Tide-
water Terminals, attention of Mr. Moore, dated July 
. 20, 1933, 3 
Letter from President Tidewater Terminals to Mr. Loy-
all, dated July 24, 1933, 4 
Letter Mr. Loyall to 1\ir .. 1\Iiller,. dated July 26, 1933, 5 
Letter 1\!r. Miller to Mr. Loyall, dated August 7, 1933, 6 
Letter. Mr. 1\Hller to Mr. Loyall, dated September 28, 
1934, 7 
Letter Mr. Loyall to 1\ir. Miller,. dated October 4, 1934, 8 
Letter 1\!r. Miller to Mr. Loyall, dated October 5, 1934, 9 
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Letter Mr. Miller to Mr. Loyall, dated October 26, 1934, 10 
Letter Mr. Loyall to Mr. ~filler, dated November 1, 1934, 11 
Letter Mr. Miller to Mr. Loyall, dated January 4, 1935, 12 
Letter Mr. Miller to Mr. Loyall, dated February 1, 1935, 13 
L~tter from Mr. Riday to 1\fr. Miller, dated 
page 100 ~ February 4, 1935, 14 
· Letter Mr. Miller to Mr .. Loyall, dated Feb-
ruary 25, 1935, 15 
Letter from Mr. Miller to ~Ir. Loyall, df,lt'ed March 20, 
1935, 16 
Letter from Mr. Loyall to Mr. Miller, dated )\{arch 22, 
1935, 17 
Letter from Loyall to Mr. 1\filler, dated April 5,. 1935,. 18 
I 
Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, I may say that a lot 
of these letters, I think, are totally irrelevant, but I introduce 
them under the theory that, if part of the correspondence 
goes in, all of it ought to. Do you want me to read all of 
them nowY 
Mr. Barron: If you are going to question the witness about 
these. 
Mr. Willcox: I am not going to question the witness about 
these. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Now, Mr. Moore, the C. & 0. has waterfront terminals 
of its own at Newport News, has it not Y 
A. Correct. 
Q. The Norfolk & Western has terminals on the water-
front here in the City of Norfolk? 
A. Lamberts Point and Sewalls Point. 
Q. The Virginian has terminals on the waterfront! 
A. Coal terminals only. 
page 101 ~ Q. The Coast Line and the Southern have ter-
minals at Pinners Point. Take them one at a 
time. 
A. The Coast Line has no overseas terminals, but the Sea-
board has coastwise terminals. 
Q. And the Pennsylvania has its terminals at Little Creek 
and it has old terminals at Port Norfolk .and a sort of ter-
minal down here at Brooke AvenueY 
A. The Pennsylvania terminals at Little Creek are merely 
for e.ntering the harbor business, no overseas, coastwise, or 
intercoastal. · 
Q. The C. & 0. has a terminal at Brooke A. venue Y 
A. Yes, they have a terminal leased. 
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Q. They have waterfront facilities theref 
A. I think they have. The property is leased from An-
drews. Thev· are not their own terminals. · 
Q. You have contracts ·between the terminals and seven of 
the eig·ht railroads coming into Norfolk, haven't you Y 
Mr .. Barron: I object. 
The Court: . The objection is overruled. Go ahead. · 
Mr. Barron: I withdraw the objection. 
A. We had contracts, I think, with all seven roads enter-
ing Norfolk, with the exception of the Virginian. 
By Mr. Willcox: . 
Q. With the exception of the C. & 0. Y 
page 102 ~ A. I said, seven railro3:ds of Norfolk with the 
exception of the Virginian. I don't think ·we ever 
han a contract executed with them. If we have, it has been 
done in the last six or eight months. We have with the other 
six Norfolk roads, exclusive of the C. & 0. at Newport News. 
Mr. Willcox: Now, pursuant to notice to counsel, I call for 
production of those contracts. 
(The papers were handed to counsel.) 
Q. Mr. Moore, I hand you what purports to be a copy of a 
contract between the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals and the 
Pennsylvania Railroad· Company, dated September 1, 1925, 
~nd ask you to identify that as such. 
A. Yes. · 
Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, we offer in evidence 
-copy of contract between the Norfolk Tidewater· Terminals 
and the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, as · lesse·e, dated 
September 1, 1925. 
In the contract dated Septemiber 21, 1925, which in its 
caption purports to be betw:een the Norfolk Tidewater Ter;. 
minals, on one hand, the Norfolk & Western Railway and the . 
Virginian Railway Company, each acting separately, Mr. 
Barron has called. my attention to the fact that this contract 
was not signed by the Virginian. 
page 103 ~ The Witness: ;Never executed by the Virginian. 
Mr. Willcox: And a copy of a contract with 
no date, but it is about the same kind, between the Norfolk 
Tidewater Terminals, on tbe one hand, the Atlantic Coast 
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Line Railroad Company, the Norfolk Southern Railway Com-
pany, the Seaboard Air Line Railway Company, and the 
Southern Railway Company, on the other. . · 
I offer those in evidence. 
Mr ~. Barron: Pro ba~bly you would rather for the jury to 
be excluded. 
The Court: It doesn't make any difference to me. 
Mr. Barron: It doesn't make any difference to me. Prob-
ably Mr. Willcox would rather have them excluded. 
Mr. Willcox: I have no objection whatever. 
Mr. Barron: If your Honor please, I object to these con-
tracts being introduced in evidence, on the ground that they 
are irrelevant and immaterial and have nothing to do with 
this case. They are contracts between the Tide\vater Ter-
minals and thE' Pennsylvania Railroad, between the Tidewater 
and the N. & W. Railroad, between the Tidewater and the 
Southern Railroads, all being distinct legal entities, and so 
stated in the contract. Any agreement or any arrangement 
we make with those railroads in regard to the use of tracks 
owned and operated by us at the Army Base cannot be in-
voked to sustain a contention of the Belt Line, 
·page 104 } the defendant hei~e, on· a suit against it. It is 
· not a party to those contracts. It is a distinct 
legal entity, and has nothing to do with them. That is the 
·first ground. 
The second ground is that, even if those contracts did, 
which they do not, contain in them a provision which fairly 
construed might mean that insofar as the terminals ·of each 
one of those railroads we must maintain those tracks as to 
thein, that cannot be construed to mean that it gives another 
railroad, a distinct legal entity, a right to operate over those 
tracks free of any charge for· their use. 
Note: ·The objection to the introduction of the exhibits 
was ·further ·argued by counsel. 
The Court: The motion to reject is sustained, and you 
except. 
Note: The documents offered in evidence were marked for 
identification "Exhi~its 19, 20, and 21", respectively. · 
Bv ·Mr. Willcox: 
·- .. Q. Mr. Moore, I asked you to get the figures showing the 
total amount collected by the Terminals from the carriers 
by way of wharfage and handling charges during the period 
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involved in this suit. Have you got those fig-
page 105 } ures? 
A. You didn't ask me for handling. You asked 
for wharfage only. 
Q. I think I did, and I think the letter will show it. 
A. No, you were talking about the wharfage. You didn't 
say anything about handling. 
Q. Have you got those figures 1 
A. No. It takes a lot of time. You only asked me Friday. 
I only got the wharfage. 
Q. I asked you if you could get it and you said you could. 
A. You said all you wanted was the wharfage. I got that 
for you. 
Mr. Barron: N o,v, if your Honor please, I object to any 
testimony on the part of this 'vitness as to how much wharf-
age charge was collected by the Terminals from the various 
railroads, .or from all the railroads. I have no objection to 
it, but it is certainly immaterial. It simply confuses the 
issue. Whatever amount that we charged to the railroads, 
except the Belt Line, for wharfage and ha·ndling has nothing 
in the world to do with this. If it has any relevancy, I don't 
'vant to object to it. 
The Court: What is the relevancy of it? 
~Ir. "\Villcox: The relevancy of it, your Honor, 
page 106} we contend that these revenues were paid by the 
carriers to the terminals and all of it included as 
compensation for this service and for the use of its tracks 
and facilities. 
The Court: Then, what was the Belt Line to get out of 
it? 
1\Ir. Willcox : If your Honor please, the Belt Line tariff 
that will be introduced at the proper time shows that we make 
an allowance to them of one cent per hundred pounds wharf-
age and handling· charge. It is allowed to them, but not paid 
by the Belt Line, paid by the other carriers. 
Mr. Barron: Your Honor, I don't mean it is admissible, 
but· it seems to be to confuse the issue. I have no objection 
to admitting that the Pennsylvania Railroad and the various 
railroads p_aid us a wharfage charge; that is what that is, but 
that has got nothing in the world to do with the mintenance 
of the track. 
The Court: I can't see the materiality of it, myself, Mr. 
Willcox. Perhaps you can explain it to me. 
Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, I expect to couple it 
up by the introduction of the Belt Line terminal tariff show-
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ing that allowance on these sun1s was 1nade for the benefit of 
the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals, and now I want to prove 
that they W·ere paid to the Tidewater Terminals, 
page 107 ~ that they got it. I think it is admiss~ble on the 
same theory that the contract is admissible, in 
the first place, and also, we expect to contend that those sums 
so paid pursuant to tariffs, and also pursuant to the con-
tracts which we sought to introduce, was ~ompensation for 
the· use of the facilities of the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals. 
The Court: You object to it 1 
Mr. Barron: Yes, sir. 
The Court: The objootion is sustained. 
1\fr. Willcox: Your Honor, we except, and for the pur-
pose of savrng the exception, I ask leave to file as evidence 
of what we expect to prove this statement entitled "Wharf-
age charges collected·frOin N. & W., Southern, S. A. L., A. C. 
L., P. R. R., Vgn., N. S., and C. & 0. Railroads May~_1933, 
throug·h January, 1936", as Exhibit No. 22, and show that 
those amounts were paid to the Norfolk Tidewater ,Terminals 
as a result of shipments handled by the Belt Line. We also 
expect to show (and I assume this will come under the same 
ruling) .that in· additio·n to the wharfage charges, they were 
paid just three times that amount for handling charges. 
The Court: You offer it Y 
Mr. Willcox: Yes, sir. 
The Court: You object, the objection is sustained and the 
defendant excepts. 
page 108 ~ RE-DIR.ECT EXAl\tiiNATION. 
Bv Mr. Barron: 
"'Q. Mr. 1\foore, you were examined by Mr. Willcox, in the 
first part of your examination, with regard to the methods 
of operating down there. Does the Terminals Company own 
any goods, or is it a shipper of any goods or the manufac-
tnT'er of goods down there T 
A. No, sir. 
Q. It is a terminal operator and a warehouseman, is that 
right7 
A·. Marine overseas terminal and public warehoas~. 
Q. Is it an industrial plant? 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. It owns nothing·, ships nothing, and is a bailee for 
hire for the owners and shippers of the goods, is that cor-
l'(~t? 
A. Yes, ~ir. 
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Q. Mr. Willcox asked you also with reference to the lease 
with the United States Government, under the provisions . 
of which the terminals paid .the United ·States, from 1930 
until August 27 193.4, 18 per cent of its gross receipts from · 
all revenues Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did the Terminals pay to the Government 18 per cent 
of this thirty-six or thirty-seven thousand dol-
page 109 ~ lars which were received from the Belt Line prior 
to lVIay 1, 1933? 
A. Yes, sir~ 
Q. But you declined to pay, as I understand you, after 
that for the reason that the Belt Line declared it was not 
liable and did not pay them and you did not have to pay for 
gross receipts because you had not collected the gross re-
Cf'ipts, is that correct? . 
A. ·yes, and the Shipping Board felt that they would pay 
it. 
Q. Is it or not an express oral stipulation between you 
and the Shipping Board that any amount collected from the 
Belt l .. ine, that they are entitled to their 18 per cent of it from 
May 1, 1933, down to August 2, 1935? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So, you would have to pay that 18 per cent if it is re-
.<~overed? 
A .. We would. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATIO!'~. 
Bv 1\Ir. Willcox: 
·Q. Mr. Moore, shipments coming into the terminals by 
way of the trunk line carriers are consigned in various ways, 
I heHeve' 
A. Yes, sir. 
· Q. In some instances they are consigned to in-
page 110 ~ dividuals in care of the terminals, in some in-
stances they are consigned to a certain ship in 
care of the terminals¥ 
~'\.. Steamship lines. 
Q. And in some instances they are consigned to the termi-
nals, is that true? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And those bills of lading are signed by the carrier¥ 
A.. Yes, sir, some of them are through bills of ladings. 
Q. None of. those bills of lading are signed by the Belt 
I~ine? 
A. No, sir. 
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Q. An~ all of the eight railroads and the Belt Line main-
tain in your premises a joint agent, do they not f 
A .. Yes, sir. · 
' . ·· Q. Arid I believe you know that all of the railroads con-
, tribute to the salary of that agent Y ' 
·. A. I don't know how they contribute. We are also agent 
for the railroads under our contracts. We are agent for 
each railroad we sign a contract with. 
Q. 1\{r. Moore, when shipments move out of the terminals, 
the bills of lading are made out by the tern1inals and pre-
sented to this joint agent and signed on behalf of the par-
ticular railroad over which it is to move, aren't. they Y 
· A. Not in all instances does the Terminal Com-
page 111 ~ pany make up the bills of lading. Sometimes the 
Steamship C01npany, or the Port Traffic;.and sub-
Jnit it to the General Agent. 
Q. Then they will submit it to the General Agent on be-
half of the particular railroad involved f 
A. I believe that is the way. 
Q. Made out on the forms of that particular railroad. In 
other words, if you have got a car going out over the Penn-
sylvania, it is made out on a Pennsylvania bill of lading and 
submitted to that agent and submitted to him on behalf of 
the Pennsylvania Railroad? 
A. They might use some form, but use the shipper's name 
-uniform bill of lading. 
Q. And the Belt Line issues no bills of lading, does it? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And yon pay no charges to the Belt Line f 
A. We pay some charges to the Belt Line as advances. 
Q·. You pay some switching charges, but I mean, the line 
haul shipments are paid by the line haul carriers 1 
A .. That is true. 
Q. And those shipments, although the bill of lading is is-
sued on behalf of the line haul carrier involved, move out 
of there by way of the Belt Line, don't they~ 
A. They are delivered to the Belt Line, yes. The Belt Line 
~witche~ them out to the delivering carrier. 
page 112 ~ By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Mr. Moore, the reason why, as I under-
stand it, that the bills of lading are brought to the Terminals 
Company is because they require you to state and show that 
those goods belonging to the shipper in your custody are 
actually delivered to the Belt Line for delivery to the car-
riert 
A. That is true. 
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Q. That is the only connection you have with them? 
A. That is all. 
Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, I desire to renew t.he 
motion that I made this morning. 
The Court: The same action. 
Mr. Willcox: The same exception for the reasons then 
stated. ' 
. The plaintiff rests~ 
page 113 ~ JlliES J. MARTIN, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly 
sworn, w.as examined and testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Willcox: 
Q. State your name and occupation. 
A. James J. Martin, locomotive engineer, Norfolk-Ports-
mouth Belt Line. 
Q. How long have you been working for the Belt Lin_e 7 
A. Since the 6th day of April, 1907. 
Q~ Mr. l\1:artin, since May 1, 1933, and up to January 31, 
l 936, have you, in the performance of your duties, spent any 
time at the Army Base, or the premises of the Norfolk Tide-
water Terminals 1 
A. E·very day, practically, except Sunday. 
Q. You operate the engine that works in the Base regu-
larly? 
A. Yes, sir, the day engine. 
Q. Are you familiar in a general way with what goes on 
down there? 
. A. I don't know just what you mean. 
Q. ·I mean the outside work by the laborers; and so forth. 
A. Well, most all of it comes under my observation from 
· time to time. 
Q. In the per~ormance of your duties there, you travel 
from one part of the yard to the other over the 
page 114 } tracks, don't you? 
A. Absolutely, yes, sir. 
Q·. Do you know . the gEtng that works on the tracks down 
there, known as "The trac~t gang," described by Mr. Cason 
yesterday? 
A. I don't know all of them by name. I might know some 
of them by name. 
Q. Do you know Ed Jones, who was described here yester-
day as a leading track man? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
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Q. While you don't know the names of those individuals 
that comprise that gang all the time, you' know some of the 
names? 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know what work they hav~e done down there 
during that period? . 
A. Well, they do different things. They' .work on the crane, 
cut weeds and grass, clean up around the pier, and different 
places they work besides keeping up the tracks. 
Q. You spoke of cutting weeds; do you mean the weeds 
along the tracks~ 
A. No, I mean weeds there in the fields. 
Q. Do you know 'vhere Mr. Cason lives~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you ever see his hedge cut around there? 
A. Yes, sir, I have seen him over there, work-
page 115 ~ ing over there. . 
Q. By 'vhom? 
A. SomA that work on the track. 
Q. You spoke of operating the crane; do you know the 
names of any of them that you have seen operating the crane! 
A. Well, particularly, I have seen Ed Jones operating the 
crane. 
Q. Has that been one instance, or two instances, or has 
it obtained often down there? 
A. Well, on several different occasions I have seen hin1 
doing the same work. 
Q. What does that crane do 7 
A. They use it for various things, such as unloading logs, 
taking it to and from a scrap iron ship, and other different 
things of that kind. 
Q. Have you observed the activity down there in loading 
and unloading ore ships? . 
A. Well, at times unloading ore ships I have noticed from 
time to time they would be there, practically any track gang, . 
working around different ways, helping different ones. 
Q. Has that been more or less constant? 
A. It has, practically ever since I have been down there. 
Q. I believe the Tidewater Terminals moves 
page 116 ~ cars, too, from time to time, doesn't it Y 
A. Well, yes, practically anything that has to 
be moved at different times. 
Q. And who work as brakemen on that work? 
A. Well, there have been plenty of times they have taken 
the same men that were performing the service on the track 
and put them on there as brakemen or flagmen. 
Q. Have you observed that track gang doing other work 
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for any substantial .period of time continuously, a week or 
two weeks? 
... !:. W el~, I have noticed sometimes I would not see a man 
'vorking on the. track for sometime, for a week at a time or 
more than a week at a time 
Q. Where would they be during that timef 
A. Well, doing other things, I imagine-working on the 
crane, and different things. 
Q. What kind of crane is thatY 
A. Well, they have a big Gantry crane and a big locomo-
tive crane also. 
Q. \i\'1lich crane have you seen these trackmen working 
onf 
A. I have seen them working different cranes. 
Q. Are you able to estimate what portion of the time that 
track gang has put on the actual work on the track and what 
part it has put on other things 7 
A. Well, I would not hardly be able to say, but 
page 117 ~ I would say there has been a· good part of it put 
on other things than the track. 
Q. But you are not able to estimate any proportion Y 
A. No, I could not very accurately say anything near an 
estimation. 
Q. Mr. Aiartin, coming down to your particular work, what · 
do vou do down there? 
A. Well, I operate the switching locomotive. 
Q. The trains are brought in there and placed on a 
receiving· track, or hold track, later broken up, and the cars 
spotted? 
A. Yes, sir, carried to the various places where they are 
held. 
Q. And you do that spotting? 
.li. Yes, sir. 
Q. In addition to that, you move cars from the piers after 
they have been loaded there, or unloaded, I believe? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does anybody else move those cars? 
A. The Norfolk Tidewater Terminals mpve those cars. 
Q. So, they use the same tracks that you use 7 
A. Absolutely. 
Q·. Have you ever watched them go from warehouse to 
warehouse? 
A. At times, yes, sir. 
Q. And from ships to ships? 
page 118 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And to other parts in the yard? 
A. Absolutely. 
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Q. Is that engine working down there'·every day? 
A. No, not every day. It is working practically every 
day, and lately, most of the time when there is an ore ship 
and where they have to spot cars beside the ship, they do 
the work. · . 
Q. You say, when those ships are in there, they are spotting 
those cars in there Y 
it .. Well, not so much, when they haven't got ships in; they 
a1~e idle during· that period. 
Q. Do you know anybody else that has cars moved in and 
out of there, other than the Terminal T 
A. No, sir, I don't know of anybody else. 
Q. Any circuses down there? 
A. Oh, yes, there are circus cars down there, of course. 
I figured that was all the same kind of work that 'vas done-
'by the Terminal. 
Q. And those cars are stored down there on the tracks for 
long periods, aren't they Y 
A. Well, by the warehouse, not by the pier. 
page 119 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Mr. Martin,. taking it up in the reverse· order, taking 
circus cars, the ·Belt Line brings those circus cars in there 
in the fall when they go into winter quarters and put them 
on the tracks, don't they T 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. The Belt Line gets paid for that, doesn't it 1 
A. I don't know a thing in the world about that. 
Q. Well, we wiii say they do it free. Then, when the win-
ter season is over and the circus goes on the road, the Belt 
Line takes them out of there, doesn't itY 
A. Well, I have known the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals 
to take them out. 
Q. WhenY 
A. I could not specify the date. I think it was year be-
fore last, the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals taken The West 
, Shows out. 
Q. Took them where? 
A. Taken them out of the siding and placed t~em on t.he 
open storage. 
Q. That was an accommodation to yo11 Y 
A. The reason why they did that, }.fr. Barron, the track 
was in such bad condition thev were scared to let a Belt· Line 
engine go in there. · -
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Q. Now, in the fall, a certain number of cars 
page 120 ~ belonging to the circus are put on the track, and 
then in the spring- they are pulled off of those 
tracks and g·o on their route; all they do is to sit on the tracks 
-they are not using the tracks, are they! 
..A. Any more than rolling in and out of there. 
Q. And if you switch them in, you charge a switching 
charge for taking them in and taking- them out, so that is one 
use that you say is made. 
Now, Mr. Martin, let me ask you another thing: You are 
an engineer and have an engine and sometimes there are 
nfty or a hundred cars on those tracks, all along with switches 
connecting. them, from the tracks to the ships' side, and those 
tracks there are just covered 'vith cars, aren't theyf 
A. Sometimes they are, yes, sir. 
Q. Are you au engineer on the engine 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do I understand from you, then, that your business is 
to watch out that you carry those cars safely, and you are 
down there watching what laborers we have got at work? 
A. It doesn't make me pay any particular attention to 
them. You see those thing·s and observe without paying any 
particular close attention to them. 
Q. It seems to me that you have paid right particular at-
tention. 
A.. Well, there has been-
Q. We have got about 140 or 150 men down 
page 121 ~ there at work, and you don't know a single one 
of those men except Ed Jones, and yet you come 
here and tell the jury that out of 150 men, and you as busy 
as you can be all day, you can tell "rhat those trackmen are 
doing? What do you mean by that? 
A. I mean by that, there is plenty of time they have come 
dosely under my observation in regards to derailments. or 
working in some particular place. I have seen them from 
time to time. 
Q~ Why, certainly, if you are-
A. I can't pick out each and every one of them. 
Q. Is there any reason for you to pick them out? 
.l\.. I just happen to know them by sight. 
Q. The Belt Line was not paying their wages, was itY 
A. No, tl1e Belt Line was not paying· their wages, but work-
ing around a. place where there is a small gToup of men, it 
doesn't take you long to get acquainted with them. 
Q. Do you know 1\Ir. George Cason? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. What do you think of him as a practical man? Would 
you rely on him Y 
Mr. Willcox: Just a minute. The witness is not called on 
to express his opinion of another witness unless he wants to 
qualify him as a character witness. · 
Mr. Barron: All rig-ht, I 'vill withdraw that. 
page 122 ~ By Mr. Barron: 
. Q. You say that you have seen one or two of 
these colored men cutting a hedge on J\IIr. Cason's property? 
A. No, I didn't say it was on his property .. I said I had 
seen them cutting the hedg·e over there at the house he is 
living in. I don't know whose property it was. 
Q. The inference that you want the jury to draw from 
that is that we are charging you for those men for working 
on the track and at the same time they are cutting Mr. Ca-
son's hedge? 
Mr. Willcox: I object to the question. The witness has 
only testified as to facts. 
Mr. Barron: Suppose I put ~{r. Cason on the stand and 
he testifies that-
The Court: Mr. Barron, if M~\ Cason goes on the stand 
and testifies to something, that is his statement. If this wit-
ness testifies to something, that is his statement. It is for 
the jury to judge as between the two statements. 
By Mr. Barron: 
(~. Summing it up and taking your testimony as a whole, 
you operate an engine, are responsible for the engine switch-
ing cars back and forth all day, and are supposed to be on 
the tracks all the time ? , 
A. Not all of the time. We have' derailments, 
page 123 } and this section gang comes up there. 
Q·. And you see these men working on the 
tracks, don't you f 
A. I see them. 
Q. Did you ever see them work on the tracks at all f 
A. Sure, I said I saw them working on the tracks. 
0. But you did you have seen .them doing other things? 
A. Absolutely. 
Q. And you can't pick them out and come· here today and 
testify that you can pick out those men out of a hundred and 
forty men, as busy as you are, and say that "I saw those 
men during the very hours that I was there working; they 
were not working on the track during those very hours ; I 
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saw them working somewhere else"; you don't mean to ~ay 
that, do youY 
.A. Very reasonably, yes, I do say so. 
Q. Suppose that o the record shows that one of them, for 
instances, worked one week as a track gang man; you .don't 
mean to s&y that if he did not work the next week, or he was 
somewhere else doing soemthing else, that we charged that 
1nan 's wages in here on the track when he was not WC:>rking, 
do youf 
A. I haven't said any such thing of the kind. I haven't 
kept any record of it, I don't know anything· about that. 
Q. The man who would know more about thaf would be 
~Ir. Cason, wouldn't it? 
page 124 ~ Mr. Willeox: I object to the question. 
A. I don't know. 
RE-DIRECT· EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Willcox: 
~Q. Mr. ~fartin, 'vhile you are down there on duty, you 
shift the cars when it is necessary to shift them in the opera-
tion of the business? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Qo. A lot of the time, you are standing there waiting for 
ordeJ·~, aren't youT 
A. Sometimes we have right much time. Then, another 
thing, ~fr. Willcox, we used to stand by those ore ships con-
siderably and around the China clay ships, and things of that 
kind, which give.s a lot of opportunity to see those men and 
to become acquainted with them. 
Q. You mean, you were standing by with your engine 
waiting to haul the cars that were being loaded from that 
ship¥ 0 
A. Yes, sir. It is a very slow movement; sometimes the 
engine stands from fifteen to twenty minutes or half an hour 
to put a certain commodity in the car. 
l3y the Court: 
Q. How much work would you say the terminal man does 
in eomparison with your engine? 
page 125 ~ A. That is pretty hard for me to estimate. 
Sometimes they switch around and do practically 
the same work we are doing in a day's work. 
0. Some days they will do as much work .as you do that 
particular day? 
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. A. Practically speaking, yes, sir. \ 
Q. How many days a week would that happen? 
.A. Well, I would not hardly know exactly; I guess, pro b-
. ably, say, four or five days under extreme business conditions. 
Q. Then, probably, some other conditions in not an ex-
tremely busy time, how would the work .compare with your 
work? . 
A. Well, they would not do so much work. Lots of times 
they do work, or stand around by the ship and that is prac--
tically all the work they do from one end of the week to the 
other. 
Q. Has there ever been any time when there wasn't any 
work done¥ . 
A. Yes, sir, and I have seen them standing around there 
a week at a time. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. l\tlr. Martin, that terminal engine takes the cars to the 
weighing scales, doesn't itT 
A. Well, for a lot of the commodities they do. At one time 
there, they used to take the load of ore and weigh 
page 126 ~ it, and have been taking all of the iron ore empties 
and weighing those, and they take practically all 
of the empty cars that are loaded for hides and different com-
modities that come in on the South American ships. 
Q'. What length trains do they haul on those tracksY 
A. Well, I have seen them pull around about sixty or 
seventy cars at time. Of course, they don't have so many 
of those trains, but they have pulled that many. 
Q. And smaller numbers, also Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On some occasions that engine works nights, too, doesn't 
it, shifting cars Y 
A. Well, yes, on some occasions it does. 
Q. When you go back there after leaving at night, you 
find cars that have been moved around? 
A. Well, of course, the Belt Line works a night engine 
in there now, but there has been a time when the Belt Line 
was not working in there, that the terminal man did move 
the cars we had knocked off and left. 
By the Court: 
Q. What type engine is it f 
A. It is an 8-wheel locomotive, 6 drivewheels. 
Q. A good one? 
A. Yes, sir, .a pretty good locomotive. 
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page 127 ~ RE-CROSS EXAl'IINATION. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. In regard to the work that the Belt Line engine does 
there, suppose that the Belt Line spots a car on the south 
side of one of the piers for unloading and that car is un-
loaded, then it is your duty to pull that empty car out and 
put it on the track and take it back to the respective railroad 
to which it belongs? 
A. That would depend on the order. Lots of times---
Q. But that car, when you spot it in there and it is un-
loaded and the cargo put aboard the ship or in storage, it 
is your duty then to take that empty car out and deliver it 
to the proper party, whoever that might be, isn't it' 
Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, I don't think it is up 
to this witness to say-
Mr. Barron: Well, they do that. 
Bv Mr. Barron: 
w Q. Don't you, as an engineer in charge of a Belt Line en-
gine, take the empty cars 'vhen unloaded, take them over 
that line and deliver them to the line haul carrier, or who-
ever you are told to deliver them to, the outside parties that 
they belong toY 
A. Well, just like I said, that car may be unloaded and 
moved to another point in the Base and reloaded again. 
Q. I want to get this perfectly clear. You listen to the 
question and ~hen you can answer it yes or no: 
page 128 ~ Isn't it a fact that when a loaded car is spotted 
by the engine which you operate for the Belt Line 
and put on a pier, or put beside a warehouse, and it is then 
and there unloaded and it is going out empty and goes to 
one rail carrier, whoever that one may be, don't you attaeh 
your engine to that empty and take it out and deliver it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So, isn't it, further, a fact that if the Terminal Com-
pany, in order to facilitate this movement and its business 
there, takes its engine and takes that empty car away from 
the place and takes it out and puts it on the track, it is do-
ing a service that is benefitting you, isn't it? 
1\{r. Willcox: 'Vait a n1inute. I object to that question. 
It is not up to the witness to say whether it is benefiting the 
company or not. . 
Mr. Barron: I inferred that was s·o obvious that you would 
not mind the witness answering it. 
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By Mr. Barron: 
Q. The Terminal Company is doing precisely the same 
duty that you would have to do, if they didn't do it, isn't that 
correct! 
Mr. Willcox: I object, if your Honor please. 
The Court: Well, let him answer the question. 
By the ·Court: 
Q. Doing what you would have done, if they 
pag·e 129 ~ had not done it. 
A. Yes. It 'vould have to be moved. 
Mr. Barron: Your Honor, I want to say that this engine 
of the Terminal Company in performing this service that 
Mr. Willcox has brought out is doing the same service that 
his own engine would have to do and that it is to 4is ad-
vantage just as much as ours. That is a fact, isn't it' 
The Witness: Yes, I reckon it is, as far as I know. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Mr. Martin, when you spot the cars, after the cars are 
spotted, sometimes they are reloaded rig·ht at that same point,. 
aren't they Y 
A. Well, I have known them to be or~ered to be reloaded~ 
if they are not reloaded at the same potnt. 
Q. When the cars are put in there and loaded, some of them 
come out empty and some come out loaded? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And some are loaded at the spot where they are un-
loaded, and some at other places¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. After you spot the ingoing cars originally, you move 
them in accordance with orders that you receh~e· 
page 130 ~ therefor Y 
A. That is right. 
0. J. WILSON, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly sworn, was 
examined and testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. ·Willcox: 
Q. You are 0. J. Wilson, conductor on the Belt Line, are 
VOU not! 
· A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. And-you hav_e worked for the Belt Line for many yearst 
A. Yes, sir. ' . 
Q. Have you been working on the Army Base work at any 
time behveen May 1, 1933, and January 31, 1936 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What portion of that time, Mr .. Wilson¥ 
.A. From June, 1934, until November, 1935. 
Q. Constantly? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you working the day triek or the night trick? 
.A. Day. ·. 
Q. Were you working· on the engine that stayed within the 
.Army Base and moved the cars back and forth there 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That engine was not busy all the r.une, was 
page 131 ~ it Y 
A. Not all the time 
Q. Have you observed what is going on there in the way 
of work around the premises by the various gangct' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know the gang that is spoken of as ''The track 
gang" by J.\IIr. Cason-the one that works on the tracks! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know that Negro, Ed Jones, who was here yes-
terday, and whom he speaks of as the ''leading track man"? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q·. And the gang 'vhich he led 1 
A. I know them by sig·ht, not by name. 
Q. Well, the gang has from time to time varied as to in-
dividuals on it, has it not-sometimes they would have cer-
tain men on it, and sometimes they would change. What 
number of men would you say that .gang embraced at any 
Qne time? 
A. While working on the track? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Anywheres from three to five. 
Q. Have they ever worked a larger number than thatY 
A. I have never . observed any larger number than that, 
except in .cases of emergency when they would have a derail-
ment, or something of that kind. 
Q. Mr. Wilson, have you seen that track gang 
page 132 ~ do any' work other than. track work down there? 
A. I have. 
Q. And what was that work¥ . 
A. I have ·seen this Ed Jones running a locomotive crane. 
I have seen other members of tha.t track gang braking on 
the Army Base switch engine. 
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Q. You mean, serving as brakemen on the cars being moved 
by the Army Base engine Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Anything else f 
A. I have also seen members of that gang working around 
that big electric crane on the pier. 
Q. How about weeds and bushes in the piers by the track! 
A. Yes, I have seen that. 
Q. Have you seen any hedge cutting going on around ~[r. 
Cason's house? 
A. I have, 'vhere Mr. Cason lives. 
Q. That is what I mean. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Whom have you seen cutting that hedge T 
A. Different members of that track gang. 
Q. Was that during the working day! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you or not ever seen any of them working on the 
ore ships and unloading ore ships 1 
page 133 ~ A. I have seen them working around these 
cranes when ore ships were being unloaded. 
Q. Was the crane being used to unload the ore? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Wilson, has that just been in rare instances or pe-
riods that you have seen that, or has it been going on gen-
erally all the time you were down there Y 
A. It was generally all the time I was there. 
By the Court: 
Q. Do you know how those men were paid Y 
A. No, sir, I do not. 
Q. Whether they were paid by the hour or by the day Y 
A. No, sir, I don't know how they were paid at all. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. J\IIr. Wilson, 'vhat work does the Army Base engine do 
down there Y · 
A. They weigh cars. 
Q. When you say "weigh cars" you mean, haul them to 
and from the scales Y 
A. Yes, sir; stand by the ships and spot cars for them 
while unloading the ships, and so forth. 
Q. Do they haul tl1e cars in any materially sized trains 
over there? 
A. They take those loaded cars up to the scale tracks and 
weigh· them. 
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page 134 J Q. Do they haul one car, or two cars, or a num7" 
her of cars? 
A. The number of cars varies from a few cars to twenty-
five or thirty, I have seen them carry. 
Q. In moving those cars around, do they use the same 
tracks that you use in making movements? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does that engine operate down there more or less con-
stantly? 
A. When therP. is a lot of business in there, it does. 
Q. Then, I suppose, there are some days when it does not 
operate at all 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By ~fr. Barron: 
Q: Mr. Wilson, your impression is that the track gang is 
-composed of from three to five men? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Would you be surprised if I brought nine of them here 
who will testify that they .have been working· on that track 
since last December Y Would you deny it 7 
Mr. Willcox: I object to the question in that form. This 
'vitness is not called upon to deny, or ·express 
page 135 ~ any opinion on any testimony that has been given 
by any witness or that may be given by any wit-
ness. ·He can testify of his own knowledge and observation, 
and that is all. 
Mr. Barron: Suppose a man says he thinks a thing hap-
pens at sunset; I ask him would he deny it happened at eigl1t 
o'clock at night, after sunset. 
The Court: All right, go ahead. 
l3v l\1:r. Barron: 
·Q. Would you deny that if I produce the men here? 
A. I would deny that I have seen nine of them working 
on that track at one time. 
Q. Certainly you would, because you are busy working on 
your engine. You can't say whether there are three, five or 
seven there, because you are busy running your engine there 
and are not interested in negroes wl1o work on the track, isn't 
that a factf 
A. No, sir. 
: Q. W.as there anything that called your attention to the 
\. 
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necessjty of your remen1bering the track gang and the work 
on this particular track, or where they were~ 0 
A. If I am riding from the pier to the classification yard 
and pass a bunch of men working on the track, don't you sup-
pose I could tell how many it wasT , 
Q. Well, con1ing down here you passed some 
page 136 ~ people between here and the l\fonticello Hotel, if 
you passed by there, didn't you Y 
A. Yes, sir, but this is-
Q. How many did you pass~ . 
A. Oh, this question you asked me comes within my daily 
routine of work. 
Q. I agree with you, but we 'employ 140 colored men down 
there. What makes you single out any particular man and 
say he was 'vorking· on that particular day Y 
A. Because I am interested in my safety in running over 
that track. 
Q. And that makes you watch whether that man is work-
ing on the track or whether he is working down on the pier T 
A. It makes me pay attention to the condition of the track 
I am working over. 
Q. I agree with you, but does it make any difference to 
you whether they work on the tracks, whether there or some-
where else? 
A. No, I don't have anything to do 'vith where they are 
working, that is none of my business, but 'vhen they are work-
ing on the tracks I know how many are there. 
Q. If they don't happen to be working on the track 'vhere 
you see them-there are twenty-two n1iles of tracks there-
you would not see them at work at all, would you? 
A. 1\iiost of the time we cover most of the track 
page 137 ~ in the Army Base yard, and we mostly see them 
some,vhere in the yard in the course of a day's 
time while operating that engine. 
Q. 1\lr. Wilson, you don't mean to tell us that when you 
are at one point of track, you know what is going on on 22 
n1iles of track somewhere else, do you? 
A. No, si'r. 
Q. Therefore, you could be working· here today and never 
see a track man because he would be working somewhere 
else? 0 
A. If he was working somewhere else, I would not. 
Q. It is also true that several of those men could be work-
ing on the track right where the cars are being unloaded 
down at the piers, waiting there to fix those tracks, and two 
or three more could be working a mile away from there on 
some other tracks Y · 
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A. That could r. be possible. 
Q. They don't' all stand there and work together-they 
all do their particular duties on one particular track? 
A. No, sir, the track gang usually work together in one 
gang. 
page 138 ~ C. R. ORA WF'ORD, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly 
sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
Examined by• Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Mr. Crawford, what are your initials Y 
A. C. R. 
Q. You are an employe of the Belt Line 7 
.A .• Yes, sir. 
Q. A locomotive engineer? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You sometimes work as engineer and sometimes work 
as fireman? 
A. Yes, ~ir. 
Q. Did you work in either or both capacities at the Army 
Base between l\{ay, 1933, and January, 1936? 
A. In both capacities. . 
Q. And how long· within that period did you work down 
there? 
A. Well, I tell you, Mr. Willcox, my regular job of firing 
is firing for Mr. 1\{artin. I am also an extra engineer and 
I am called for ·work a lot of times to work in the Army Base, 
and quite a bit in the last year I have run an engine in the 
Army Base. 
Q. That is the year 1935? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, in addition to the running of the .engine, did you 
serve as fireman down there f 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 139 } Q. Did you run an engine in 1934 or 1933 Y 
A. I did in 1934. 
Q. In the operations down there are there or not frequent 
intervals when the engine is not moving and hasn't anything 
to do? 
A. The Belt Line engine Y 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And in the operations you move them pretty much over 
the entire yard, don't you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know the track gang? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do_ you know any of them by name 1 " 
A. No, sir, I have never met any of them. I know them 
only by nicknames. I would hear one ·.of them calling an-
·other. · 
Q. Well, do you know this Ed Jones 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you recognize his gang when you ·see it? 
A. Yes, sir. · · · 
Q. Have you o·bserv:ed the work that gang .has been doing 
down there during the time that they have b~en down theret 
· A. Yes, sir. 
page 140 t Q. Has it or not done any work exclusive of 
the work on the maintenance of tracks them-
selves? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Once or twice, or frequently f 
· A. Frequently. 
Q. Will you tell the jury what you have seen them . do Y 
A. I have seen them assist in operating the gantry crane, 
such as carrying the light, the electric light, at night time, 
and I have also seen them making the track clear for the 
gantry crane in daytime, also at nighttime, too, and I have 
also seen one man in particular act as a fireman and a brake-
man, too, and I have seen them act as brakemen, and I have 
·seen them cut grass in the fields around the warehouse and 
other houses. I have never seen them operate steam cranes, 
because I wasn't there, I reckon. 
Q. When you say they operate as brakemen, are you r~­
ferring to the Belt Line trains, or to the trains operated by 
the Tidewater Terminals T 
A. No, sir, all of the Tidewater .Terminal ~ngines. 
Q. They never work on the Belt Line Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Ilas that been more or less constant all the time you 
have been down thereY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What can you tell us about the work done iby the Army 
Base engine itself Y 
page 141 ~ A. Well, I have seen them do practically the 
same work we do; that is the best I can put it in 
a few 'vords. 
Q. On some days they do just as much work as you do, 
don't theyY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And on others they do less f 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do they ever do any more? 
A. Well, I would hesitate in saying that. 
Q.· But the work that they do varies with the amount of 
business going on at the Base, the number of ships in and 
out, and so forth! 
A. That is my opinion. 
Q. And yours varies in the same proportion? 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. A lot of work you saw the terminal engine doing was 
work you would have to do if they didn't do it, isn't it? 
A. Pardon me f 
Q .. A lot of work that you saw the terminal engine doing, 
moving and switching cars around back and forth, taking 
empty cars out, if they didn't do it, you would have to do it, 
. wouldn't you? 
page 142 } A. Yes, sir. It is very noticeable the amount 
of work they do. 
Q. So, they are performing the service for you, saving 
you and your engine's time, going over the same track, and 
you are the beneficiaries of it; that is correct, isn't it? 
Mr. Willcox: I object to that. As a matter of fact, we are 
not the beneficiary of it, because it deprives us of our reve-
nue, and this witness is not the judge of that. 
Mr. Barron: We don't get a cent for it, and the Belt Line 
charges us for taking· that car from that place and spotting it 
back. 
M:r. Willcox: But you don't pay us for it? 
Mr. Barron: No, but somebody pays you. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Mr. Willcox has asked you a lot about cutting weeds 
around tracks. Don't you all cut weeds on the Belt Line 
tracks? · 
A. We cut weeds on the right-of-way. 
Q. You would not be able to find out whether a tie was 
rotten, or the bolts were loose, unless you cut the weeds off? 
A. We cut weeds on the right-of-·way. 
Q. On your right-of-way and track, and so when 
page 143 } we do it we are doing the ·same thing for the 
preservation and maintenance of those tracks that 
the Belt Line does? 
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.A.. Not to misconstrue my answer, I said, cut weeds around 
warehouses-is not the right-of-way. 
Q. Are you familiar with the layout there~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Their warehouse is surrounded by railroad tracks Y 
A. I know, there is a lot of vacant ground ahead of the 
warehouse that I have seen thep.:t cut we.eds on, not on the 
right-of-way. · 
Q. Do I understand that you seriously contend that, if this 
is your right-of-,vay here, ignorant colored men that cut 
the weeds off here are not working on the maintenance of 
your tracks Y 
A. If you see them cut practically every field down in the 
Army Base, that could not 1be classed working on that rig·ht-
of-way. 
Q. Do you mean the Terminals Company is foolish enough 
to be cutti•ng grass all over the property that doesn't mean 
anything in the world to it, spending its money for noth-
ing-is that what you mean for us 'to understand? Surely, 
you don't mean they are foolish enough to spend money go-
ing out in the fields and cutting weeds l 
~{r. Willcox: If your Honor please, I object to questions 
calling on this witness to characterize, or 
page 144 ~ classify, or express any opinion on the actions 
of the Tidewater Terminals; whether it is fool-
ish or wise, is not within his knowledge, and the question is 
irrelevant to this issue. 
The Court: Well, I think 've are prolonging this investi-
gation very unduly .. The man has said that he has seen track-
men cutting· w·eeds all over the place. If that is a fact, it is 
a fact. If it is not a fact, then it is not. That is all there is 
to it. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Give us the names of the trackmen you have seen doing 
these things Y 
A. I have never met any of them. I could give you the 
nicknames of some of those I have seen doing work. Do you 
care for that? 
Q. That is alL 
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J. H. RIGSBY, 
a witness on beh~lf of the defendant, being duly sworn, was 
examined and testified as follows: 
Examined by Mr. vVillcox: 
Q. vVhat is your name and occupation 1 
A. J. H. Rigsby, General Yard Master for the Belt Line. 
Q. Where have your duties been performed 
page 145 ~ from May 1, 1933, to January 31, 19367 
A. Principally at Sewalls Point; that includes 
the Army Base. 
Q. And what part of your times during that time has been 
spent in the Army Base? 
A. W eH, I would say an average of an hour a day, some-
times more and sometimes less. 
Q. What are your duties in the Army BaseY 
A. ,Just to observe the operations, more than anything else. 
Q. Have you, during that time, QJbserved the engine op-
erated by the Norfolk Tidewater .T~rminals? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 'Vhat does that do 7 
A. Well, he serves the ships, ore ships and china clay, and 
transfers stuff from the warehouse to the piers and vice 
versa. 
Q. Does it do that regularly? 
A. I would say, when business is heavy enough to justify 
it, yes, sir. 
Q. Whenever the business is there, that train is 'vorkingY 
A. If the business is there, yes, sir. 
Q. Are you or not fa~iliar with the so-called "track gang" 
of which Ed Jones is described as ''the leader'' Y 
A. I kno'v some of them by sight. I know Ed 
page 146 ~ personally. 
Q. Have you seen the gang working there? 
A. I have seen them, yes, sir. 
Q. Have you seen them working· on anything outside of the 
tracks? 
A. Yes, sir, I have. 
Q. Once or twice, regularly? 
A. I have one occasion in mind, particularly-working on 
a pipe line there behind the office, some two or three months 
ago. How long they worked on that pipe line, I could not· 
say, but they were there when I passed by, working on this 
pipe line. I could not say how long. 
Q. Have you seen them doing any other work than the work 
on the tracks themselves? 
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A. ·I could not say that I have. 
Q. You don't know? 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXAl\f(NATION. 
By Mr. Barron: _ 
_ Q. Mr. Rigsby, as yardmaster down there, you know some-
thing about those operations at the terminals, don't you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You spoke of the terminal engine switching the cars 
back and forth there on the track while the ships 
page 147 ~ were loading t 
. A. I spoke of that? 
Q. "\Vhat did you say the terminal engine was doing in 
shifting cars back and forth, ~oading and unloading 7 
A. I said he was serving the ore ships and china clay ships, 
and most any ship that has bulk cargo. 
Q. If an ore ship came in, it would come in loaded with 
cargo, I suppose, wouldn't itf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And if that cargo. goes out, the Belt Line would have 
to put its engine in and pull the loaded car out, would it notf 
A. Not on the ore. They stand by these ore ships and they 
put this stuff up in the yard where workmen get it. . 
Q. But after that ship is unloaded, if the car is to go over 
the Norfolk & Western to Cincinnati, the Belt Line takes it 
from the point where it is loaded and carries it on and de-
livers it to the line haul carriers; that is right, isn't it? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. So, when the Terminal Company pulls it out of there 
and puts it up, it is perfonning the service for you, too, isn't 
it-you would have to do it if they didn't do it? 
A. We would have to do it if they didn't do it, sure, but I 
think we would make a charge for that. 
Q. Don't you know that, as you say, if you perfonn that 
service, you make a charge for it, and don't you 
page 148 ~ ·know, as a matter of fact, that our engine does 
it and saves you that work and doesn't make a 
single charge for that against you? 
A. Can I ask you a question 1 
. Q. No, you answer mine. 
A. I can't say that they don't get any charge for it. I don't 
know. 
Q. I will prove it by Mr. Riday-
A. That may be true, but I don't know. 
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Q .. Don't you know you get paid for it and we do notY 
A. I work for· a standard railroad; I work under tariff 
regulations. 
Q.. We are performing a service which you would have to 
do if we did not do it and in performing the service, using 
those tracks, which is a facility which we are furnishing which 
is helpful to the Belt Line, and if we are not using the tracks, 
the Belt Line would be using the tracks for the same thing, 
wouldn't it 7 
A. I imagine it would. 
Q. So, the cost of maintenance of those tracks, whether 
our engine runs over then1 or the Belt Line runs over them, 
the Belt Line gets the advantage, doesn't it 7 
A. Well, I imagine the user of the tracks would be the same 
either way. 
page ·149 } T. H. WILLIAMSON, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being first 
duly sworn, was examined and test~:fied as follows: 
Examined by 1\{r. Willcox : . 
Q. Mr. Willia}Ilson, you are Superintendent of the Belt Line 
and hav-e been such for many yearsT 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Since prior to May 1, 19331 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you familiar with the operations by the Belt Line 
generally, and particularly at the Army Base? 
A. I am, very. 
Q. Starting backwards, in order to clear this 'situation up, 
it is a fact, I believe, that at times the Terminal engine moves 
cars the~·e from shipside to various places in the yard, the 
track scales, and so forth~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it is also true, as suggested by Mr. Barron, that 
if the Terminal Company's engine did not do it the Belt Line 
\Vould do it7 · 
A. That is quite true, yes. 
Q. If the Belt Line did it, "rould they, or not, charge the 
Terminal Company for that service? 
A. They would; they have a tariff charge for it. 
Q. So the Belt Line loses that revenue and the Terminal 
saves it? 
page 150 ~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, coming to the operation of the Belt 
Line g·enerally, it, as its name indicates, surrounds 
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Portsmouth and Norfolk and runs from Port Norfolk to the 
Army Base? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And performs the service of interchanging qars from 
the trunk line railroads, delivering cars from the said rail-
roads to the industries on its line and taking the cars from 
the industries f . 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And in -m~king deliveries- ·for the- Pennsylv~nia Rail-
road, 've will say, or fo1~ any of them, but let tis)imit it to 
the Pennsylvania for the time beil1g, it. gets tlie· cars at Cole-
man Place, doesn't it Y · _ . 
A. That is the physical connection-Coleman Phice-but 
we get the cars from Little Creek Yard. \ ~ 
Q. Then it hauls them to the various destinations f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And in that operation it acts as agent for the Pennsyl-
vania, does it not? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And is paid by the Pennsylvania f 
A. Paid by the Pennsylvania. 
Q. Does that Belt Line issue any bills of lading whatso-
ever? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Does it handle any bills· of lading? 
page 151 ~ A. Only for account of the carrier linb. 
Q. It receives them for the car and delivers 
them at destination? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Now, in addition to handling the cars from railroad 
to railroad and fron1 railroad to plant, it handles cars from 
plant to plant on its line Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. For that it exa~ts a· switching charge, which is paid by 
the industry Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And in the Ariny Base, in the general movement, it 
moves cars from warehouse to warehouse, or from warehouse 
to scales, or from point to point in the yards T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And for that service, as distinguished from the gen-
oralline haul service, it has a published tariff? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Which it collects ·from the Norfolk Tidewater Ter-
minals? 
A. Yes, sir. 
) ' 
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Q. Now, in your service to other industries you use the 
tracks owned by those industries, do you not Y 
A. That is true, yes, sir. 
Q. Do you pay anything- for the use of those 
page 152 } tracks f 
~Ir. Barron: I object. 
The Court: Objection sutained. __ 
Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, I expect to prove by 
this witness that in none of those cases of other parties whe;r;e 
it operates over the private tracks for making deliveries .to 
or taking cars from the industries does it pay anything for 
the upkeep of the track. We think it is material as showing. 
the custom of the railroad business, in the first place, and also . 
in support of our theory that there is no obligatio·n to pay it 
The ·Court: The objection is sustained. 
Mr. Barron: I would like for it to go in the record-the·. 
grounds of my objection. 
The Court: Go ahead if it won't take too long. We are 
about to close now. 
Mr.,~Barron: My objection· is this:-
The Court: I have already sustained the objection. 
Mr. Barron: How arbout the grounds of my objection? 
The Court : I don't see any use of putting them in if I sus-
tain it without knowing- your objection. 
1\Ir. Barron: Tliat suits me fine. 
The Court: If you want to state them, go ahead. 
Mr. Barron: No, I am satisfied ·with that. 
By ~Ir. Willcox: 
· Q. Mr: Williamson, on the Belt Line are ther·e 
page 153 ~ any terminals other than the Norfolk Tidewater 
Terminals? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. There is the Southgate Terminals? 
A. The Southgate Terminal Corporation. 
Q. Any others Y 
A. Not that I recall. 
Q. And the Belt Line operates in the Southgate Terminal, 
does it not? 
A. It does. 
Q. In the same way that it operates here? 
Mr. Barron: I object. The Southgate Terminal Corpora- · 
tion is one corporation, trading in the municipality of Ports-
mouth ; this is one in Norfolk; a whole river separates them. 
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So far as I know, there may not be a hundr~d yards of track-
age at the Southgate Terminal to maintain; we have got twen-
ty-two miles. I object to· it. I don't care what they do at the 
Southgate Terminal. 
The Court: I have already sustained the objection . 
. MT. Willcox: I expect to prove that they make similar use 
of the tracks and pay nothing for the use thereof, in support 
of the proposition I stated in connection with the other ruling 
and also in support of our contention that to pay the Tide-
water Terminals would be discrimniation. We 
page 154 ~ except to the ruling of the Court .for those rea-
sons. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Now, Mr. Williamson, describe the operations at the 
Norfolk Tidewater Terminals when you carry cars into the 
terminals? 
A. Cars are carried into the terminal by one of our switch 
crews. There we receive orders as to the disposition of the 
cars, some of which may be guided to certain ships, piers, 
warehouses, or hold yards. All cars are placed on orders of 
a representative of the ,Norfolk Tidewater Terminals. 
Q. Where do you first place the train when you go in there 1 
A. Put them in what we call a hold track. 
Q. Look at this plat, please, Mr. Williamson. Generally 
speaking, what do you designate there as the hold track¥ 
A. (Indicating on plat, Exhibit :) You come in through 
this route here; that is what is commonly known as the Chain 
Company, and you pull them down in this yard, here, on any 
tracks, or shift them elsewhere, to these tracks here, and let 
them stand until such time as you get dispositions of them, 
·whichever may be convenient; they may pull them in one track 
this morning and another track this evening. 
Q. Well, the tracks that you designate generally are those 
tracks lying west of what is designated on this plat as Pier 
No. 1, between Warehouses 3 and 4, and the ex-
page 155 ~ tension of those tracks eastward Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It varies with the number of-· 
A. Varies as to the conditions. 
Q. When you take those cars in there are the spotting or-
ders available 7 . 
A. Not in every case., not for the entire cars. As a usual 
thing, the entire cut will.ha:ve to be switched up, and very sel-
-dom, I would say, that there is a complete spotting list for 
. the entire cut of cars. 
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Q. Therefore, is it possible for you to spo~ the cars when 
you take them in there with the engine that carries them in 
there? 
A. If we have advance information_on them. 
Q. I am speaking of the usual practice Y 
I • A. At various times, yes, the train that carries them in 
cuts them out and spots them at the various places they are 
assigned to. 
Q. If you don't have those spotting orders, what do you 
do? 
A. Set them aside in the hold yard until we have orders 
for their disposition. 
Q. To do that, is it or not necessary for you to keep an 
engine down there 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 156 } By the Court : 
· Q. Do you get extra pay for that Y 
A. No, sir. It is a continuation of service, your Honor . 
. We are required to give a spotting on every inbound load. 
It is an additional move for which there is a carriage charge. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Which is paid by the Terminal Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is the service which you render there more expensive 
than similar service rendered at other plants, by reason of 
the fact that you have to keep that engine there! 
Mr. Barron: I object. 
The Court: Overruled. 
]fir. Barron: If your Honor please, if you sustain the 
other one, I very respectfully submit that this would have to 
be excluded. It may be that an industrial plant doesn't get 
two cars a week-
The Court: It is overruled, Mr. Barron. 
Mr. Barron: I understand it is admitted Y 
The Court: Yes, sir. 
A. It is a class of service there that requires short place-
ment orders, and in a terminal the size of Norfolk Tidewater 
Terminals the consignee is not able to give the terminal iJD-
m·ediate spotting on its arrival cars, and quite 
page 157 } frequently there is the case of what is termed 
"Rice spotting," and in order to do that there 
must he an engine available to render that service, and. at 
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times that service is far more expensive than other indus-
trial service. 
Q. That engine that serv-es down there renders only serv-
ice to the Terminal~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And with the exception of the switching charges that 
you get from through carriers for taking the cars in, and any 
intra-plant charges that you get from the terminal, you get no 
compensation for the use of that engine¥ 
A. With the possible exception, if you choose to count 
that in, for our weighing charge; we carry cars to the track 
scale, for which we receive a charge on each and every car 
placed on the scale for the Tidewater .Terminals or its duly 
anthorized agent, to weigh that commodity. 
Q. What I mean to say is, you get no compensation other 
tha'n the regular tariff switching charges for keeping that 
engine down there T 
A. No, sir, no other compensation. 
Q. }~Ir. Williarnson, I asked you about the transporting of 
the cars received from the Pennsylvania into the terminal; 
is the same thing true with reference to cars received from 
the other roadst 
A. We received them from the physical connection that we 
have with each railroad, then in turn move them 
page 158 ~ by train to our Sea,valls Point yard and-then into 
the Tidewater T·erminal by other crews. 
Q. The only difference between the Pennsylvania and the 
other railroads is the point where you get the cars? 
A. The physical location of the ~onnection. 
Q. You are acting as agent for each carrier? 
A. For each carrying line, yes, sir. 
Q. Are you familiar with the tariffs of the Belt Line, ~Ir. 
Williamson T 
A. I am, sir. 
Q. Can you tell us whether there is or is not, in any of the 
tariffs, any provision for paying to the Tidewater Terminals 
or allowing the Terminals any sum for the maintenance of 
these tracks¥ 
Mr. Barron: I object. The tariff is the best evidence. I 
call for the production of the tariff. 
The Court: This gentleman is probably an expert on the 
subject, and he can state whether or not, from his examination,. 
there is anything· of the kind. 
By ~{r. Willcox: 
Q. Is there any such provision in the tariffY 
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A. There is not any such charge in the tariffs issued by 
the Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad. 
By :1\rir. Barron: 
Q. Do I understand that to mean, there is noth-
page 159 } ing in the tariffs issued by the Norfolk & Ports-
mouth Belt Line Railroad with reference to the 
use of the tracks or the maintenance of the tracks ·by the 
Belt Line? 
A. That is rig·ht, sir. 
By !VIr. Willcox: 
Q. N<>w, J\rir. Williamson, I have asked you about the bills 
of lading on incoming shipments. Does the Belt Line issue 
any bills of lading on the outgoing shipments Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How are they issued now? 
A. They are handled through a joint agent who repre-
sents each of the carrier lines, stationed at the Norfolk Tide-
water Terminals for the benefit and convenience of both. par-
ties, the carrier line and the shipper. 
Q. He is the employee of all the railroads Y 
A. The employee of all the railroads. 
Q. And the bills of lading are made out designating the 
particular railroad, carried to him, and signed by him on be-
half of that particular railroad f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are those bills of lading handled by the Belt Line at 
all? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. They go from that agent to the proper destination and 
you never ·even touch them? 
page 160 ~ A. That is right. 
Q. On the movements of cars into the terminals 
and out of the terminals, you do not collect one cent from the 
Tidewater .Terminals, do you Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Does the Belt Line handle interstate business 7 
A. It does, yes, sir. 
Q. There is scarcely a movement that does not have inter-
state cars in it Y 
A. Very seldom there is a movement, yes, sir. 
Q. In its service to the Army Base it does transport inter-
state cars in both directions Y · 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Thereupon an adjournment was taken until the following 
morning at 10 :00 o'clock. 
page 161} THIRD DAY. 
Norfolk, Virginia, April 30, 1936. 
: · Met at 10 ;00 o'clock A. M., pursuant to adjournment from 
the precedi'ng day, the same parties present as heretofore 
no.ted 
T. H. WILLIAMSON, 
resumed the stand for further examination. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Mr. Williamson, there has been some evidence here 
about your engine being required to stand by the ore ships; 
what does that mean 1 
A. In discharging ore from the ships to the cars, direct 
to the cars, they are open-topped cars commonly called coal-
carrying cars, gondolas. The buckets take up so much ore 
and put in each hopper; the load has to be equally distributed, 
and after so much weight is on one truck, the car has to be 
moved so an equal weight can be put on the other truck. 
Q. So you have to put your car up so· the unloading hopper 
will be over that truck? 
A. Just about twelve foot. . 
Q. After those cars are loaded they go to the scales to 
be weighed? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 162 ~ Q. When you weigh them, how much do you get 
out of it? · 
A. We get a weighing charge of fifty cents, in the tariff, 
each time the car goes over the scales. 
Q. Does the Terminal get anything for that? 
A. It is understood that the Terminal gets a charge for that 
service. 
Q. In addition to your service? 
A. Yes, sir, that is my understanding. 
Q. When the Terminal moves them to the scales by its own 
engine, do you get any revenue out of it? 
A. None whatever. 
Q. You stand by them and move them back and forth, and 
they move them to the weighing scale! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q_. And charge for it f 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So, they get the full revenue there and you get nothing? 
A. That is right. 
Q. As an operating man, will you tell us why the Ter-
minal moves those cars? 
A. Well, we have a charge for that service, and we have 
gone on record that the charge must be applied in each and 
every case for that service. Therefore, in my judgment, it 
is more economical for them to move them them-
page 163 ~ selves than it is for them to pay us for our serv-
ice. · 
Q. So, although your engine is down there and has to stand 
by and move those cars up and down the pier when they are 
unloading, they deprive you of that revenue that your tariff 
provides for-
A. They don't now, because we refuse to stand by with-
out application of the charges. 
Q. Since when is that¥ 
A. Since about the middle of last year, as well as I recall, 
·June of last year. 
Q. But prior to that time they required you to stand by 
with your engine and crew available and then deprived you 
of the reve·nue by hauling them themselves~ 
A. Yes, sir, they .did that on numerous occasions. 
Q. Som·ething has been said here by Mr. Moore about 
putting Standard Oil tank cars in there t 
A. There is a yard adjacent to our right-of-way that we 
store empty Standard Oil tank cars on, and, so far as I know, 
it is with their consent. 
Q. Have they ever objected to it? 
A. Not to my knowledge. 
Q. Does that interfere with the use of the Terminals for 
·their own busines~ in any way? 
A. Not to my knowledge, no, sir. 
page 164} CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Mr. Williamson, as the Superintendent of the Belt Line 
and having been in this business for many years, you are fa-
miliar with the gradual development of the railroad business, 
I suppose, as it relates to the Belt Line? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In the last fifteen or twenty years, the railroads in the 
country are gradually supplanting the wooden cars with steel 
cars in many cases, aren't they? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They are also increasing the capacity of those cars, are 
they not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the weight of the cars is, of course, greater because 
of the increased capacity and the tonnage capacity? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I don't ask you to be accurate, because the best you can 
·give is just a reasonable estimate, but, say, fifteen or twenty 
years ago, what would you say would he the average tonnage 
capacity of a car~ 
Mr. Willcox: If your Honor please, I don't see that this 
has anything to do with it. It is very interesting, but I ob-
ject to it because it is totally irrelevant and immaterial. 
,The Court: That is all right. Counsel said he 
page 165 ~ had only one or two questions, anyhow. 
Mr. Willcox: .All right, go a~ead. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Would you say, for instance, that the average capacity 
fifteen or twenty years ago was, say, forty tons a car¥ 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. It would not amount to that much? 
A. It was higher than that. 
Q. What would you say it was approximately7 
A. Sixty thousand pounds, thirty tons. 
Q. What is it now? 
A. A hundred thousand capacity, or fifty tons, is the aver-
age capacity. 
Q. That is now¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Let us leave out the hundred thousand pounds and see 
how much it was. · 
A. Thirty tons. 
Q .. Thirty tons, you say, was the average fifteen or twenty 
years ago? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And now the average is about fifty tons capacity·; 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 166 ~ Q. Of course, a car that carries fifty tons is 
a larger and heavier car, plus its car weight; that 
is correct, isn't it Y 
A. Why, sure, yes, sir. 
Q. Now, isn't it a fact, therefore, that if the w·eight and 
capacity of the cars have increased, as you say, on an aver-
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. age in the last fifteen or twenty years, from thirty tons to 
fifty tons, that it costs more to maintain the tracks over which 
fifty-ton cars operate than over 'vhich thirty-ton cars op-
erate! 
A. Quite true,.y~s. 
Q. Just like a heavy truck will do more damage to a road 
than a light automobile? 
·A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It is also true that, as the capacity of the cars has in-
creased so rapidly during the last fifteen years, that on a 25-
cent, we will say, or any per car basis, the revenues of the 
Terminal Company are cut down exactly in proportion, isn't 
it 1 Maybe I can explain what I mean and you can answer by 
stating a concrete case: Let us say that three hundred tons 
of cargo come into our terminals and go out over our tracks. 
Now, if the average capacity of a car was thirty tons, ten 
cars going over our tracks would carry the three hundred 
tons, wouldn't they? If those cars carried fifty tons, it would 
be but six cars to deliver that three hundred tons over our 
tracks; would it not? 
page 167 } A. It could ·be handled in six cars, yes, sir. 
Q. Well, that is what it would be handled in? 
A. Not necessarily so, Mr. Barron. They might not load 
them to capacity. 
Q. Well, I am talking about average capacity then and now .. 
Therefo;re, you admit, don't you, .that the increased weight 
of the car increases the Terminals' maintenance cost and at 
the same time the same car decreases our revenues on a per 
car basis; that is a fact, isn't it Y 
A. I won't admit that, no, sir. I will admit it on a stan-
dard railroad, but I will not admit it on Norfolk Tidewater 
Terminals' maintenance. 
Q. Why? 
A. Because I happen to be acquainted a little bit with the 
maintenance . 
. Q. I am just simply asking you a simple mathematical 
question. I say, if 300,000 tons is brought into our terminals 
in loaded cars, on that basis it would be 10,000 cars of. 30-ton 
eapacity that would deliver it; if the same 300,000 tons is 
carried over the ·same tracks in cars that -carry 50 tons, it 
would ·be only 6,000 cars-that is just as plain as the nose 
on your face, isn't it? 
A. Absolutely. 
Q. Therefore, on 10,000 cars on a 25-cent basis, we would 
get $2,500, wouldn't we? 
A.. Your multiplication is correct. 
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page 168 ~ Q. And on the 6,000 cars we would get but $1,-
. 500, wouldn't we f 
- _A. That is right. 
· Q. And so, on your own staten1ent, our maintenance costs 
are increasing each ·year because of the increased capacity of 
the cars and our revenues for the same tonnage are decreasing 
proportionately; that is a mathematical fact~ 
A. That is true. 
Q. Now, I want to ask you to bring out three points. I am 
trying to make my questions clear and I want you to listen to 
them and answer them clearly because I think we 'vill agree 
on the facts : The Belt Line Company derives its revenue,. 
I mean, its oper·ating revenue, solely from that transportation 
or switching charge, does it not¥ 
. A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where there is a line haul carriage, that is to say, a car 
·comes in over a carrier from some interior point, is delivered 
·to you and is transported over our tracks down there 
to the piers, in those cases the line haul carrier pays the Belt 
Line its switching charge or absorbs it out of its freightf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And every rail carrier that you perform that service for 
pays you precisely the same switching charge for precisely 
the same service 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 169 ~ Q. Now, there is another movement, an inter-
chang~e by the Belt Line between rail carriers : 
The Belt Line takes a car from the Coast Line and delivers 
it to the Pennsylvania Railroad; the Belt Line receives a 
switching charge, does it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that is true between any connection you may make 
between any one of the railroads serving the port Y 
A. That is rig·ht, yes, sir. 
Q. Now, that Belt Line charge is precisely the same to 
each carrier for rendering that service for the same type of 
service, isn. 't it f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then, there is a third movement: There is what is 
known as the Norfolk Switching District, isn't there, 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that means that plants, terminals, and factories lo-
cated on the Belt Line and 'vithin what we call the Switching 
District? 
A. Yes, sir. , 
Q. To illustrate: If a car of materials comes over from 
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the Royster Guano Company, or the .Etheridge Lumber Com-
pany, or any plant on the Belt Line, and you deliv:er it over 
your tracks to the Virginian tracks down to our terminals, in 
that case you receive a switching charge Y 
.A. Yes, sir. 
page 170 ~ Q. In all of those cases the shipper pays that 
charge, doesn't it f 
A. Either the shipper or the consignee. 
Q. So, either the shipper, the owner, or the consignee pays 
that switching charge? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And for rendering that service between any terminal 
and any plant in the inter-switching district which the Belt 
Line serves, the Belt Line collects a charge from the shipper 
or the consignee, as the· case may be-
A. Only the cars that originate and terminate on the Belt 
Line tracks, but cars that originate and terminate on switch-
ing limits of the connecting lines, then the connecting lines 
collect the switching charge and pay the Belt Line. 
Q. I am talking about switching operations in the district. 
A. That is what I am talking about. 
Q. Now, in each of those cases, if you perform the same 
service, which you do, and between plants located on the 
Belt Line for delivery back and forth to our terminals, or 
any of the terminals, you receive a switching charge and 
that charge is precisely the same to all shippers and con-
signees alike? 
A. There is a difference in the switching charge whether 
it originates on the Belt Line or terminates on 
page 171 } the Belt Line- , 
Q. But in every case where it originates on 
tl1e Belt Line and is delivered to a terminal, the shipper or 
owner pays precisely the same! 
A. Yes, sir, the charges are universal. 
Q. They are uniform for the same class of service, whether 
it is paid by the shipper, consignee, owner, or rail carrier, 
aren't theyf ' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I am going to get you to do one thing because, 'vhile 
I think we understand it, it is not quite clear in the record 
and I don't want any misunderstanding. Will you just con1e 
here one second (showing the 'vitness plat Exhibit J). Now, 
that is a plat introduced in evidence of the layout of the 
.Army Supply Base. There is the harbor, Elizabeth River 
lies to the west, here is the old Chain Company property ly-
ing to the north, marked ''Property Line." Here is Mary-
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laud Avenue lying to the east. vVhat do you call your junc-
tion with the Virginian Railroad? 
A.· West Junction, or Boush Bluff. 
Q. At West Junction or Boush Bluff the tracks of the Belt 
I Jine connect and tap the Virginian Railroad, do they not? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Your tracks then con1e on down westwardly; they strike 
what 've call the 1\Iunicipal Terminals, formerly 
· page 172 ~ owned by the City, now by the Norfolk & West-
ern, tap that property, come- across the Standard 
·Oil ·company to this point here which I will mark "A", that 
is where your track ends and our track begins; that is cor-
rect, isn 't it? 
A. That is correct, yes, sir. 
Q. Now, when a loaded car comes in over those tracks, as 
I understand it, they very often come in 20, 25, or 30 brought 
in in trains made u'p Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They come in over this track and are switched off on 
this track or these tracks running east and west, as the case 
may beY 
A. As the case may be, yes, sir. 
Q. Then, you receive spotting orders, that is the Terminal 
Company wait until they find what cars are in and where 
that car goes to, and then you receive what is called orders 
to spot those cars; that is correct, isn't it 1 
A. That is correct, yes, sir. 
Q. Then an engine will break down that train-what do 
you call it Y · 
A. Shift the train. 
Q. It will take car; say, Norfolk & Western 250, if that 
car is going to Pier 1 to unload a ship lying in that slip, then 
that engine transports it over the tracks to that slip and 
spots it there; that is correct, isn't it Y 
page 173 ~ A. That is true, yes, sir. 
Q. Or if it is to go into one of these warehouses 
for unloading; it spots it there-
A. At the direction of the orders received from the repre-
Rentative of the Norfolk Tide,vater Terminals, within any 
~pot of the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals. 
Q. Now, after you put that car at this pier, you then un-
hook your engine and you have completed that delivery Y 
A. On that particular car, yes, sir. 
Q. But there isn't any doubt about this fact at all, is there, 
that it is the duty of the Belt Line, under your tariffs, and 
that duty is not completed until that car is actually spotted 
and placed by the Belt Line beside the pier or the warehouse~ 
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as the case may be, and your engine unhooks and leaves it. 
Mr. Willcox: Your Honor, I object. It is a question of 
law and a question of the contract which your Honor refused 
to adn1it in evidence. They specify when delivery is com-
plete. 
The Court: What do the tariffs say? 
Mr. Barron: You put him on and qualified him and said 
he was thoroughly familiar with the tariffs. 
Mr. Willcox: I don't know what the 'tariffs say about it. 
Mr. Barron: You may not know, but you know 
pag·e 17 4 ~ you- put him on as your witness. 
Mr. Willcox: It is a dispute whether we are 
obligated to do that or do it gratuitously. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Well, is it a fact that ever since the Belt Line has been 
operating in the Army Base Terminals, whether it was for 
the United States Government when they operated, whether 
it was for tl1e City of Norfolk when they operated, or whether 
it is for the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals sin,ce they have 
operated, when the Belt Line received directibns where to 
put a loaded car, you put it there, didn't you-? 
A. We did, yes, sir. 
Q. And when you received instructions for your engine to 
take out a loaded car, for instance, a cargo that had come 
off a ship or a cargo that had come out of a warehouse, you 
plaoed the empty car at the point designated and took. that 
loaded car out? · 
A. That is true. 
Q. Now, you would not have done that, as the Superin-
tendent of that company, for eighteen years, unless you knew 
that it was your duty to perform that service, would you t 
A. That is quite true. 
})age 175 ~ RE-DIRECT EXA1ITNATION. 
By 1\fr. Willcox: 
Q. Mr. Williamson, you stated, in answer to Mr. B-arron's 
questions, that the rates were uniform; by that you mean 
for similar services t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You did not mean to say that you got the same rate 
for switching a car from a plant on your own line to another 
plant on your line that you get for taking a car from a line 
haul carrier into the terminals,-
A. No, sir; I did not. 
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Q. Nor for switching a· car between two plants on your 
line, or one plant on your line to the switching limits of the 
Atlantic Coas-t Line 7 
A. There is a differential. The rates are predicated upon 
the class of service rendered. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. That is uniform on the same class of service Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
;By Mr. Willcox: . 
Q. Going back to the question of revenue of the terminals, 
if the revenue is for handling those shipments on a pound 
basis, instead of a car basis, the difference in revenue would 
be nil, wouldn't it' 
A. Quite true. 
page 176 ~ Q. Well, if it is true that a car carrying 50" 
tons and loaded to capacity imposes more wear 
·On a track than a car carrying 30 tons, it is also true that 
ten loaded cars going over carrying 6,000 pounds each im-
pose as much weight on the tracks as a loaded car carFying 
30 tonst 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Barron: I object. 
The Court : ·You can re-examine him. Mr. Willcox's 
proposition is, if you have 300,000 pounds and you send it 
out in cars carrying 30 tons or 50 tons, the same weight goes 
over and there won't be any more damage-is that the way 
I understand it! 
Mr. Barron: What is your answer to that question? 
The Witness : The same weight is on the track. 
Mr. Barron: He didn't ask you whether the same weight 
was on the track; he asked you what was the effect on the 
track. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Carrying the same cargo in ten cars makes that many 
more wheels going over the track, doesn't itt 
A. Why, sure, it does. 
Q. From your experience as a railroad man, can you esti-
mate which does the more damage to a track, six cars carry-
ing 50 tons each or ten cars carrying 30 tons each, over a 
mile of track 1 Which does the most damage to 
page 177 ~ the rails 1 
A. I would not like to say. I haye not made a 
study of that. You have got a rather technical question 
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there. You have got more wheels and your weig·ht is more 
evenly distributed in ten cars, whereas, if you put it in six 
cars, you have less wheels and your weight is more compact. 
Q. Suppose you haul them separately-
A. The only way I could answer that question would be 
putting it over a steel span, 'vhat effect it would have. I 
could not say over a track. I don't know. 
Q. Now, in all these various services which Mr. Barron 
has asked you about the revenue there, that is, delivering 
to the industries and taking frmn the industries, you operate 
through the plants of those industries? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Over the tracks owned and maintained by them? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You do not pay them anything for maintaining those 
tracks do you 7 
A. No, sir. 
Q·. Do you pay anybody on your line for the maintenance 
of tracks owned by those persons that you travel over in 
delivering cars to those owners or taking them from those 
owners! 
1\{r. Barron: I object. 
page 178 ~ The Court: Objection sustained. 
Mr. Willcox: Exception, sir, for the reason 
formerly stated. 
M.A. MOORE, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly sworn, was 
examined and testified as follo,vs: 
Examined by Mr. vVillcox: 
Q. You are Mr. M.A. Moore, Agent of the Belt Line, are 
you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Ho'v long have you been with the Belt Li~e? 
A. Thirty-seven years. 
Q. Are you the official who prepares and publishes the 
tariffs? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In your capacity, did you prepare and publish the 
tariffs in connection 'with the services rendered by the Belt 
Line to the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In the preparation of those tariffs, did you consult 
with the representatives of the Tidewater Terminals 7 
. A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. When you make changes in then1, do you advise the 
Tidewater Terminals 1 
page 179 ~ A. Yes, sir, they get full advice of all changes 
made. 
Q. Do they ever request any changes Y 
A. Yes, sir, at times. 
Q. Mr. Moore, under the tariffs dealing with shipments 
that come over the line haul carriers, the line haul carrier 
pays you your switching charge out of this regular Norfolk 
revenue, doesn't it 1 
A. Yes, sir, pay it to us. We don't know where they get 
it from. 
Q. But they pay it out of their regular pubiished rate Y 
·A. Why, yes, their published rate is sometimes absorbed 
and sometimes collected ; we don't know which. 
Q. Have you got with you the tariffs covering service to 
the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals for the period from May 
1, 1933 to January 31, 1936 ~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you let me see those? 
A. (The witness handed counsel three booklets.) 
Q. Are these the three that I ask you about? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Willcox:: Do. you want to see these, Mr. BarronY 
Mr. Barron: Let me ask you one question, Mr. Willcox: 
I do not want to object to their admissibility, but 
page 180 ~ I would like to know for what purpose they are 
being introduced, so, if I make objection, the 
court can determine their relevancy. 
Mr. Willcox: They are introduced for two purposes, your 
Honor: To show that there is no· allowance or charge or 
payment to the Terminals by the Belt Line for the mainte-
nance of the tracks provided for, and, on the contrary, that 
there is a definite allowance to the Norfolk Tidewater Termi-
nals for the use of wharves, warehouses, slips, channels, 
tracks, and approaches and other facilities at the Norfolk 
Tidewater Terminals, Norfolk; Virginia, and for other serv-
ices rendered by the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals as agent 
for the Belt Line Railroad. 
Mr. Barron: Now, as I understand it, you introduce the 
tariff to prove that under the provisions of the tariff the 
plaintiff has no right to recover for the use of these tracks T 
l'Ir. Willcox: ·r am introducing this to show what allow-
ance is made to the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals for the 
use of its tracks, for which you are suing, and, in addition 
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to showing what allowance is provided for, to show that there 
is no other allowance provided for. 
The Court: Mr. Willcox, before May 1, 1933, was that 
allowance in the tariff? · 
pag·e 181 ~ Mr. Willcox: It has been in there ever since the 
Terminal has been there. 
Mr. Barron: I won't object to it; your Honor. Put it in. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Mr. Moore, I hand you tariff No. 6-G, effective July 1, 
1930, issued May 24, 1930, I. C. C. No. 92, V. C. C. No. 16. 
That tariff became effective July 1, 19307 
A. That is right. 
Q. On page 2 there is a paragraph headed ''Allowances 
to the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals''? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Willcox: I . offer this in evidence, your Honor (read-
ing): 
''For the use of wharves, warehouses, slips, channels, 
tracks and approaches and other facilities at the Norfolk 
Tidewater Terminals, Norfolk, Virginia, and for other serv-
ices rendered by the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals, as agent 
for the Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Company, 
the Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Company 
makes an allowance, equal in the amount of charges provided 
· in this tariff, to the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals, except 
storage when held in cars which accrues to Nor-
page 182 ~ folk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Company.'' 
(Marked "Exhibit 23".) 
Q. Now, 1\tlr. Moore, to determine that allowance, what is 
necessary to be done¥ 
A. The allo,vance are the charges as published in the 
tariff which the Norfolk Tidewater Terminals collect direct 
from the carrier line. 
Q. But those figures are not shown in there. 
A. The rates, you mean Y 
Q. I refer to. this, which says that, "The allowances shall 
be equal in amount of charges provided in this tariff.'' 
A. That is right. 
Q. Now, 'vhere are those charges shown? 
A. The charges are embodied in the tariff, beginning on 
page 7 and ending on page 28. 
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The Court: Does that apply only to local shipments that 
originate on the Belt Line! 
By 1\IIr. Willcox : 
Q. It applies to all shipments delivered at the Terminals,. 
doesn't itt 
The Court: But they \Vould not be charged to the Belt 
Line, would they? If a shipment came over the Norfolk & 
Western and thereafter over the Belt Line, the bill of lading 
'vould be a Norfolk & Western bill of lading, 
page 183 ~ wouldn't itY 
:h!r. Willcox: Yes, sir. 
·· The Court: That whole bill would be paid by the Norfolk 
& Western' . 
Mr. Willcox: Yes, sir. It is actually paid by the railroads 
themselves .. 
The Court: I understand that, but I would think that that 
would apply only to those matters that originated on the Belt 
Line. 
Mr. Willcox : I will ask Mr. Moore : 
Q. Do those allowances apply on all shipments handled 
by the Belt Line into the Terminals, whether they come from 
the line haul carriers or from local plants? 
.A.. The wharfage and handling charges, yes. 
Mr. Willcox: Does that answer your question, your 
Honorf 
The Court: Not exactly, because the line haul carrier had 
to pay the Terminal Company. It is not paid by the B·elt 
Line, is itY 
Mr. Willcox: All of the Belt Line charges are paid by the 
line haul carrier, but this tariff fixes the rate and it is for 
·the use of the track by the Belt Line. 
The Court: But it does not come out of the Belt Line 1 
That.is all I want to know. 
page 184 ~ 1\Ir. Barron: No, sir, it doesn't come out of 
the Belt Line. They don't pay a cent. We ad-
mit it. 
Mr. Willcox: No, but you get it. . 
Mr. Barron: The railroads pay us for certain services,. 
wharfage and handling. 
Mr. Willcox: You get it, don't youY 
Mr. Barron: We get it, but that doesn't mean we have to 
pay for the tracks. 
The Court: Let us see. 
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By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. To illustrate that, on page 7 you have ''Articles not 
otherwise provided for,'' under Item 5, and then you have 
wharfage one cent, handling between shipside and cars four 
cents. 
A. Handling between shipside and cars four cents, and 
storage four cents. 
Q. Handling between storage and cars four cents, handling 
on cars two cents; that is per hundred pounds, isn't it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Taking· those two tariffs together, that me;;tns that on 
shipments of articles not otherwise provided for those charges 
accrue to the Terminals f 
A. Norfolk Tidewater Terminals. Q. And then, following that, are specified rates 
page 185 t for certain specific commodities Y 
A. Yes, those not specified under the first item, 
No.5. 
Q. That tariff I. C. C. No. 92 was cancelled by I. C. C. No. 
98, was it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That was issued March 29, 1934, effective May 1, 1934? 
A. Correct. 
Mr. Willcox: I offer in evidence Tariff No. 6-H (marked 
"Exhibit 24"). 
Mr. Barron: Of course, your Honor, in admitting them 
in evidence I do not conce.de their relevancy or materiality. 
I am just g·oing· to let them go in. · 
:Nir. Willcox: I read Article 105 on page 7 (reading). 
Bv· Mr. Willcox: 
·Q. Now, that remained in effect, 1\{r. Moore, until amended 
by Supplement No. 10 of I. C. C. No. 98, did it not? 
A. No, sir, that amendment was made in Supplement No. 
8. I have a copy of that in the other room if you 'vant me to 
get it. 
Q. ·You had better get 8 and 9, too, and 11. That was modi-
fied by Supplement No.8, was it not? 
A. Y P.S, sir. 
page 186 } Q. Which became effective August 10, 1935. 
That contains a similar provision for allo,vances 
in Item 105-A. except tha.t it includes the Lamberts Point 
Terminal Corporation (Sewalls Point Division) and/or Nor-
folk Tidewater Terminals. 
A. That is correct. 
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Q. And that, in turn, was modified by Supplement No. 9 
to I. C. C. No. 98, effective December 15, 1935 t 
A. No, sir, no further modification, the item was just. 
brought forward. It was not modified after Supplement 8. 
Q. And then, Supplement No. 10 to I. C. C. No. 98 was 
published effective December 2.6, 1935 ~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That makes no change but just carried it through! 
A. No change whatever. 
The Court: I take it that what you want to show by that 
evidence is, what the existing tariff was l 
1\Ir. Willcox: Yes, sir. 
The Court: What it was beginning May 1, 1933, and had 
been prior to that tin1e, to 1930-that is the first one they 
have on it? 
lVlr. Willcox: That is the first one I have, yes, sir. 
By 1fr. Willcox: 
Q. These two tariffs and those supplements 
page 187 ~ cover the entire period from :NI~y 1, 1933, to De..: 
cember 31, 1936, do they not? 
A. Yes, sir, with the intervening supplement. 
Q. But they. do not change the provision here Y 
A. No, they do not change it. 
Q. Now, Mr. Moore, is there in these tariffs or in any of 
th~ intervening supplements any provision for any allow-
ance by the Belt Line to the Terminal, or the payment by the 
Belt Line to the Terminal, of any ~urn other than as is speci-
fied in those particular articles? 
A. There is not. 
Q. Now, these allo,vances are paid to the Terminals actually 
by the line haul carrier Y 
A. That is true. 
Q. You have no financial transaction with the Terminals 
except on intra-plant switching, do you? 
A. Well, we really don't have any then. They collect no 
absorption there-they collect their charges then from the 
shipper or consig·nee. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By ~Ir. Barron: 
Q. Mr. Moore, yon prepare these tariffs, and I suppos~ 
we could fairly call you an expert? 
A. I am not a tariff expert by any means, but 
page 188 ~ I prepare the tariffs. 
Q. The provisions relating· to the Norfolk Tide-
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water Terminals, which Mr. Willcox has asked-you about, for 
the same purpose and in practically the same form, have 
been in the Belt Line·'tariffs ever since the fall that we took 
those Terminals over, in 1925, haven't they~ 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And those provisions have been in the tariffs that you 
referred to constantly since the fall of 1925 down to date, 
with the changes of the rates, and all? _ 
A. I don't recall just the date it was put in, but it was 
put in there prior to the time the Norfolk Tidewater Termi-
nals took it over. 
Q. Almost a similar provision was in your tariffs while the 
City was operating· down there, wasn't it? 
A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, do I understand you to say that these tariff pro-
visions are construed by you and the Belt Line as eliminating 
any legal obligation on the company to pay for the use of the 
tracks! 
Mr. Willcox: One minute, Mr. Barron. I did not hear the 
question. 
The Court: He is not required to answer that. 
1\Ir. Willcox: All right. 
page 189 ~ By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Now, do you agree with Mr. Williamson-
and I will read you his testimony of yesterday and see that I 
get it exactly correct-
1\fr. Willcox: I object. 
The Court: Ask him what his statement is. 
lVIr. Barron: Can't I ask the witness if that is a correct 
statement of the facts 7 
The Court: Ask him what his view of it is. 
By 1\fr. Barron : 
Q. Do I understand you to mean that there is nothing in 
the tariffs issued by the Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line 
Railroad with reference to the use of the tracks or the main-
tenance of the tracks bv the Belt Line? 
A. The item that l\Ir. Willcox just read awhile ago, 105, 
makes reference to the use of the tracks. I don't know of 
any other provision in there that makes such ref-erence or 
allo,vances to the Tidewater Terminals. 
Q. If these provisions have been in the tariffs while the 
·City was operating the Terminals for five years and in the 
tariffs since we have been operating for twelve years, if they 
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had no relation to track maintenance by us and the payment 
o.f track use by you-if they had nothing to do with it, what is 
the. tariff put in here for f Do you ~ow Y 
page 190 ~ 1\ir. Willcox: That is a question I can answer. 
I don't think the witness is called on to answer 
what it is put in for. 
Mr. Barron: All ~ight, I will let you answer it. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Well, if those tariffs mean what I gather that you in-
timate, why did you all pay the Terminals Company for nearly 
eight years for the use of those tracks if those tariffs ex-
cluded that payment-why did you pay for this maintenance 0l 
.A. That is an operating question that I am not familiar 
with. . 
Q. You can't answer that question, can you 1 That is 
all. 
The Court: Before you go, I am going to ask Mr. Willcox 
to ask you (it hasn't anything particularly to do with the 
question in this case, but just by way of explanation) how 
these tariffs are made. · 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Willcox: 
· Q. Mr. Moore, the court 'vants yon to explain how tariffs 
are made. 
The Court: I don't mean how they are made, but under 
what authority they are made. 
page 191 ~ The Witness: You mean, how we arrive at it? 
Mr. Willcox: They say here, ''under authority 
of the I. C. C. and the State Corporation Commission.'' 
The Court: Explain that to the jury. 
· The Witness: The purpose and intent of the Belt Line 
Terminal tariff is to-
By Mr. Willcox: . 
Q. Wait a minute. That is not the question the court wants. 
When you prepare a tariff, you have to submit it to the State 
Corporation Commission and the I. C. C., do you not? 
. A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And until it-is approved by them, it is not effective? 
A. Well, that is not just exactly right, Mr. Willcox. The 
Commission doesn't exactly approve it; if they do not re.:. 
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turn it rejected, it becomes effectiv-e on the date shown. 
Q. The railroad is required to file them with the I. C. C. 
and the Virginia State Corporation Commission Y 
A. ·Yes, sir, that is right. 
Q. And if there is no objection or exception made, they 
become effective Y 
A. If it is not returned rejected, it becomes effective on 
the date shown. 
page 192 } Q'. If exception is made, you are directed to 
make ·changes in them? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you discuss it with the Commission and either agree 
to the changes or som-e substitute for them? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At times the Commission directs changes 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you have to make the changes in accordance with 
the instructions of the Commission? 
A. Yes, sir. 
. C. M. BAIN, 
a witness on behalf of the defendant, being duly sworn, was 
examined and testified. as follows: 
Examined by ~{r. Willcox: 
Q. You are 1\tfr. C. ~f. Bain, Assistant General Counsel of 
the Norfolk Southern R-ailroad, are you not? 
A. I am. 
Q. ~{r. Bain, have you here the Conference Ruling Bulletin 
No. 7 of the Interstate Commerce Commission issued No-
vember 1, 1917, by the order of the Commission Y 
A. I have. 
Mr. Barron: I am not prepared to verify it, but I do not 
admit it. 
page 193 } The Court: That they are applicable! 
Mr. Barron: That they are applicable or ma-
terial. 
Mr. Willcox: This is' issued by the Government Printing 
Office. · 
Mr. Barron: I understand that. I don't object to it, but 
I want to know for what purpose it is introduced. 
Mr. Willcox: I want to introduce Conference Ruling 11.0 
and Conference Ruling 512 as Exhibits 28 and 29~ 
Mr. Barron: I object to those, your Honor (reading fro1n 
the exhibit). 
The Court: I see no objection to putting it in the record. 
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Mr. Barron: I note au exception. 
Mr. Willcox: Now, look at No. 512. 
Mr. Barron: It is to the same purpose. The same objec-
tion and exception. 
Mr. Willcox: I offer that in evidence. 
Mr. Barron: The same objection and exception. 
page 194 ~ G. R. LOYALL, 
a witness on behalf of the defendap.t, being duly 
sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
Examined by Mr. Willcox: 
Q. Mr. Loyall, you are G. R. Loyall, the President of the 
Norfolk & P'ortsmouth Belt Line Railroad Company, are 
you not? 
A. I am. 
Q·. And also a member of its Board of Directors·, 
A. I am. 
Q. You have been a member of its Board of Directors since 
1925, I believe? 
A. Since 1921. 
, Q. Mr. Loyall, since 1933, when you notified the Terminals 
that the Belt Line would no longer pay the 25 cents per car, 
you have had some conferences witl1 Mr. Miller, Dr. 1\tic-
Kinney, and other officials of the Tidewater Terminals, have 
yon not? 
A. With ~{r. Miller; I don't think, with Dr. Mcl{inney. 
Q. And Mr. Miller has requested you to have the Belt Line 
resume those payments, hasn't it 'I 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has he ever .assessed it definitely as a legal right, or 
has he confined himself to requests f 
A. Requests only. 
page 195 ~ Q. You have. also received a letter from him 
dated January 4, 1935, have you not? This. let-
ter is already in evidence, your Honor. 
A. Let me look at it and see whether I did, or not (referring 
to the letter). Yes. 
Q. In that letter I note a statement reading as follows: 
"We are attaching copy of our reply dated July 2, 1934, and 
also copy of letter dated July 28, 1934, from Mr. C. D. Gib-
bons, Treasurer of the Shipping Board." That is in that 
letter, is it notY 
ll. It is. . 
Q. Now, Mr. Loyall, I hand you what purports to be a copy 
of a letter written to a Mr. Brown of the United States Ship-
ping Board, dated July 2, 1934; is that the copy of a letter 
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which was enclosed with the letter from the Tidewater Termi-
nals, to 'vhich you have just referred? 
A. Yes, sir. 
1\fr. vVillcox: I offer that in evidence (marked "Exhibit 
30.' ') 
CROSS EX..UIINATION. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. If it is true that we have not been able to force you to 
pay it, but have had to go to law to force you to pay it-
page 196 ~ Mr. Willcox: One minute. I object. The wit-
ness is not called on to explain what the letter 
means. It is a matter of construction for the court. 
Mr. Barron: All right. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Mr. Loyall, you were· President of the Belt Line in 1921 
and have been since that time? 
A. No. 
Q. From what period? 
A. From 1931, I think it was, Judge. -
Bv Mr. Willcox: 
~ Q. Director from 1921 f 
A. I was Director from 1921. 
By Mr. Barron: 
Q. Director from 1921, and you have been President of the 
company since 1931 7 
A. I think that is right. 
Q. During that period that you have been a Director and 
during that period when you have been President, the Belt 
T..:ine has paid to the City of Norfolk 25 cents for each loaded 
car it transported over those tracks and for nearly eight 
years has paid to the Terminal Company 25 cents for each 
car it has transported over those tracks; why did you all 
.pay itT 
A. I am unable to say. 
page 197 ~ Q. Before you leave, as I understand you, you 
draw a distinction with Mr. Miller and others for 
any number of conferences with him and letters requesting 
the payment of this bill; that is correct, isn't itY 
· A. Yes, sir, that is correct. 
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By Mr. Willcox: 
Q. In all the conferences and all the letters the only sum 
mentioned has been 25 cents per car, hasn't itY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Barron: I object to that. I will show you one of those 
letters that says ''Just compensation for use of the tracks.'' 
The letters speak for themselves. 
Mr. Willcox: All right. 1\{r. Barron, may we stipulate 
that the allowances provides for in those tariffs have b~en 
received by the Terminals, although received from the line 
haul carriers Y 
Mr. Barron : Well, as I understand it, I don't want to 
stipulate or agree to anything that you do not prove, of course, 
but your own witness has testified, and if you will look at 
the tariff provision, there isn't any obligation on the Belt 
Line to pay that wharfage or handling. It is a wharfage 
charge under the tariff and a handling charge under the 
tariff and has nothing in the world to do 'vith tariffs, and 
· your own witness has testified that there was 
page 198 · ~ nothing in the tariff relating to the maintenance 
of those tracks by us or the payment therefor for 
the use by you. Therefore, I have no objection, unless you 
ask me to put myself in the position of admitting their rele-
vancy and materiality, but what the line haul carriers paid 
us for a service has nothing in the world, in my view, to do 
with the use of these tracks and the service that we rendered 
to the Belt Line. Now, I don't want to require you to prove 
what the amount of your wharfage was. and what that allow-
ance was. Your own witnesses say you did not pay it to us. 
Now, if I can save you the trouble of producing figures, with-
out admitting its relevancy or materiality, I am perfectly 
willing to do it. 
Mr. Willcox: Without admitting its relevancy or its ad-
missibility, I am asking you to stipulate a fact-if the court 
rules it is admissible-that the Terminal did receive those 
allowances provided for in those tariffs, although they re-
ceived it not from the Belt Line but from the line haul car-
riers. 
Mr. Barron: Yes, that is correct. 
Mr. Willcox: I offer that statement in evidence. (Marked 
"Exhibit No. 22. ") 
Mr. Barron: Your Honor understands I object to that 
as· irrelevant and immaterial and having no part in the is-
sues in this case. 
page 199 ~ Mr. Willcox : If your Honor please, in view of 
the evidence, I think this statement of the amount 
- \ 
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of wharfage actually collected during this period is relevant. 
The Court: I don't know how relevant it is. I don't kno\v 
that it makes any difference one way or another. 
Mr. Barron: Well, subject to the same objection as to 
lts relevancy and materiality, you can introduce it and I ex-
cept to its admissibility. 
J. A. MOOR-E, 
recalled by the defendant, \vas further examined and testified 
as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Willcox·: 
Q. Mr. Moore, that statement marked "Exhibit 22" shows 
the amount of wharfage collected by the Terminals from the 
railroads named there in the caption thereof by months from 
1\fay, 1933, to December 31, 1936, inclusive, does it not f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that is wharfage only, and, in addition, the hand-
ling charges and storage charges were collected on those same 
shipments? 
A. I don't know about the storage. A lot of it is handled 
by truck and we don't get charges. 
Q. I mean, if it was a shipment in which you 
page 200 ~ were entitled to wharfage, you got a handling 
chargef 
A. Yes, if they go by truck or train. If they go by small 
boat, we do not. 
By Mr. Barron~ 
Q. Those charges have nothing at all to do with track main-
tenance? · 
A. Absolutely. 
1\fr. Willcox: That is a question of law, too. 
:J\fr. Willcox! If your Honor please, I offer in evidence 
General Order No. 15 issued by the Dire~tor General of Rail-
roads on J.\.farch 26, 1918, dealing with the mai.ntenance; etc., 
of tracks, and I expect, if it is admitted, to follow that up 
by showing by Mr. Williamson, 1\fr. Riday, and other wit-
nesses that that same policy has been followed by railro~ds 
generally, and particularly by this railroad, ever since the 
close of the Federal Administration. · 
The Court: Is it necessary, 1\!r. Willcox, to prove that 
part? Doesn't the court take notice of that? 
Mr. Willcox: To be perfectly frank with your Honor, 1 
don't know. 
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The Court: You can put it in. It is all subject to the in-
structions that will follow. 
Mr. Barron: This is the same thing that was 
page 201 ~ excluded yesterday. It reads, ''The following re-
quirements must be observed in respect of the con-
struction, maintenance and operation of new industry tracks''. 
The Court: Put it in and it 'vill be before me. You ob-
ject to itt 
Mr. Barron: I object and except. 
Mr. Willcox: If you will stipulate that Mr. Williamson 
will testify that that is the general policy of the railroads, it 
will not be necessary to recall him. 
Mr. Barron: And has been adopted as the policy of the 
Belt Line here Y 
Mr. Willcox: Yes. 
Mr. Barron: Well, you understand, I am not waiving my 
objection. 
Mr. Willcox: I understand that, _but just simply to save 
the trouble of bringing the witness to prove it. 
Mr. Barron: I will agree to that. 
(The document was marked "Exhibit No. 31".) 
Mr. Willcox: Now, if your Honor please, in view of the 
evidence that has been introduced since yon excluded those 
contracts on yesterday, particularly the evidence with refer.:. 
ence to the tariffs sho,ving the arrangement made by the Belt 
Line and the Terminals-
The Court : I did not consider the contracts as excluded, 
Mr. Willcox. Now, I have not read the contracts, 
page 202 ~ but from counsel's statement I did not think that 
tliey had anything to do with this case. I thought 
they were on a different branch. 
Mr. Willcox: I think they have everything to do with it, 
sir, and the only way that I see that I can make myself clear 
:ts either to read them in part or at length, or ask your Honor 
to read them. 
The Court : I will take pleasure in doing that. The jury 
may retire. In the meantime, give me the Pennsylvania con-
tract. 
(The jury retired from the court room.) 
Note: The three contracts referred to were admitted by 
the court and marked ''Exhibits 19, .20, and 21'', to the admis-
sion of which counsel for the plaintiff excepted. 
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The defendant rested. 
page 203 } Mr. Willcox: I move the court to strike out 
all the evidence for the plaintiff, on the ground 
that it fails to show any liability whatever on the Belt Line, 
for the following reasons: 
The evidence shows that the Belt Line does not own the 
tracks, or any interest therein, and there is no express contract 
by which it assumed the maintenance of said tracks. Under 
those conditions and in the absence of such a contract, there 
is no legal obligation on the railroad to pay for the upkeep 
of the tracks. The contracts between the plaintiff and the 
various trunk line carriers provide that the trunk line car-
riers shall deliver freight at shipside and receive freight there-
from. According to the evidence, it is impossible for them 
to do tha.t except through the use of the Belt Line, and in 
the contract this use of the Belt Line is contemplated. In 
using those tracks the .Belt Line is doing it as the agent of 
the trunk line carriers, and the contract specifically provides 
that the plaintiff shall furnish the trunk line carriers those 
facilities and keep them in order. The evidence shows fur-
ther that the Belt Line in making these deliveries does so 
solely as the agent of the trunk line carriers, and Mr. Miller, 
President of the plaintiff company, in his letter has recog-
nized that fact. In addition to that, the contracts between the 
carriers and the railroads expressly contain this provision: 
page 204 } "It is understood that delivery shall have been 
made when cars have had their first placement on 
hold or unloading tracks.'' 
If that means that the delivery is complete when the cars 
are placed, on the tracks which Mr. Williamson has described 
as "hold tracks" awaiting placement orders, then, any fur-
ther movement over the tracks by the Belt Line is at the re-
quest a.nd for the benefit of the Terminal Company. If, on 
the other hand, it means that delivery is not complete l.mtil 
the cars are at shipside where they are actually unloaded, 
or at the warehouse where they are actually unloaded, then 
the movement of those cars is in discharge of the contract. 
In other words, the carrier itself, that is; the Pennsylvania. 
would have the right under this contract, if it had the physical 
connection, to run its trains right down to shipside or ware-
house, it having that right without obligation for any· fur-
ther compensation, and it can delegate that right to its agent 
and its agent in doing that is not liable for a.ny charges. There 
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is· n9 published tariff obligating or permitting the Belt Line 
to pay anything for the maintenance of the track except as 
contained in Item 105 of Tariff No. &-H, I. c~ C. 92; and the 
suppleiD:ents and amendments thereto, which provide for an 
allowance to the plaintiff of fixed charges for the use by the 
Belt Line of the wharves, 'varehouses, slips, channels, tracks, 
· approaches, and other facilities at the Norfolk 
page 205 ~ Tidewater Terminals, Norfolk; Virginia, and for 
other services rendered by the Norfolk TJdewate~· 
Terminals as agent of the Norfolk ~ Portsmouth Belt Line 
Railroad. The allowances provided for in those tariffs have 
been paid. Any contract for the payment of aiJ.y additional 
sum, whether expressed or implied, would be illegal. Finally, 
there is no evidence of any express contract or of any im.:. 
plied contract. 
The Court : I overrule the motion. 
Mr. Willcox: Excepti9n. I will state. at this time that we 
offer in evidence these contracts between the Terminals and 
railroads which were admitted (Exhibits 19, 20, and 21), and 
we withdraw our objection to the introduction by the plain-
tiff of the proposed contract between the Belt Line arid the 
plaintiff (Exhibit B). 
page 206 ~ INSTRUCTIONS. 
Plaintiff's Instruction No. P-.1 (Granted): 
The court instructs the jury that under the form of action 
brought in this case it is not essential for the plaintiff to 
prove a written or express contract with the defendant. It 
may rely upon an implied contract or legal obligation on the 
part of the defendant. It is for you to determine from the 
acts and conduct of the. parties and all the facts and cir~um­
stances in the case if there is an implied contract or legal 
Qbligation on the defendant. If you believe from the evidence 
that the acts and conduct of the part.ies and all the facts and 
circumstances in the case considered together that the defend-
ant is under an implied or legal obligation to pay the plaintiff 
a fair compensation for the use and maintenance of the tracks, 
then your verdict should be for the plaintiff. 
Plaintiff's Instruction No. P-2 (Granted): 
The court instructs the jury that where a plaintiff renders 
service or furnishes goods or ~xperids money, which ~ de-
f~ndant knowingly accep~s, uses and enjoys the benefit of, 
this implies a contract, and the law creates an obligation 'on 
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the defendant under such circumstances to pay the plaintiff 
fair and just compensation therefor. 
Mr. Willcox: The defendant objects and excepts to tlle 
granting of any instructions on behalf of the plain-
page 207 ~ tiff for the same reasons stated in its motion to 
.strike the evidenoo, namely, that under the evi-
dence in this case there is no obligation whatever on the part 
of the plaintiff. 
The defendant further objects and excepts to the granting 
of Instruction P-1 on the ground that it does not define an 
implied contract or a legal obligation and leaves the jury to 
guess; and on the further ground that the facts with reference 
to the expenditures made on the tracks and the use of the 
tracks and all the circumstances affecting the same are un-
disputed, and the court should decide whether there is any 
liability, that being a legal question, and should not submit it 
to the jury. 
The defendant specifically objects and excepts to the grant-
ing of Instruction P-2 on the ground that it tells the jury that 
a defendant is obligated to pay a plaintiff for money expended 
or services rendered if it got the benefits of said services, 
whereas, that statement should be lim.ited to the circumstances 
where the money is expended or the services furnished for the 
benefit or at the request of the defendant or in the discharge 
of some obligation resting on the defendant, and on the fur-
ther ground that the evidence in this case shows conclusively 
and without dispute that the tracks repaired were 
page 208 ~ used by both the plaintiff and the defendant, and, 
even if there 'vere any liability, the defendant 
would be liable only for that portion of the money expended 
of which it got the direct benefit. The burden is on the plain-
tiff to show that proportion, and it has failed to do so. 
Defendant's Instruction D-Y ( GranJed): 
The Court instructs the jury that the burden is on the plain-
tiff to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that there 
was an implied contract whereby the defendant became o~li.:­
ga.ted to pay the plaintiff for the maintenance of its tracks. 
Unless you believe from a preponderance of the evidence 
that there was such a contract, you must find for the defend-
ant. 
Defendoot's Instruction D-1 {Refused).: 
The Court instructs the jury · tliat there is no evidence of 
any liability on the part of the defendant to the plaintiff~ 
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Defendant's Instruction No. D-3 (Ref'used) : 
The Court instructs th~ jury that they cannot find for the 
plaintiff on the theory that it is entitled to reimbursement 
of all sums spent for maintenance of its tracks during the 
period involved unless you believe from a preponderance of 
the evidence that the defendant, for a valid con-
page 209 ~ sideration, promised to maintain said tracks, and 
unless you further believe from a preponderance 
of the evidence that the duly published tariffs of the defend-
ant contained some provision indicating that the defendant 
would assume that responsibility. 
Defendant's Instruction No. D-4(a) (Refused): 
The court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence .that for approximately eight years prior to :Niay 1, 
1933, the defendant paid the plaintiff for the use and mainte-
nance of its tracks at the rate of 25c per car for each car trans-
ported over said tracks; that since May 1, 1933, the. plaintiff 
has billed the defendant for the use and maintenance of its 
tracks on the same basis, and that all of its requests or de-
mands made on the defendant for payment for such use 
and maintenance have been on a basis · of 25c per loaded 
car moved over said tracks, then if you find for the plaintiff 
its recovery must be limited to an amount aggregating 25c 
per car for each loaded car so moved. 
Defendant's Instruction No. D-5(a) (Refused): 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence that the employees of the plaintiff designated as 
track laborers devoted any substantial portion of their time 
from May 1, 1933, to J auuary 31, 1936, to work or labor other 
thau the work or labor incident to maintaining the tracks used 
by the defendant, then, even if the jury find for 
page 210 ~ the plaintiff, they cannot include in their verdict 
any amounts paid to such laborers designated as 
track laborers unless they are able to ascertain from a pre-
ponderance of the evidence how much of the wages paid said 
parties during said period were paid in consideration of work 
and labor done in and about the maintenance of said tracks 
so used by the defendant. 
Defendant's Instr~tction No. D-5(b) (Refused): 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from 
the evidence that the employees of the plaintiff designated 
as tracks laborers devoted any substantial portion of thei~· 
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time from May 1, 1933, to January 31, 1936, to work or labor 
other than tl1e work or labor incident to maintaining the tracks 
used by the defendant, then, even if the jury find for the 
plaintiff, they cannot include in their verdict any amounts 
paid to such laborers designated as track laborers while en-
gaged in such other work. 
Defendant's Instruction N~. D-6 (Refused): 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence that the tracks in connection with which the expenses 
of maintenance were incurred were used both by tp.e plaintiff 
and the defendant, then, even if they find for the plaintiff, the 
maximum limit of the plaintiff's recovery is that percentage 
of the total cost of maintenance as shown by a 
page 211 ~ preponderance of the evidence which the use of 
said tracks by the defendant bears to the total use 
of said tracks by both the plaintiff and the defendant. If 
after considering all of the evidence you are unable to ascer-
tain from a preponderance of the evidence how much of the 
use of said tracks was by the defendant and how much was 
by the plaintiff, the plaintiff cannot recover. 
Defendant's. Instruction No. D-7 (Refused): 
The' Court instructs the jury that if they find for the plain-
tiff, then the measure of the plaintiff's recovery is the fair 
value of the use of the plaintiff's tracks. In arriving at that 
:figure they shall consider all the fa:cts and circumstanc.es 
shown by the evidence. If after a consideration of the evi-
dence they believe that the parties themselves by their actions 
and negotiations have settled on 25c per loaded car as the 
fair value of said services, the sum awarded the plaintiff shall 
be on that basis. 
Defendant's Instruction No. D-8 (Refused): 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence that the tracks in connection with which the expenses 
of maintenance were incurred were used both by the plain-
tiff and the defendant, then, even if they find for the plaintiff, 
the maximum limit of the plaintiff-'s recovery is that per-
centage of the total cost of maintenance as shown by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence which the use of said 
page 212 } tracks by the defendant: bears to the. total use of 
said tracks by both the plaintiff and the defend-
a~. . 
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Defendant's Instruction D-A (Re/'ltsed) : 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
.evidence that the tariffs published by the defendant and in 
effect from May 1, 1933, to January 31, 1936, provided for 
the allowance or payment to the plaintiff for the use of its 
tracks of wharfage and handling charges on commodities or 
materials delivered at the terminals by the defendant and 
that all such charges accruing during the period mentioned 
have been paid to the plaintiff, they must :find for the defend-
ant. 
Defendant's bz,struction No. D-B (Refused): 
The Court instructs the jury tba t if they believe from the 
Evidence that the tariffs published by the defendant and in 
effect between May 1, 1933, and January 31, 1936, contained 
no provision showing that the defendant ·would pay or allow 
to the plaintiff any sum for the maintenance and upkeep of 
its tracks, they must :find for the defendant. 
Defenda;nt's Instruction D-0 (Refused): 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence that the defendant used the plaintiff's tracks only 
for the purpose of making deliveries of cars consigned to the 
plaintiff or in care of the plaintiff and for remov-
page 213 ~ ing cars shipped by the plaintiff or originating at 
its terminal, and ~hat such use was at the invita-
tion of or with the full consent of the plaintiff and there was 
no contract between the parties whereby the defendant agreed 
to pay the plaintiff for the maintenance and upkeep of said 
tracks, they must find for the defendant. 
I 
Mr. Willcox: The defendant excepts to the refusal of the 
court to grant its Instructions Nos. D-1, D-3, D-4(a), D-5(a), 
D-5(b), D-6, D-7, D-8, D-A, D-B, D-C, on the ground that the 
statements of law contained therein are correct statements of 
law and applicable to the evidence introduced in the case and 
the defendant is entitled to have the issues therein raised sub-
mitted to the jury. 
page 214 ~ JUDGE'S CERTIFICATE. 
I, Richard Mciiwaine, Judge of the Court of Law & Chan-· 
eery for the City of Norfolk, Virginia, who presided over the 
foregoing trial of Norfolk Tidewater Terminals, Inc., v. Nor-
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folk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Company in said Court 
on the 28th, 29th and 30th da.ys of April, 1936, do certify that 
the foregoing, together with the exhibits therein referred to, 
is a true and correct copy and report of the evidence and testi-
mony, all the instructions granted and refused by the Court, 
the motions, objections and exceptions of the respective 
parties, as therein set forth, and other incidents of the trial 
of the said case. 
As to the exhibits offered in evidence, as shown by the 
said report, to-wit: Exhibits lettered ''A" to "J ", inclusive, 
with the exception of G and H, and Exhibits numbered 1 to 3, 
inclusive, the originals thereof have been initialed by me for 
the purpose of identification, it having been agre·ed between 
counsel for the plaintiff and counsel for the defendant that 
said original exhibits shall be transmitted to the Supreme 
Court of Appeals as part of the record in this case, in lieu. 
of certifying to said Court copies of said exhibits. 
And I do further certify that the attorneys for the defend-
ant had reasonable notice in writing. given by the plaintiff 
of the time and place when the foregoing report of the testi-
mony, exhibits, instructions, motions, exceptions, 
page 215 r and other incidents of the trial of said case would 
be tendered and presented to me for signature 
and authentication. 
Given under my hand this 14th day of December, 1936, 
and within sixty days after the entry of the final judgment 
in said case. 
RICHARD MciLWAINE, Judge . 
.A Copy-Teste: 
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. RICHARD ~IciLWAINE, 
Judge of the Court of Law and Chancery of 
the City of Norfolk, Virginia. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE: 
I, W. L. Prieur, Jr., Clerk of the Court of Law & Chan-
cery for the City of Norfolk, Virginia, do certify that the 
foregoing report of the testimony, exhibits, instructions, mo.-
tions, exceptions, and other incidents of the trial of the case of 
Norfolk Tidewater Terminals, Inc., v. Norfolk & Portsmouth 
Belt Line Railroad Con1pany, together with the original ex-
hibits therein referred to, all of which have been duly au-
thenticated by the ,Judge of the said Court, were lodged and 
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filed with me as Clerk of the said Court on the 14th day of 
December, 1936, and within sixty days after the entry of the 
final order in said case. 
W. L. PRIEUR, JR., Clerk. 
By: H. L. BULLOCK, D. C. 
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In the Clerk's Office of the Court of La'v and Chancery of 
the City of Norfolk. 
I, W. L. Prieur, Jr., Clerk of the Court of Law and Chan-
cery of the City of Norfolk, do hereby certify that the fore-
going and annexed is a true transcript of the 1·ecord in the case 
of Norfolk Tidewater Terminals, Inc., Plaintiff, v. Norfolk 
and Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad Company, Defendant, 
lately depending in said Court .. 
I further certify that the said copy was not made up and 
completed until the defendant had had notice of the making 
of the same, and the intention of the plaintiff. to take an ap-
peal therein. 
Given under my hand this 17th day of December, 1936. 
W. L. PRIEUR, JR., Clerk. 
Fee for this record, $21.00. 
A Copy--Teste : 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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